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ABSTRACT

Moisture occurrence in
roof assemblies containing moisture storing insulation
and its impact on the durability of building envelope

Dominique Derome, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 1999

Moisture storing insulation such as cellulose has gained a large segment of the residential market, both in new and retrofit construction. Moisture deposited by exfiltration and adsorbed within the envelope reduces the thermal performance of the envelope and favors fungus growth leading to deterioration of the materials and contamination of the indoor air. Roof assemblies thus insulated are particularly vulnerable to the mechanism of moisture accumulation.

The objective of this study is to investigate the pattern of moisture accumulation in single cavity flat roofs fully insulated with cellulose insulation. Through an extensive experimental program using two test huts in an environmental chamber, patterns of moisture movement and accumulation for a full wetting-drying cycle have been developed for the first time. Using these results for validation, a model using the water potential concept as the driving force for moisture movement was developed to simulate the complete wetting and drying of wood components within the envelope.
Within an Environmental Chamber, which allows for testing full scale specimens, a 190-day test with daily cyclic conditions was designed and performed during which moisture transfer was monitored with electronic sensors and gravimetry. The test consisted of eight flat roof assemblies fully insulated with cellulose subjected to one complete, quasi-real-time wetting-drying cycle. The research presents a methodology to evaluate the performance of retrofitting energy efficiency measures using moisture storing insulation in residential buildings.

An hygrothermal model using the concept of water potential gradient as the driving force for moisture movement in wood has been developed for flat roofs insulated with cellulose and integrated into an existing finite element computer model. The model includes the geometrical representation of the wood component, moisture content-water potential relationships, effective water conductivity and mass and heat transfer coefficients. The results from the computer model compare favorably with the experimental results and validate the use of the water potential approach in predicting moisture movement through building envelope assemblies.

The experimental and modeling data document the moisture condition of the assemblies. This moisture condition is an indicator of durability in terms of fungus growth. Design guidelines have been derived from this study for flat roof assemblies incorporating moisture storing materials. This information can be used by the designer to evaluate the hygrothermal performance and the durability of his/her design.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>water concentration in wood</td>
<td>$[\text{kg}<em>{\text{water}}/\text{m}^3</em>{\text{moist wood}}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C'$</td>
<td>electrical capacitance</td>
<td>$[\text{F}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>density of mass flow rate</td>
<td>$[\text{kg} / \text{m}^2 \cdot \text{s}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>specific Gibbs free energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_m$</td>
<td>specific gravity of wood</td>
<td>$[\text{kg}<em>{\text{oven-dry wood}} \cdot \text{m}^3</em>{\text{water}}/\text{kg}<em>{\text{water}} \cdot \text{m}^3</em>{\text{moist wood}}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>transfer coefficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_h$</td>
<td>convective heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>$[\text{W}/\text{m}^2 \cdot ^\circ \text{C}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_o$</td>
<td>convective mass transfer coefficient</td>
<td>$[\text{kg}^2_{\text{water}}/\text{m}^2 \cdot \text{s} \cdot \text{J}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_s$</td>
<td>specific enthalpy or heat</td>
<td>$[\text{J}/\text{m}^3 \text{ or kJ/kg}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>total enthalpy</td>
<td>$[\text{J}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>flux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>transport coefficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>effective thermal conductivity tensor</td>
<td>$[\text{W}/\text{m} \cdot \text{s} \cdot ^\circ \text{C}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>effective moisture conductivity tensor</td>
<td>$[\text{kg}^2_{\text{water}}/\text{m}_{\text{moist wood}} \cdot \text{s} \cdot \text{J}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>mass</td>
<td>$[\text{kg}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>moisture content</td>
<td>$[(\text{kg}<em>{\text{water}}/\text{kg}</em>{\text{dry material}}) \times 100]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pressure</td>
<td>$[\text{Pa}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta p$</td>
<td>pressure difference</td>
<td>$[\text{Pa}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>moisture flux</td>
<td>$[\text{kg}<em>{\text{water}}/\text{m}^3</em>{\text{moist wood}} \cdot \text{s}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>volumetric airflow</td>
<td>$[\text{m}^3/\text{s} \text{ or l/s}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>thermal resistance</td>
<td>$[\text{m}^2 \cdot ^\circ \text{C}/\text{W}]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( R \)  
gas constant  
\([\text{J/mol} \cdot \text{°K}]\)

\( U \)  
thermal conductance  
\([\text{W/m}^2 \cdot \text{°C}]\)

\( t \)  
time  
\([\text{s}]\)

\( T \)  
temperature  
\([\text{°C}]\)

\( w \)  
weight  
\([\text{N}]\)

\( Z \)  
vapor resistance  
\([\text{Pa} \cdot \text{m}^2 \cdot \text{s/kg}]\)

**Greek Alphabet Symbols**

\( \beta \)  
factor function of moisture content

\( \varepsilon \)  
ratio of vapor diffusion to total moisture movement

\( \Phi \)  
potential

\( \mu \)  
vapor permeability  
\([\text{s}]\)

\( \rho \)  
density  
\([\text{kg/m}^3]\)

\( \psi \)  
water potential  
\([\text{J/kg}_{\text{eau}}]\)

**Subscripts**

\( a \)  
air

\( c \)  
condensation, condensation plane

\( \text{e.f.} \)  
external force

\( g \)  
gravitational

\( h \)  
heat

\( \text{in} \)  
interior

\( m \)  
matric

\( \text{moist} \)  
moist

\( p \)  
pressure
Abbreviations

FSP  Fiber saturation point of wood
M    Moisture content
NBCC National Building Code of Canada
RH   Relative humidity of the air
Chapter 1
Statement of research problem

1.1 Introduction

As the movement of moisture in walls and roofs under varying daily and seasonal conditions has not been totally characterized, the prediction of moisture occurrence in envelope assemblies still lacks accuracy. However, more and more assemblies are built with materials able to store moisture like cellulose insulation. An estimation from the Quebec house builders association evaluates cellulose and glass fiber insulation having an equal share of the new housing market (Gagné 1997). The performance of assemblies incorporating moisture storing insulation, under moisture and heat transfer, called hygrothermal performance, is not yet fully understood.

1.1.1 Current state of knowledge

The envelope is a subsystem of the building, composed of a large number of constituents that together must separate the indoor conditioned environment from the outdoor environment. Since the conditions are different on each side, differentials in terms of partial vapor pressure, air pressure and temperature create driving potentials for moisture, air and heat transfer through the envelope. Moisture movement through the envelope has two major driving potentials: (i) differential in vapor partial pressure, causing moisture diffusion, and (ii) differential of air pressure, causing moisture-laden air to move. On its way through the assembly, moisture is partially adsorbed by some of the building
materials where it may accumulate. This type of material is said to be hygroscopic. Excessive moisture within the assembly may decrease its thermal resistance, augments the risk of fungus development and biodegradation under appropriate temperature and time exposure and multiply shrinkage and swelling effects. To resist the vapor, air and heat flows, vapor retarder materials, air barrier strategies, and thermal insulation have been developed.

Good practice of building envelope assembly construction has been traditionally based on experience and rules of thumb. The scientific approach to building envelope assessment started around the late 30's, e.g. with research in the Prairies on air leakage (Bomberg and Brown 1993), and in the United States on attic ventilation (Rose 1995a). In 1947, the Division of Building Research of Canada was set up by the National Research Council of Canada. Soon, other countries set up their research body dedicated to building. Over the years, case and field studies led to a general surveying of good and bad envelope construction practices. In parallel, experimental work was performed in laboratories. Early work focused on heat transfer and building materials. The scope was then enlarged to include building envelope systems, such as windows, wall and roof assemblies, and was widened to examine the moisture issue. First, diffusion only was studied, then air movement and air exfiltration were included. Tests are now increasingly complex and experimental setups simulate conditions close to the real ones. This half-century of research has provided knowledge in terms of material properties and transfer mechanisms. This knowledge has been partially embedded in several heat and moisture transfer computer models using the finite-difference method. All these models simulate moisture diffusion. Several models take into account capillary flow and some codes have provisions to accommodate air movement. However, none of the models accounts in reality for the spatial distribution of the convective mass transfer due to air exfiltration. Although a lot of work is performed on theoretical modeling of combined heat and
moisture transfer, the validity of the resulting data depends entirely on the experimental measurements of the properties of the materials. Based on these measurements, coefficients are determined and fed into the computer models.

The approach applied in most models divides moisture transfer into separate regimes, each acting under a different driving potential: the hygroscopic regime (vapor and bound water), the capillary one (liquid) and the above saturation point one (viscous flow). This separation requires transfer coefficients for each regime and a transition module between regimes. In wood science, for wood drying, another approach in modeling has been developed using the difference in the free energy state of water, i.e. the water potential gradient, as the driving force. This approach has the advantage of encompassing all the above mechanisms with one driving potential. The energy state of water within the matrix of the wood cell is defined in relation to the energy state of free water in a pool, i.e. in a standard reference state. Depending on the amount of water within the cells and the walls of the cells, the water is more or less free. The gradient in the energy state of water causes moisture flow at a rate given by the moisture transport coefficient, called the effective water conductivity.

With the present state of knowledge, the long term performance of the building envelope subjected to moisture transfer cannot be assessed solely with computer models but is rarely the object of testing. On the other hand, on-site investigations are often limited, as not all parameters can be controlled. More specifically, for envelope assemblies integrating hygroscopic insulating materials, little experimental work has been performed, especially in a retrofitting context.
1.1.2 Problem

Without means to predict the long term hygrothermal performance of the envelope components, requirements of standards and codes cannot be enforced effectively. Verification of designs is usually performed with simple engineering methods. Consequently, the requirements regarding moisture control in envelope assemblies stemming from codes, like the National Building Code of Canada, cannot reflect the total complexity of the hygrothermal performance of the building envelope. It will be shown that the actual knowledge in terms of prediction of moisture behavior is limited. Simple engineering methods are too conservative and limited (dew point method and Glaser scheme, Glaser 1959) and simulations with computer models too restricted. Only models that would effectively take into account all the moisture driving forces and integrate a complete database on material moisture related properties could allow such total performance assessment. In the mean time, testing remains the main means of performance assessment. However, as the industry, and in particular the renovation industry, intervenes in more and more complex situations, testing all possible assemblies is not feasible. Therefore, an analytical model validated by experimental data is required to predict the long term moisture conditions of envelopes, leading to the establishment of guidelines to be incorporated in codes and standards. The main challenge regarding the use of models is having access to accurate and available material properties. The water potential approach minimizes the material data required. However, it has not been used yet in building envelope application.

Both modeling and experimental works face challenges when dealing with moisture storing materials because of the difficulties in measuring and monitoring the performance of the materials. Moisture transfer involves complex processes. Diffusion and
adsorption of moisture is dependent on local relative humidity and temperature and also on the material's moisture content. Convection is difficult to assess quantitatively. And the interrelation between path of air movement and moisture deposit and removal along the path is just beginning to be addressed. Wood frame envelope assemblies retrofitted with hygroscopic insulating materials have not been documented yet.

1.1.3 Proposed approach

This thesis combines measurements and simulations. This combined approach is recognized to allow the use of measurements to calibrate, adapt or check the simulation model, and of modeling as a means to explain and interpret the experimental results (Geving et al. 1997). As no model can yet calculate all moisture transfer mechanisms and as experiments are still the main mode of investigation of moisture transfer while being very time and energy consuming, the combination of the two modes of investigation is the approach that yields the best insight.

This project studies the moisture occurrence in wood-frame flat roofs with cellulose insulation from a combined experimental and modeling approach. In terms of modeling, the current frame of reference in building science is the use of driving potentials. This work proposes to use the gradient of water potential as the driving force to model moisture movement in timber. The experimental data that documents the performance of eight roof assemblies insulated with a moisture storing insulation through one wetting-drying cycle is used to validate the model.
1.2 Research objectives

The scope of this research is to investigate the pattern of moisture accumulation within roof assemblies insulated with cellulose insulation during a complete wetting-drying cycle.

Specifically, the objectives are, in terms of experimental work:

- to develop a test procedure that includes methods of monitoring the moisture transfer, and
- to determine the level of exposure to high moisture conditions in different assemblies.

In terms of modeling work, the objective is:

- to predict the moisture and temperature profiles within the planks of a flat roof assembly insulated with high-density cellulose as a function of the ambient air conditions, during both the adsorption and desorption process.

And in terms of assembly design, the objectives are:

- to assess the impact of construction geometry and material selection on moisture transfer rate and storage, and
- to implement the findings of the research in terms of design guidelines and improved details.

The remaining part of this chapter presents the fundamentals of the building envelope field and previous experimental and modeling work performed to understand and predict the hygrothermal behavior of envelope assemblies. The second chapter describes the test set-up and procedure and relates the results and their analysis. The third chapter presents the model development and results. The fourth chapter extracts design guidelines from
the results of the preceding chapters. The main results of this study are summarized in the conclusion.

1.3 Literature review

In the last 20 years, many studies on the building envelope subjected to combined heat and moisture transfer have been published. These efforts have led to a better understanding of the interrelations of phenomena occurring within the building envelope. Although the work presented later, in Chapters 2 and 3, was undertaken on wood-framed flat roofs, the following literature review considers works on different envelope assemblies. This aims at describing the field of knowledge of moisture transfer in the building envelope. This literature review first presents the envelope system and its components. Then, the phenomenon of moisture transfer is covered by describing its many aspects. This theoretical overview is followed by a presentation of the existing research on modeling moisture movement.

1.3.1 The envelope as a system

Together, the constituents of the building envelope form a barrier between the outdoor and the indoor climates. The analysis of the performance of envelope assemblies must consider the envelope as an integrated system, where constituents are connected to each other and where air, heat and moisture have interrelated effects.
1.3.1.1. Function and constituents

The building envelope must, among others, control heat flow, air flow and vapor flow; prevent ingress of rain; and control solar radiation, noise, airborne pollutants, and smoke and fire propagation (Hutcheon 1966). Furthermore, the envelope must be structurally sound, durable, aesthetically pleasing and economical and have a correct functionality. To accomplish this, the envelope is composed of several components intended to fulfill different functions. Bomberg and Brown (1993) list the environmental barriers required by opaque walls and roofs to control vapor, water, air and heat transfer across the assembly as shown in Table 1.1.

In the case of residential or commercial buildings, the components of the envelope controlling air, heat and vapor flow are attached to or supported by the structural elements of the envelope: i.e. concrete slab, steel deck or wood deck on wood trusses in the case of roofs; and wood studs, steel studs, masonry or concrete blocks in the case of walls. In the case of a wall, these components together form the backwall or inner layer. This layer is covered by an exterior veneer that acts as a rain screen. For a roof, the waterproofing membrane can either be placed over the whole assembly or be located below the insulation layer. On their interior face, assemblies are covered with interior finish.
Table 1.1. Environmental barriers and driving forces (after Bomberg and Brown 1993).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driving Forces</th>
<th>Environmental Barrier</th>
<th>Design Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vapor pressure</td>
<td>Vapor retarder</td>
<td>Vapor diffusion control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind pressure and rain (PER) screen</td>
<td>Pressure equalized rain</td>
<td>Eliminates wind pressure difference across rain screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>Air gap with weather barrier and flashing</td>
<td>Provides capillary break and leads water away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground water</td>
<td>Damp proofing, gravel or crushed stone layer</td>
<td>Provides capillary break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pressures (wind loads, stack effect, etc)</td>
<td>Air barrier (continuous airtight materials and load support)</td>
<td>Carries wind loads to the desired location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pressure and high indoor humidity</td>
<td>Air barrier</td>
<td>Controls moisture flow due to air leakage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind pressure difference</td>
<td>Weather barrier with load support</td>
<td>Eliminates effects of windwashing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature difference</td>
<td>Thermal insulation</td>
<td>Reduces the rate of heat flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High temperature, e.g. fire drywall</td>
<td>Thermal barrier, e.g. drywall</td>
<td>Prevents rapid temperature rise on susceptible materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The control of air is achieved with a succession of airtight materials, tightly joined one to the other. The air barrier is, in effect, a strategy applied to the whole envelope assembly, and more importantly, to all junctions encountered in the envelope, e.g. wall/window, floor/wall, wall/roof, wall/mechanical exhaust, roof/drain, etc. The plane of the air barrier can be positioned at any depth of the wall provided its vapor retarder properties do not cause moisture accumulation. When the air barrier is placed on the inner side of the insulation layer, a wind-sensitive insulation might require the addition of a wind barrier on its outside to prevent air movement through its thickness. Acceptable air barrier materials must have an air leakage lower than 0.02 l/(s·m²), measured under a differential pressure of 75 Pa (NBCC, 1995, art. 5.4.2.1). Gypsum board, steel sheet, elastomeric bituminous membranes, concrete can act as air barrier. In the annex of the code, overall
system airtightness is recommended to be 0.15 l/(s·m²) at 75 Pa or below, depending on the indoor relative humidity.

The control of vapor movement by diffusion across the assembly in a cold climate is achieved through the use of a vapor retarder material that is generally placed on the warm side of the insulation layer, in order to prevent condensation. Recent changes in the National Building Code of Canada (1995) allow for the positioning of the vapor retarder in the wall in relation to the heating degree-days of the location of the building. For example, in Montreal, the minimum ratio of the thermal resistance on the cold side of the vapor retarder to the thermal resistance on its warm side is of 0.20. The ratio increases with increasing heating degree-day values. Vapor retarder materials must have a permeance of 15 ng/(Pa·s·m²) or less (art. 9.25.4.2.2, NBCC, 1995); polyethylene sheets of different thickness, aluminum foil and paints can act as vapor retarder.

The control of heat transfer across the assembly is achieved by using thermal insulation. This may consist of one or many layers. Insulation can be installed between structural members as in wood and steel stud walls, or in wood structure roofs. It can also be installed on the exterior side of the structure, e.g. on top of the concrete slab or on the cold side of concrete blocks. Depending on the mode of installation, insulation can be blown or sprayed in place, or installed in batt, semi-rigid or rigid form. Current insulation materials are glass fiber, cellulose, extruded and expanded polystyrene and polyurethane. Other insulation materials include polyisocyanurate, glass foam, vermiculite and perlite. Levels of insulation in Quebec are set by the Regulation respecting energy conservation in new buildings since 1983, and the Model national
energy code of Canada for houses (1997) should replace the Regulation in the near future. Present requirements for residential buildings are of RSI-3.4 m²·°C/W for above ground walls and RSI-5.3 m²·°C/W for roofs for the Montreal area.

1.3.1.2 Impact and interrelationships of moisture related parameters

As the envelope is a complex assembly exposed to various phenomena, research has been focused at studying the impact of individual parameters and their interrelationships or cross effects on the performance of the building envelope. These studies can be experimental, analytical or a combination of both.

The importance of controlling vapor diffusion has been demonstrated by several studies. For example, in an experimental study to validate a computer model (Zarr et al. 1995), 12 specimens of approximately one square meter in area each were exposed to winter conditions. The presence of a vapor retarder material on the warm side of the glass fiber insulation reduced the moisture content in the wood exterior panel from 24 % to 8 %. The absence of insulation also had an impact on moisture content of the exterior panel, decreasing the moisture from 24 to 14 %, due to the resulting warmer temperatures. Verschoor (1986) conducted a study to investigate the migration and accumulation of water vapor and the effect of moisture on the thermal performance of a typical insulated wood-framed residential wall under various conditions of vapor retarder and total pressure differential. The wall that had an excellent vapor retarder (polyethylene) had insignificant moisture accumulation in the insulation whereas the use of a poor vapor retarder (paint) with the addition of point-source defects led to moisture accumulation in
the insulation and on the sheathing. The thermal resistance of the glass fiber insulation was not influenced by the slight moisture accumulation. This study shows that all condensation does not occur at the theoretical plane of vapor saturation within the mineral wool batt layer, but that vapor flow continues until it meets a material that is not as permeable. Ojanen and Kohonen (1995) observed the lack of correlation between permeance derived from dry cup/wet cup methods and from mean flux at temperature differentials and conditions that could lead to condensation. This observation illustrates that material properties measured in certain conditions do not reflect necessarily the behavior of the material under different conditions.

Site surveys and case studies rarely document envelope failures that are caused mainly by vapor diffusion (Tsongas and Olson 1995). Kumaran (1996) has pointed out that the amount of moisture brought in the assembly due to exfiltration can be many times larger than that due to diffusion and is therefore of much greater concern. The phenomenon of air bringing moisture in assemblies is three-dimensional and contingent on the quality of construction and climatic elements. This makes air leakage and its impact on the assembly difficult to forecast. Tsongas (1987) has shown that moisture problems tend to appear around warm and moist air leakage location, as moisture condenses on the cold adjacent surfaces.

To study the impact of exfiltration, Janssens et al. (1992) tested three cavities for three consecutive tests. In the first test, which lasted nine weeks and subjected the assemblies to vapor diffusion only, the differentials maintained were 20.5°C for temperature and 750 Pa for vapor pressure. This was followed by six weeks in diffusion-convection mode
with tight construction, with 18.5°C temperature differential, 590 Pa vapor pressure differential, and 10.5 Pa air pressure differential. Finally, the last test consisted of five weeks in diffusion-convection mode with intentional air leakage, with 19°C temperature differential, 325 Pa vapor pressure differential and 4.5 Pa air pressure differential. This series of tests demonstrated how convection is able to transport larger amounts of moisture through a construction than diffusion and how the amount of condensation is proportional to the amount of vapor that reaches a cold surface. Simpson and O'Connor (1994) showed the direct link between air barrier perforation and moisture content increase within the wall. The sensitivity of the assembly to air leakage was studied by Ojanen and Kohonen (1989) who, by modeling air leakage, found that limits for critical exfiltration rates should be analyzed case by case because they depend both on the hygrothermal properties of the structure and on the inside air and climate conditions.

The effect of the presence of moisture on the thermal properties of insulating material has also been the object of investigation. Epstein et al. (1977) and Larsson et al. (1977) approximated that each rise of 1% in moisture content in insulation is matched by a 3 to 5% increase in heat flux. An even more important heat flux effect is found in assemblies experimenting daily reversal of heat flux (Hedlin 1988, Shuman 1980).

Moisture transfer through the assembly can be further complicated if the assembly has the marked capacity to retain some of the moisture passing through. In an experimental study, Rose (1994) studied the impact of ventilation and vapor retarder in a series of cathedral roofs insulated with glass fiber. Holes of 38 mm were in each cavity. Results were given in hours of exposure for different moisture content level. A correlation was
found between the numbers of hours where the roof deck was above fiber saturation point and the area of the deck affected by molds. More molds were in vicinity of the hole in the cavities facing north (no sun). The absence of vapor retarder and ventilation led to the most severe situations.

1.3.1.3 Standard test methods for the envelope

To test the airtightness of envelope assemblies, two standard test methods, ASTM E 283 (1991a) and E 1424 (1991b), call for subjecting assemblies to a pressure differential and measuring the air flow required to maintain the differential. The setup of these standard methods incorporates data for extraneous leakage while the specimen is not moved between the two measurements. The resulting air leakage rate at given pressure differentials or air leakage rate at given pressure and temperature differentials may then be converted into an equivalent leakage area (ELA). This procedure provides quick information of air leakage rate at pressure differentials larger than the ones naturally occurring.

For low air pressure differentials, tracer gas decay can be used to measure air change rates. Used mainly on site, this method may use one or two gases to monitor air movement from one room to the other or from inside to outside.

The two methods mentioned above, used in conjunction, provide a relationship between air movement at small pressure differentials and air leakage rate at relatively important pressure differentials. In the laboratory, pressurization is used as a technique to compare
the airtightness of an assembly before and after a parameter is applied, e.g. gust of wind, wood drying (Rousseau 1992, Onysko and Jones 1989), and to compare materials (Rousseau 1992). Pressurization effects can be monitored using temperature, infra-red, moisture content (Trechsel et al. 1985a) or tracer gas to detect induced air movement (Trechsel et al. 1985b). Site measurements provide whole building and building components air leakage rate data using fan pressurization techniques. On site, because of the small pressure differentials, tracer gas methods can be affected by weather, occupancy and operation (Persily et al. 1988). No method has been developed so far that allows characterizing of the air leakage path and flow within the assembly.

To assess the thermal resistance, two standard test methods, ASTM C236 (1983) and ASTM C976 (1990), using a guarded hot box or a calibrated hot box, provide a measured thermal resistance of a wall or roof assembly under the steady-state mode. The same setup has been used to measure values of the dynamic heat transmission characteristics of walls (Brown and Stephenson 1993a, 1993b). To measure thermal resistance over small area, heat flux sensors may be used.

The moisture content of materials can be monitored using different methods. One straightforward method to measure the moisture content of a material is to weigh it when moist, let it dry and then weigh it dry. This method is called gravimetry. Previous work in moisture transfer monitoring has used gravimetry of material specimen taken out of the experiment setup (e.g., Timusk and Doshi 1986, Verschoor 1986, Burch et al. 1989; and more recently, Janssens et al. 1995).
The other approach is the use of moisture content pins in the wood (developed by Duff 1968, used by Burch et al. 1989, and more recently by Desjarlais et al. 1993, Dumont 1993, Zarr et al. 1995, Rose 1995b, Rose and McCaa 1998). The common wood moisture content pin sensor consists of two pins inserted in a known type of wood. The resistance to electrical current between the two pins is measured. This value is inversely proportional to the wood moisture content, and thus can be converted to a moisture content reading. Variations include use of custom-made moisture content probes consisting of small maple blocks with electrodes fastened to opposite sides (Rose, 1992).

1.3.2 Moisture transfer through the envelope

Moisture transfer is a complex phenomenon that involves materials and moisture in terms of quantity and phase. Compared to heat transfer, moisture transfer has a slower time of response. The time constant of moisture movement for a house has been evaluated to be around 72 hours (Tsengas et al. 1995). The many parameters involved in moisture movement, i.e. time, temperature, relative humidity, moisture content of material, etc, make the description of its physical process complex.

1.3.2.1 Theoretical framework

Transfer processes can be construed as due to a driving force that induces a transfer resisted by the medium. For an entity B, the rate of transfer, \( J_B \), is proportional to the gradient of the driving force, \( \Phi_B \), as shown in the general form of transfer equations (Kumaran 1992):
\[ J_B = -k \cdot \text{grad} \Phi_B \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

where \( k \) is a quantity, called transport coefficient, characteristic of the medium through which the transfer occurs.

The rate, \( J_B \), is expressed as the magnitude of \( B \) transported across a plane of unit area normal to the direction of transport in unit time. It is also called flux or flux density of \( B \).

The gradient, also represented by \( \nabla \) (del), is a vector representing the rate of change for any direction of a given function, \( f \), as shown below:

\[ \text{grad} \ f = \nabla f = \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} i + \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} j + \frac{\partial f}{\partial z} k \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

In three dimensions, \( J_B \) has three components, \( J_{Bx}, J_{By}, J_{Bz} \), each with an equation:

\[ J_{B\lambda} = k_\lambda \cdot \left( \frac{d}{dA} \Phi_{B\lambda} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

where \( \lambda = x, y \) or \( z \).

If the medium is truly isotropic, then \( k_x = k_y = k_z \). However, many building materials are generally anisotropic and nonhomogeneous, so transfer coefficients show spatial variability. Furthermore, \( k \) is rarely independent of \( \Phi_B \). For example, the thermal conductivity of insulation material is linearly dependent on temperature within the temperature range in which buildings operate. In moisture transfer, most transfer coefficients are complex functions of the corresponding driving force to be determined experimentally.

Moisture transfer is complex because, at the conditions to which the envelope may be subjected, water may be present in four different phases: ice, water, vapor and adsorbate film. Figure 1.1 illustrates how vapor and liquid move through the matrix of a
hygroscopic material. Table 1.2 classifies the driving potential of each transport process. It indicates that several forces may affect one phase: i.e. vapor may be moved due to vapor pressure, air pressure or temperature gradient. Although the properties of water in the air are well known, e.g. equilibrium between the three phases of moisture, saturation pressure for different temperatures, no exact relationship is known for moisture in the pores of materials. Experimental work encounters difficulties in identifying the process responsible for the measured moisture transfer.
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Figure 1.1 Phases of moisture adsorption (after Ojanen et al. 1989).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Participating state</th>
<th>Potential difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gas diffusion</td>
<td>vapor</td>
<td>vapor pressure difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liquid diffusion</td>
<td>liquid</td>
<td>concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absorbate diffusion</td>
<td>adsorbate</td>
<td>concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moisture thermodiffusion</td>
<td>vapor &amp; liquid</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capillary flow (unsaturated)</td>
<td>liquid</td>
<td>suction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convective flow</td>
<td>vapor</td>
<td>air pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gravitational flow</td>
<td>liquid</td>
<td>height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poiseuille flow</td>
<td>liquid</td>
<td>liquid pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For light weight building envelope studies, the two main moisture transfer modes are diffusion and convection, but each mode may actually encompass several processes. As a result, this traditional split, which simplifies driving forces, explains that the moisture transfer through an envelope assembly occurs via the slow process of diffusion through the material or via the faster movement of moisture laden air through the discontinuities in the building materials. Once displaced within the building envelope, moisture may condense as vapor pressure approaches its saturation point due to a decreasing temperature.

1.3.2.2 Moisture transfer by diffusion

Vapor transfer within building materials may occur through two processes: gas phase diffusion in air contained in the interconnected pores of materials, and by adsorption of the vapor by the inner surfaces of the pores of polar (electrically charged) materials.

In the case of gas phase diffusion, materials allow moisture to pass through their matrix at a rate that is proportional to their permeability. The gradient in vapor pressure is the driving potential of this diffusion process. The magnitude of the permeability depends on the structure of the matrix and of the polarity of the molecules forming the matrix. Non-polar molecules do not attract water molecules allowing vapor to go through a maze of neutral corridors. Non-polar building materials include the polyethylene sheet, elastomeric bituminous membranes, insulation like polystyrene and polyurethane. Tight matrix, non-polar materials are often used in weatherproofing applications. These materials have none or very low vapor permeability. When moisture succeeds in passing
through, it is by gas diffusion only, *i.e.* by reaching equilibrium of vapor pressures from one surface through each pore of the material molecular structure to the other surface. As no storage occurs in these materials, the response to partial pressure differential changes is almost instantaneous in terms of change of rate of vapor flow.

The diffusion movement can also be due to the movement of bound water; this is referred to as surface diffusion. At the surface of polar material, polar ions, *e.g.* Cl$^-$, OH$^-$, display forces of attraction on the polar molecules of water (van Krevelen and Hoftyzer 1972, Birley et al. 1991). This process is called adsorption, a term which reflects that water is attached to the surface of the material including inner pore surfaces. Water travels by jump in a maze of corridors with attracting walls. Depending on the local partial pressure of water, the film of water at the surface of the pores can be of different thicknesses, one or more molecules thick (as shown in drawings a, b and c of Figure 1.1). Polar materials with very large inner areas are said to be hygroscopic and show a characteristic affinity for water. For example, wood has a high affinity for water due to the hydroxyl groups in its lignocellulosic cell walls (Viitanen and Ritschoff 1991). The porous structure of wood allows for a piece of wood after a 12 week stay in ambient conditions at 98\% relative humidity (RH) to have the same moisture content (M) as if it had been immersed in water for 15 minutes; and at 100\% RH, a piece of pine has a moisture content of 57\% compared to 38 \%M after the same 15 minute stay in water. This indicates the importance of surface diffusion in porous materials.
At the steady state, moisture transfer by diffusion, including surface diffusion, can be represented by the transfer equation (1.4) with the gradient in vapor pressure as the driving potential (Kumaran 1992):

\[ J_v = -\mu \cdot \text{grad } p_v \]  

(1.4)

where: \( J_v \) is the vapor flux [ng/m\(^2\)-s],

\( \mu \) is the transport coefficient called *water vapor permeability* of the medium through which vapor is transported [ng/m\(^2\)-s Pa], and

\( p_v \) is the partial pressure of vapor [Pa].

The coefficient \( \mu \) is not a constant, but depends on relative humidity (\( p_v \)), temperature and on the moisture content of the material. Experimental methods developed for the determination of \( \mu \) usually provide an average value for the coefficient in a range of relative humidity.

A differential in temperature can also act as a driving potential for vapor transport. At non isothermal conditions, thermodiffusion occurs and the resultant vapor flux can be expressed as:

\[ J_{v,T} = -\mu_T \cdot \text{grad } T \]  

(1.5)

where : \( \mu_T \) is the *thermal vapor permeability*. 

Building physicists have largely disregarded this quantity assuming that this part of the vapor flux is negligible in comparison with \( J_v \). Hence, there are no well-developed experimental techniques accepted for the determination of \( \mu_T \) (Kumaran 1992).
The simplified version of equation (1.4) for unidirectional vapor diffusion uses the vapor permeability as measured according to ASTM E96 (1980) commonly referred to as the wet-cup/dry-cup method. This standard method calls for a setup where permeability is measured for steady-state conditions for the material. The measured permeability values are normally average coefficients for the 0 to 50 % or 50 to 100% relative humidity ranges. As mentioned above, permeability is dependent on relative humidity, temperature and on the moisture content of the material. This dependency explains in part that data from different sources do not always agree.

1.3.2.3 Moisture transfer by convection

Air within a cell, where any dimension is larger than 12 mm, can be induced to move if the walls of the cell are not at the same temperature. Air heated up in contact with one side of the cell moves up as its density decreases, until it reaches a colder surface that increases its density. This loop movement may transport moisture as well as heat. On a larger scale, moisture laden air can be introduced into the building envelope through orifices, cracks and open materials. The driving potential for this process is the air pressure differential. This may be caused by either the stack effect created by air temperature differential across the envelope, the wind inducing varying pressures on the exterior of the envelope or mechanically driven air movements, as performed mainly by the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system. As temperature and wind velocity vary, air pressure differentials vary as well. Another factor that complicates the exact determination of the air leakage rate and pattern is the difficulty of assessing the geometry of the discontinuities of the materials within the building envelope.
Although Shaw (1980) indicates preferences for site measurements for global assessment, Colliver et al. (1994) have pointed to the lack of data in building construction joints. There is no exact quantification of air flow through the building envelope, even though this information is required for the assessment of the performance of assemblies in terms of moisture. Approximations used are average leakage per area of envelope, estimated size of cracks or expected air leakage path through the envelope. If air movement in terms of geometry and flow rate could be determined, the amount of moisture in contact with materials could then be assessed.

Present knowledge on air leakage characteristics of envelope assemblies stems from two sources: global assessment of buildings using infiltrometry test, and individual tests on specimen (Brown and Poirier 1988, Bumbaru et al. 1988, Leblanc and Patenaude 1991, Lawton and Quirouette 1991, McKay et al. 1993). Both occur at higher pressure differential than normally occur in buildings. The relationship between airflow through an orifice and pressure differential is normally expressed by:

\[ Q = c \Delta p_a^n \quad (1.6) \]

where \( Q \) is the air flow [m\(^3\)/s],

\( c \) is the coefficient of air flow [m\(^3\)/(s·Pa\(^n\))],

\( \Delta p_a \) is the pressure differential across opening [Pa] and

\( n \) is the exponent of air flow.

From this relationship, an equivalent leakage area can be approximated through correlations. For example, ASHRAE (1997) uses:
ELA = \frac{Q}{C_d \left[ 2 / \rho \cdot \Delta p_a \right]^{\frac{1}{n}}}

where ELA is the equivalent leakage area [m^2],

ρ is the air density [kg/m^3], and

C_d is the discharge coefficient, 0.6.

The blower door equipment is used to perform infiltration tests at 50 Pa pressure differential that yield a global assessment of the air leakage of a house. The air leakage of a material is defined as the airflow during one second for one square meter of material subjected to a pressure differential of 75 Pa (CBN 1995). Values for assemblies are also averaged over area for a given pressure differential. Information of the type of airflow, i.e. laminar vs turbulent, can be deduced from the value of the exponent n in equation (1.6) with tests at different pressure differentials.

1.3.2.4 Moisture storage

Hygroscopic materials slowly accumulate the diffusing moisture on their pore surface. The exact process of the moisture accumulation is not known and is affected by several driving potentials. The rate of storing depends on temperature, ratio of surface to volume and relative humidity. Because of this multitude of variables, the measurement of the rate of moisture movement is not practical. The moisture content at equilibrium for a given relative humidity and temperature can be measured. Sorption curves relate the equilibrium moisture content as a function of relative humidity and are developed with an experimental setup that employs steady-state conditions. In this manner, a given material is exposed to an environment at steady temperature and relative humidity. When the material mass is stable, it indicates that its moisture content is in equilibrium with the
ambient conditions. The moisture content of the material is expressed as a percentage of its dry mass:

$$M = \frac{m_{\text{moist}} - m_o}{m_o} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.8)

where: $M$ is the moisture content [%],

$m_{\text{moist}}$ is the mass of the moist material [kg], and

$m_o$ is the mass of the dry material [kg].

Then the relative humidity of the air is increased and moisture content assessed again until there is no more mass gain, and so on. The same method is used for a wet material exposed successively to dryer conditions. Sorption curves are developed for the full range of relative humidity at one set temperature.

The processes of desorption and adsorption of the same specimen, at the same temperature yield different sorption curves. During desorption, a wet porous material retains more moisture than it can adsorb at any given relative humidity. This difference in moisture content at the same relative humidity between the adsorption and desorption curves is called hysteresis. In some materials, this is due to the shape of pores. During desorption, these pores present bottle necks full of liquid. The meniscus at the surface of the liquid is of smaller radius than the one present at the start of adsorption at the bottom of the cell. As the radius is smaller, the partial pressure of vapor above the meniscus is lower and less evaporation may take place. As the global vapor pressure is reduced further, the bottle neck will eventually be cleared and evaporation of the rest of the free water in the bottle-shape pores will occur. At that point, the desorption and adsorption isotherms converge (Gregg and Sing, 1982). Figure 1.2 illustrates the hysteresis.
Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of the sorption of a hygroscopic material showing the hysteresis between the adsorption and desorption curves.

The hygroscopic range refers to the range from dry state to the point of droplet formation within pores of material, when adsorption is no longer the only process involved.

There has been some work on hygroscopic insulation materials, mainly related to cellulose insulation. Sandberg (1992) worked with cellulose insulation because of its hygroscopic nature and studied the impact of moisture on the thermal conductivity of the insulation. Within the hygroscopic range (up to 98% RH), the impact was found to be less than 3% (0.001 W/m·K /0.375 W/m·K). Along the same lines, Kumaran (1988) demonstrated that, in cellulose insulation, moisture is distributed throughout the insulation layer and contributes to the heat flux. This contrasts with the non-hygroscopic glass fiber insulation in which, where under a temperature gradient, moisture moves to the coldest side of the test specimen and, once there, does not contribute any longer towards heat transfer.
The impact of moisture storage within building envelope assemblies comprising hygroscopic materials has not been studied extensively. Stewart (1982) noticed that few tests reproduce daily and seasonal cycling that potentially has a great impact on transient moisture transfer because the time constant of moisture accumulation is very long. The literature review made in conjunction with the design of the test procedure presented in chapter 2 found no study similar to the one proposed. This absence is mainly due to the technical difficulty of maintaining the desired controlled environment for the long term testing of moisture transfer and the cost involved.

A well-used hygroscopic material is wood. Canadian low-rise housing has traditionally used wood-frame construction due to its advantages of economy, durability, speed of erection, flexibility of design, ease of renovation, and availability and renewability of materials (Robinson 1992). Skaar (1988) explains the growing of wood in terms of moisture content:

Newly formed wood cells in a living tree are born in a water-saturated environment, and the cell walls themselves are presumably also fully saturated with water. Those wood cells which function primarily as channels for conducting water from the roots to the branches and foliage may remain essentially water-saturated in order to provide continuous unbroken water columns from roots to leaves.

When the wood cells no longer function primarily as water transport media, the cell-cavity may become partially or fully displaced by gases, including water vapor. The cell wall itself, however, remains fully saturated. Therefore, green wood generally contains water in three forms, liquid water partially or completely filling the cell cavities, water vapor in the empty cell cavity spaces, and water in the cell wall.

The bound water found in cell walls is attracted to wood with stronger forces than the free water held within the cell. When wood is dried, the free water is lost first, as it is held with weaker forces due to capillary action. The moisture content at which all free water of a cell has exited, but the cell walls are still saturated with water, is called fiber-saturation point (Tiemann 1906). It ranges from 20% to 40% of the dry weight. It
follows that moisture movement above FSP is due to capillarity action and is a function of the vapor pressure above the meniscus. This is used to explain the hysteresis above FSP with the ink bottle analogy. The drying process below FSP continues through water exiting the cell walls. This process occurs at the molecular level of the wood matrix. Spalt (1958) explained that during the cell formation, cellulose is formed in a glucose solution to precipitate on the cell walls. Cellulose is thus dispersed in water and there are few lateral cohesive bonds between cellulose fibers. During drying, the gel gets more compact and lateral bonds develop. The more the bonds, the less the mobility. Further removal of water produces distortion due to shrinkage. Cellulose has therefore exchanged bonds with water to lateral bonds with cellulose fibers. This reduction of available sites explains the hysteresis below the FSP. Comstock (1963) linked shrinkage of the matrix to the differences of diffusion coefficients through desorption and adsorption.

The relationship between moisture storage and moisture transfer is not completely understood since the moisture storage or release rate is not known for all sets of conditions. However, transient moisture transfer in the building envelope is more common than steady state moisture transfer due to the diurnal cycling of temperature and relative humidity. With changing conditions, equilibrium is never reached. The rate of storing or releasing moisture as a function of the ambient conditions should also be taken into account, like is the sorption isotherm. Transient moisture transfer properties are not yet developed. As a parallel, one can point at the effort of transient characteristics developed in the domain of heat transfer with z-transfer function coefficients (Stephenson and Mitalas 1971, Mitalas and Arsenault 1972) or harmonic function (Athienitis et al.
One application of transient heat transfer including storage is the study of thermal mass used in passive solar heat gain. One way to describe transient phenomena is to use the concept of time constant.

1.3.2.5 Capillary and supersaturated regions

As shown in Figure 1.1, liquid water may be found within the envelope due to contact of the material with a liquid pond, occurrence of condensation at interfaces within the assembly, or simply the slower process of moisture accumulation within materials. It is difficult to separate the different physical causes of water movement and measure how each contributes to the amount of water in the material. Therefore, the water content is assessed as a whole. To predict the actual moisture storage process of materials, there is a need to establish a relationship between the water content of a material and the ambient conditions. To derive this relationship, many (Salonvaara and Karagiozis 1994, Rode Pedersen 1990) include in their analysis of moisture transfer capillary related properties and relationships, in addition to the sorption curves described above. Two approaches, in particular, are well defined.

In the first approach, Burch and Thomas (1992) split the moisture related material properties into three regimes, as shown in Figure 1.3: 1) the diffusion regime, which takes place below the maximum sorption occurring at 97% RH; 2) the capillary regime, which occurs when a continuous path of liquid exists within the porous material, the first path of liquid occurring at irreducible saturation; and 3) a transition regime, located in between the two, i.e. from maximum sorption to irreducible saturation. In the transition
regime, liquid water exists but it is not continuous, and "the capillary attraction between discrete liquid particle and pores is so strong that this liquid cannot be separated from the porous material by ordinary mechanical means". For the transition and capillary regime, Burch proposes the use of liquid diffusivities, capillary pressure and unsaturated liquid permeability to model moisture transfer.

![Diagram of moisture regimes](image)

Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of moisture regimes after Burch and Thomas (1992).

In the second approach, Künzel (1995) derives three moisture regions due to the increasingly intensive moisture conditions. As shown in Figure 1.4, he defines them as: 1) the hygroscopic region, which goes from 0 to 95% RH and is dealt with the sorption curves described above; 2) the capillary water region, also called super-hygroscopic region, which starts at 95% RH and reaches free water saturation; and 3) the supersaturated region, where the relative humidity is always 100% and water is found in the pores of hygroscopic materials. The moisture transfer in the capillary region is modeled by a relationship between relative humidity and capillary forces. In the supersaturated region, the moisture transfer is described by the moisture storage capacity, which is the difference between maximum and free water saturation.
1.3.2.6 Thermodynamic approach - water potential

The split between regimes or regions is arbitrary and inaccurate. Boundaries existing between the various forms of water are not sharp. One approach for porous media reconciles the different forms of water. Water potential is a characterization of the energy state of the water within the wood. Siau (1984) mentioned that the gradient in water potential can be regarded as the driving force for the transport of water in both liquid and vapor phases including bound water in wood. The factor of proportionality is determined experimentally to estimate moisture flux resulting from a given gradient in water potential.

The concept of water potential is derived from classical thermodynamics. It is defined as:

$$\psi = \overline{G} - \overline{G}_o$$ (1.9)

where $\psi$ is the water potential [J/kg$_{\text{water}}$].
\( \bar{G} \) is the specific Gibbs free energy of water in the state under consideration, and 
\( \bar{G}_0 \) is the specific Gibbs free energy of water in the standard reference state.

The standard reference energy state generally used is a hypothetical pool of pure free water in atmospheric pressure, at a given elevation, and at the same temperature as that of the water in wood. The water potential may be thought of as the sum of the separate contributions of the various force fields acting on the water in wood:

\[
\psi = \psi_m + \psi_o + \psi_p + \psi_g + \psi_{c.f.} + \ldots
\]

(1.10)

where \( \psi_m \) is the matric potential due to the combined effect of the capillary and sorptive forces,
\( \psi_o \) is the osmotic potential due to the presence of solutes in the water,
\( \psi_p \) is the pressure potential describing the effect of a system bulk pressure either greater or less than the reference bulk pressure,
\( \psi_g \) is the gravitational potential,
\( \psi_{c.f.} \) is a component potential representing the integrated sum of the effects of all external force field exclusive of gravity, and
\( \ldots \) the dots on the right-hand side of the equation indicate that additional components potentials are theoretically possible.

The mass conservation equation used is:

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \bar{q}_m = 0
\]

(1.11)

where \( C \) is the water concentration in wood \([\text{kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{m}^3_{\text{moist wood}}]\),
\( t \) is time \([\text{s}]\), and
$q_m$ is the total moisture flux (liquid water + water vapor + bound water) \[ [\text{kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{m}^2_{\text{moist wood}} \cdot \text{s}] \].

Similar to the general driving potential equation (1.4), the water potential gradient induces a moisture flow as follows:

$$
\bar{q}_m = - \nabla \cdot \bar{K}(M) \cdot \bar{\nabla} \psi
$$

(1.12)

where $\nabla \cdot \bar{K}(M)$ is the effective water conductivity tensor [\text{kg}^2_{\text{water}}/\text{m}_{\text{moist wood}} \cdot \text{s} \cdot \text{J}], and

$\bar{\nabla} \psi$ is the gradient of water potential in the three dimensions.

The effective water conductivity is the proportional factor linking the moisture flux to the water potential gradient.

The gradient in water potential as the driving force of moisture in wood was proposed by Fortin (1979). To use the gradient in water potential as the driving force of moisture in wood, the moisture content-water potential ($M-\psi$) relationship and the appropriate moisture transport coefficient must be developed. Water is held in porous hygroscopic materials, like wood, through two types of mechanisms: specific attraction forces between the water molecules and the material molecules, and capillary attraction forces due to superficial tension of water. These molecular sorption and capillary forces can be expressed in term of water potential (Cloutier and Fortin 1991). There is therefore a link between moisture content and water potential. To measure $\psi$ when capillary forces are present, the techniques used are the tension plate, the pressure plate and the pressure membrane. For $\psi$ corresponding to molecular sorption forces, i.e. for moisture content below fiber saturation point, equilibration over saturated salt solutions is used. The $M-\psi$
relationship can then be established for the whole range of moisture contents, covering the processes of diffusion and mass flow of water in wood.

As it considers the water potential gradient as the driving force for the complete range of moisture content, the effective water conductivity term encompasses the two main modes of mass transfer in wood: convection, or capillary flow, where permeability is the proportional factor between moisture flux and the pressure gradient, and conduction or, more commonly, diffusion. Diffusion refers to vapor transfer in the air within the lumen of the wood cells and bound water transfer within the cell walls.

The effective water conductivity is measured in adsorption and desorption considering the gradient in water potential as the driving force, and is measured for the three main directions of wood: longitudinal, radial, tangential. The conductivity varies by several orders of magnitude from unsaturated to saturated conditions.

1.3.3. Computer modeling of heat and moisture transfer

The simulation of the heat and moisture performance of the building envelope using existing physical models and material properties is a complex and extensive activity that is better performed by computer models. Several computer models are presented in the following sections.

A general distinction must be made between computer model and computer tool. A computer tool can be understood to be constituted of a model, a controller and a view,
where the controller accepts the input and activates the tool and the view controls the visual representation of all or parts of the model (Lewis et al. 1995). The computer model is the part of the computer tool that represents the problem at hand and contains the related data. In heat and moisture transfer simulation in the building envelope, the computer model includes the description of the elements and their properties, the physics of their interaction and the mathematical method used to translate this model for computer application.

1.3.3.1 Approaches for the modeling of heat transfer

The study of the thermal behavior of the envelope assemblies is well developed. One of the reasons for this advancement is the relative facility of measuring the thermal properties of materials. Steady-state computer models have been applied to study different parts of the building envelope, from thermal bridges due to the presence of concrete slabs to thermal behavior of window frames. Modeling is also very useful in dynamic heat transfer and has as basic equation for conservation of heat:

\[ \text{heat}_{in} = \text{heat}_{out} + \text{heat}_{stored} \]  

(1.13)

When the applied heat$_{in}$ varies sinusoidally, a similar variation in the temperature profile occurs through the building envelope. Because the flow of heat is resisted by the different materials of the envelope, the resulting temperature profile on the other side has less magnitude. Also, during transfer, heat may be stored and heat flow slowed by some materials. As a result, the peaks of the temperature profiles on both sides of the envelope do not occur simultaneously. This delay is named the time lag, which is one of the parameters used to define transient heat transfer.
In assessing heating and cooling loads, the transient heat conduction through the building envelope must be taken into account as the effects of the changes in indoor and outdoor conditions on the envelope are not instantaneous. Several modeling methods have been developed based on different mathematical approaches. In the finite element method, the wall is seen as a series of elements to which parameters are attached. In the harmonic analysis, the changes in conditions are assumed to be periodic (Athienitis et al. 1990). And the z-transfer function coefficients are the characterization parameters of the transient heat conduction performance of a specific wall assembly (Mitalas and Arsenault 1972, Brown and Stephenson 1993a, 1993b).

1.3.3.2 Combined moisture and heat transfer modeling

A natural extension of the body of knowledge in moisture transfer presented so far is the development of computer models to simulate heat, air and moisture transfer and their implementation into computer tools. The main advantage of modeling moisture transfer through the building envelope comes from the reduced time and cost efforts involved as compared to the hygrothermal testing of assemblies. However, developing models is a challenge in terms of balancing the demands of building science to reproduce accurately all aspects and conditions of moisture transfer versus the scarcity of data on material properties, the limitation of calculation techniques, and their implementation into computer codes. In the framework of the Annex 24 of the International Energy Agency (Hens 1996), the interdependence of experimental and modeling work has been expressed as follows:
"For the research community, the limits must make clear that HAM (heat, air and moisture)-modeling is only one of the instruments to be used. Experimental work on heat, air and moisture response is the other one. Both are complementary. Models help in understanding experiments and experiments help in verifying, validating and upgrading models.”

This was part of the conclusion of the final report of Task 1- Modeling, one of the five tasks set by Annex 24 which mandate, *Heat, air and moisture transfer through new and retrofitted insulated envelope parts* (Hamtie), had been initiated by the International Energy Agency. Task 1 focused on improvements in modeling and testing of simplified models with a potential to predict the combined effects of heat, air and moisture transport on thermal performance, hygrothermal responses and durability. From 1991 to 1995, a total of 37 Heat, air and moisture transport computer codes (abbreviated to HamCaT) from 12 countries were reviewed and six common exercises were performed comparing results from six to ten different models, depending on the exercise. These codes were classified into nine types, as presented in Table 1.3, based on Hens and Janssens (1992).

Very few models have included all the important transport physics; obstacles being primarily of a computational/numerical nature (Karagiozis and Salonvaara 1995). This paper lists the four most sophisticated models in the mid-90’s: TRATMO2, developed mainly first by Kohonen and then by Salonvaara and Ojanen, LATENITE, a development of the TCCC2D of Ojanen and Salonvaara by Karagiozis and Salonvaara, MATCH, by Pederson and FSEC, by Kerestecioglu. TRATMO2 and FSEC were classified as type 9 by the Annex 24; LATENITE and MATCH, classified as type 4 by the Annex, have now a version of type 9. The following section will look at these models. Three type 4 models are described: MOIST, the main commercial transient state tool, WUFIZ and MATCH. Finally, four models of type 9, FSEC, TRATMO2, TCCC2D and LATENITE,
are briefly presented. To start with, two simple steady-state methods are briefly presented to describe the tools most used presently in practice.

Table 1.3. Classification used by HAMTIE-task 1 for HAMCaD-codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class type number</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Glaser scheme</th>
<th>Steady state</th>
<th>Constant mat. prop.</th>
<th>Heat transfer</th>
<th>Vapor diffusion</th>
<th>Non steady state</th>
<th>Air transfer</th>
<th>Mat. prop.-f moisture ratio</th>
<th>Link heat-mass transfer</th>
<th>Liquid transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (1D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (1D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Capillary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (2 or 3D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (1 or 3D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (1D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (1D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (1 or 2D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (1 or 2D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (1 or 2D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: For link heat-mass transfer
- $p_{sat}$ equation of state
- $p_{sat}$ equation of state, latent heat
- Enthalpy transfer and stack effect
- $p_{sat}$ equation of state, latent heat, enthalpy transfer
- $p_{sat}$ equation of state, latent heat, enthalpy transfer and stack effect

For other parameters
- Yes
- No

1D one-dimensional
ss steady state
nss nonsteady state
+T and function of temperature
- Simple steady-state methods.

These methods can be performed by hand but several codes have implemented them. The two more used methods are the dew-point method (ASHRAE 1993) used mainly in North-America and the Glaser scheme (Glaser 1959) in Europe. The assumption of these methods is that the only mechanism to be considered is vapor diffusion, so any storage is entirely due to the difference between vapor flow towards and away from a location. Heat transport is according to the Fourier equation and there is no account of air transport. For each point across the assembly, the temperature and the corresponding vapor pressure are calculated given thermal conductivity and wet cup/dry cup permeability. The methods compare vapor pressure versus saturation vapor pressure for steady-state conditions. Condensation may occur when the partial pressure is greater than the vapor saturation pressure. The information is not quantitative, but can be used for design guidelines.

The main difference between the two methods is in the graphical solution of the condensation calculation. The Glaser scheme method translates "multi-layered building components into a virtual homogeneous element in terms of vapor diffusion resistance through a geometrical representation proportional to the differences in vapor diffusion resistance of layers" (Mahdavi and Lam 1993). The dew-point method uses the scale cross-section drawing of the assembly. Both the dew-point method and the Glaser scheme assess the condensation rate without taking airflows into account.
The Glaser scheme is presented, among other, in Janssens et al. (1995). Heat is transferred by conduction and vapor by diffusion. The amount of condensation is calculated according to equations (1.14) and (1.15).

\[ T_c = T_{out} + (T_{in} - T_{out}) \cdot \frac{R_{eout}}{R_{tot}} \]  
\[ g_c = \frac{p_{in} - p_{sat,c}}{Z_{in}} - \frac{p_{sat,c} - p_{out}}{Z_{out}} \]  

where \( T \) is the temperature \(^{\circ}\text{C} \),

\( R \) is the thermal resistance \([\text{m}^2\cdot{^{\circ}\text{C}}/\text{W}] \),

\( p \) is the partial pressure of vapor \([\text{Pa}] \),

\( Z \) is the vapor resistance \([\text{Pa} \cdot \text{m}^2 \cdot \text{s}/\text{kg}] \), and

\( g \) is density of vapor flow rate \([\text{kg}/\text{m}^2 \cdot \text{s}] \),

subscripts: \( a = \text{air}, c = \text{condensation}, \text{out} = \text{exterior}, \text{in} = \text{interior}, \text{sat} = \text{saturation} \).

This diffusion-only approach has been proved to be far away from reality and may lead to misestimated condensation prediction (White 1989). This method and the dew-point method have been implemented in several computer codes that have the same limitations. For example, CONDENSE (1998), widely used in Quebec by practitioners, is coupled with an extensive material database.

- Heat, vapor and liquid transfer computer models

The first attempts to model with computer the combined transfer of heat and moisture through envelope assemblies were simple but they have been used as stepping stones by their successors. Early on, differential equations were solved using finite difference methods and implemented into computer models. TenWolde (1985) developed a steady-state one-dimensional model for moisture movement by diffusion and convection.
Andersson (1985) is an example of early transient state attempts. These two authors focused on modeling heat transfer combined with moisture transfer due to diffusion.

One computer model using diffusion as the main moisture transfer process is MOIST developed at NIST (National Institute of Standard and Technology). In 1989, Burch et al. proposed a one-dimensional finite-difference computer model with distributed moisture capacity that could predict time-dependent moisture diffusion. The driving potential for moisture transfer was water vapor pressure and its range of application was for moisture content lower than fiber saturation (also named free water saturation). Moisture transfer properties were independent of moisture content of material or conditions of the environment. In 1992, Burch and Thomas presented an extension to the model to include capillary and some convective transfer. The model stayed one-dimensional. The driving force for heat transfer remained temperature differential and the heat transfer properties were kept constant. The extension consisted of adding the possibility of including non-storage layers, where steady-state transfer would occur but that could be coupled with indoor or outdoor air. This allowed including one-dimensional convective transfer, thereby simulating averaged effect of air leakage over a studied surface. Also, the model was extended to model moisture conditions in its full range. The three regimes of material properties were described above in section 1.3.2.5. The model was validated through a diffusion-only experimental program subjecting 12 specimens to similar conditions (Zarr et al. 1995). Measured results and model predictions were very close.
Another heat, vapor and liquid transfer model, named WUFIZ, was developed by Künzel (1995). The implicit finite-volume model was developed for the calculation of simultaneous one and two-dimensional transient heat and moisture transfer in multi-layered building components. This method assumed that vapor diffusion resistance is not moisture-dependent, and that the transfer phenomena observed in higher moisture regions are allocated to liquid transfer. Liquid transfer was differentiated in two capillary transfer intensities, depending on whether the material is in contact with water or not. The model included transfer below the freezing point and in organic polymers in the form of solution diffusion. The driving potentials used for vapor and liquid transfer were vapor pressure and relative humidity. The model used simple hygrothermal material parameters, i.e. thermal conductivity, liquid conduction coefficient, vapor permeability, heat storage capacity, moisture storage capacity. Moisture movements based on air flows, gravitation, hydraulic pressure differentials, osmotic and electrokinetics effects were disregarded. Moisture storage in building components was divided into three regions presented in section 1.3.2.5. This resulted in a continuous storage function that can be defined throughout the entire moisture region from 0 to 100% RH. The model results compared well with experimental results involving mainly stone, concrete and masonry assemblies.

Rode Pedersen (1990) developed a computer program MATCH – Moisture and Temperature Calculations for Constructions of Hygroscopic Materials - based on the theory for combined heat and moisture transport which takes advantage of the similarities between the governing equations for transient transfer of heat, vapor and liquid moisture. The original version was one-dimensional and did not account for air movement. It modeled moisture transfer by diffusion, using Fick’s relationship. It was also possible to
calculate liquid moisture transport. The model results were validated with experimental results on airtight roof assemblies.

The three computer models presented above have added other modes of transfer, such as the capillary and convection transfer to the simple diffusion process. However, building envelopes are subjected to conditions that are even more complex than the ones simulated by these models due to the presence of air movements. This is why Kumaran (1992) puts that, “any calculation method should consider moisture, heat and air transport simultaneously and respect the following axioms: transfer equations and equations of conservation of energy (heat transport), of mass (moisture and air transport) and of momentum (air and vapor transport)”. The following section will present the most advanced models that strive to incorporate air transfer.

- Heat, vapor, liquid and air transfer computer modeling

Kerestecioglu (1989) describes how a detailed finite element code called Florida Software for Engineering Calculations (FSEC) was used to study moisture transfer through a wall assembly. Because the main difficulties in understanding moisture transfer are associated with the fact that moisture migrates in each of its physical states and is driven by various vapor, liquid and thermal forces, Kerestecioglu pointed out that the most common treatment is to select a measurable driving force (e.g. vapor pressure or moisture content) and lump the separate mechanisms using a single overall effective diffusivity. This treatment can be improved upon by segregating the vapor and liquid transport mechanisms and lumping each separately, where vapor transport mechanisms are defined by partial vapor pressure, and liquid transport mechanisms are defined by
liquid pressure. Sorption isotherms in the hygroscopic region and moisture retention curves in the capillary region are used to relate the various driving forces and moisture capacities to each other. Kerestecioglu emphasized the difficulty to obtain good quality material property data for use in such simulations that, even though large amounts of data have been compiled from the literature, there is little certainty as to their accuracy. The software results were not validated against experimental results.

The approach by Kerestecioglu integrates all known relationships into one, two or three dimensional analysis implemented into a finite element code. Although the same software was used for studies in other areas, like contaminant transport, this theoretical analysis approach was never developed further.

Kohonen (1984) describes a model that was implemented into a computer code called TRATMO (Transient Analysis Code for Thermal and Moisture Physical Behavior of Constructions) using the local volume averaging technique. The energy balance equation integrated conduction, convection, accumulation of heat and generation of heat due to phase changes. The moisture balance equation integrated accumulation of moisture, diffusion in gas phase, surface diffusion and viscous flow of water vapor, as well as capillary and viscous flow of liquid water. The hygrothermal transfer included diffusion coefficient of water vapor, moisture diffusivity and permeability, as well as thermal conductivity and capacity. TRATMO2 (Ojanen et al. 1989) solves the equation in a 2-dimensional case. It contains three main parts: solutions for the temperature, moisture and flow fields.
Another numerical model, TCCC2D (Transient Coupled Convection and Conduction in 2-Dimensions) developed first by Ojanen (1988), aimed at analyzing the hygrothermal effects of forced and natural convection in building structures. In this 2-dimensional non-steady-state numerical model, a building structure could consist of several hygroscopic layers of materials with given flow resistances on the interfaces. The variables used for the solution of the flow, temperature and moisture field were total pressure, temperature and partial pressure of water vapor. The moisture content of each material was coupled with partial vapor pressure and temperature by sorption isotherms. Ojanen and Kohonen (1989) described that the moisture flow was divided into diffusion and convective mass flows. The diffusive moisture flow included pure vapor diffusion and the surface flow in liquid phase (both mechanisms were measured in the determination of the material property ‘vapor diffusivity’). The effects of convection on the moisture movement in envelope assemblies can be analyzed numerically in different convection cases, especially in exfiltration flows which may most change the hygrothermal behavior of a building envelope from that of a non-convective case.

In the early 1990's, the Institute for Research in Construction, IRC, of the National Research Council of Canada and the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) started to work jointly. The TCCC2D model was further developed into a model called LATENITE (Salonvaara and Karagliozis 1994), for the hygrothermal analysis of residential walls of light weight constructions. It solved two-dimensional heat, air and moisture transport and conservation equations that represent hygrothermal behavior of multilayer building structures, using the finite difference. Transport equations were based on temperature, air pressure and water vapor pressure as driving potentials. Local
thermodynamic equilibrium was assumed between stagnant and flowing phases. Allowance was made for phase changes. Material properties included sorption isotherm, vapor diffusion coefficient as a function of moisture content, air permeability, thermal conductivity as a function of temperature and moisture content. It can use weather data for outdoor conditions. Geving et al. (1997) relates the investigation of a set of experimental results, generated from laboratory controlled measurements on a wood frame wall construction, with the hygrothermal model LATENITE where the model has been upgraded to include porous air flow through insulation and cracks.

It is repeatedly said across the referenced research that the reliability of the results obtained from these codes depends on the modeling capabilities and, even more so, on the "accuracy and reliability of the material properties used, such as sorption and desorption isotherms, dry and moist thermal conductivity, wet and dry heat capacity, and suction curves, water vapor permeability, moisture diffusivity, thermal moisture diffusivity and air permeability in both dry and wet stages" (Karagiozis and Salonvaara 1995). Some standard methods for dry materials exist but knowledge of these properties at the dry state is not enough. More research is required to define measurement procedures of hygrothermal properties of materials. In some cases, results for the same properties, such as liquid diffusivity, in a round-robin testing, show disagreement in the order of 40% (Kumaran 1992, refered in Karagiozis and Salonvaara 1995). The moisture content and the geometry of the different building materials composing the envelope assembly may have an effect on some properties. Another problem, in the case of air convection related modeling, is the absence of 3-dimensional data. Approximations, like determination of the approximate inner leakage path, can be made to bypass this lack of
data. Similarly, airflows cannot be easily used as they are measured, for the most part, at pressure differentials of 50 to 75 Pa compared to the ±10 Pa normally experienced on site. Spolek and Oosternout (1989) have pointed to the need of 2-D convection coefficients for inner leakage. TenWolde (1989) estimates that moisture transfer can be determined with exact quantification of air flow.

The challenge presented by the lack of material data has not hampered the development of computer models and their validation. Hokoi and Kumaran (1993) acknowledge the difficulties in deriving detailed materials physical properties, but stress the importance of research in this field to allow computer model calculations to become part of predictive methods for assessing long term behavior of the building envelope. Kumaran (1992) also stresses the need for more large-scale measurements on envelope components and systems to compare simulation results and to generate the much needed hygrothermal properties of materials in components and assemblies. Attempts could be made to characterize each phenomenon individually, and to study the cross effects of phenomena. One of the main advantages of models is this possibility to vary parameters one by one. For instance, in Karagiozis and Salonvaara (1995), in studying the impact of varying moisture transport properties, it was found that varying the sorption isotherm had a great impact on results, while changes in vapor permeability and liquid diffusivity had much less impact.

The models presented above use sets of driving potential, which are summarized in the final report of Annex 24 (Hens 1996): 1) temperature, relative humidity and air pressure; 2) temperature, generalized suction (including capillary suction, gravity and external
forces) and air pressure, and 3) temperature, suction, vapor pressure and air pressure. Chemical potential can be used instead of suction, as proposed by Matsumoto (1994). Hens (1996) acknowledges that such approach opens the way to include effects such as osmosis and adsorption, but concludes that chemical potential does not offer real benefits in practice. A slightly different concept, water potential, may present some advantages.

- **Water potential modeling approach for drying of wood**

Researchers at Université Laval (Cloutier et al. 1992, Cloutier and Fortin 1993) developed a two-dimensional finite element code to model industrial kiln drying of wood based on the water potential concept as the driving force.

One possible gradient to be used as the driving force for moisture transfer is the water potential gradient, which was first used in soil studies. It has been applied for moisture transfer in wood. Although some material properties are required, the utilization of a potential term to characterize water in wood allows a simplification of the physical model since a separate treatment for each phase is avoided.

This approach requires the experimental determination of the:

- relationship between moisture content and water potential (M-ψ), in desorption and adsorption for a complete range of moisture content and temperature for the wood species;
- relationship of the effective water conductivity, \( K_r \), moisture content and temperature in the radial and tangential directions;
- mass transfer and heat transfer coefficients for the wood-air interface;
- ratio of vapor/total moisture movement inside the wood material.

The effective conductivity is available for several species (Fortin 1979, Cloutier and Fortin 1993, Tremblay et al. 1998a) and sorption curves are also available. The model was implemented using a finite element method as described at length in Cloutier (1991). This approach is explained in more detail later in chapter 3.

1.4 Summary

The most fruitful approach for moisture related studies is the combination of modeling and measurements. The measurements of moisture-related material properties and of the moisture content need careful analysis which may complicate the interpretation of experimental results. On the other hand, all available models do not stand on their own and require calibration and validation as moisture movement is a very complex phenomenon. This complexity stems from the fact that the four phases of water may be found in envelope assemblies and the hygrothermal properties are a function of the moisture content of the material and the conditions of its environment.

In this thesis study, moisture movement is studied with the combined approach where experimental data are used to validate a physical model. The next chapter presents the experimental setup exposing different roof types to day-night conditions through a complete winter-summer cycle. The results are presented and later compared with the results of a computer model developed and presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 2

Experimental procedure

This chapter presents the experimental work performed to study the moisture patterns in flat roof assemblies and examines the experimental results. The experimental program used an environmental chamber and was carried out on two large-scale flat roof huts fully insulated with cellulose fiber. These two huts incorporated the two most representative types of single-cavity flat roofs for urban houses found in the Montreal area and built between 1930 and 1970. The insulating technique consisted of packing cellulose insulation to a density of approximately 67 kg/m$^3$, commonly referred to as 4 lbs/cubic foot in the industry, in a single cavity roof between the roof planking and the ceiling plaster. The behavior of the assemblies was documented with an extensive monitoring plan. The results show the moisture accumulation and egress in the assemblies. Specifically, the moisture content in wood and in the cellulose insulation is presented for the duration of the 190-day test. The wood wetting-drying patterns are used to validate a model developed and presented in the next chapter.

2.1 Context

The experimental work drives from a project carried out in collaboration with local industry in the context of a weatherization program for one to three-unit residential buildings. The study was carried out to determine the feasibility of insulating flat roofs, common in the Montreal area, with cellulose. This program represented potential annual
energy savings of over 100 GWh for the province of Québec. Among flat roofs, single-cavity roofs were challenging due to their relatively low height (150 to 450 mm). A proposed method suggested that cellulose insulation be installed at a high density to reduce air movement to a level which would avoid condensation problems. To attain high density, the whole cavity from roof deck to ceiling finish had to be filled. Although this approach had been used in some weatherization programs in the United States, it remained untested and undocumented in Canada where all wood frame roofs should be ventilated as required by the National Building Code (1995 art. 9.19.1.1 par. 1). Without ventilation above the insulation, the proposed insulating method could lead to moisture accumulating within the assembly. To study this complex multi-dimensional process involving vapor diffusion, air movement, capillary flow and moisture storage, a comprehensive model was necessary. The existing available models (e.g. CONDENSE 1998, MOIST- Burch et al. 1989, Zarr et al. 1995) were one-dimensional, limited to vapour diffusion and capillary flow, and therefore too limited. Hence, an in-situ study was considered but an experiment allowing control over all parameters was preferred. The test set up had to simulate the winter and summer climate for full-scale roofs.

Published work related to experimental work of similar scale was lacking. Stewart (1982) found that variations to daily cycling (e.g. solar radiation) are rarely reproduced in laboratory conditions due to the long time constant of moisture accumulation. Most works involving the long-term monitoring of the moisture-related performance of assemblies use field setup exposed to natural conditions, e.g. Rose (1994). Some experimental work was found in the line of the proposed test. Ojanen and Simonson
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(1995) had a 50-day laboratory experiment, but with constant conditions selected arbitrarily. Simpson and O’Connor (1994) ran a test for 66 days of wetting steady state conditions followed by 176 days at drying steady state conditions until equilibrium was attained. Another large scale test (Zarr et al. 1995) included 12 panels of 1m by 1.1 m, in which one panel was insulated with cellulose. No large-scale cellulose tests were found in the literature.

A new testing procedure had to be developed. The roof assemblies of the two test huts were built to reproduce actual site conditions. The transposition process from real conditions to the experimental set up is presented below. A methodology, using a weather data file, was developed by others to define the testing conditions. Finally, a monitoring plan was developed using both electronic and manual methods.

To evaluate the consequences of exposing wood-framed assemblies to conditions leading to moisture accumulation, acceptable levels of wood exposure to moisture were developed as limits beyond which rot would develop. In recent work, Viitanen (1996) found that one fungus of the brown rot decay family, a family of decay fungi found typically in wood structure exposed to moisture and water damage, required moisture content (M) of 25 to 28% for growth. These moisture content values result from equilibrium with air at relative humidity (RH) of 94 to 96%. For these moisture conditions, it was found that growth was activated at temperatures as low as 5°C after several months of exposure and was more rapid at 20°C after several weeks of exposure. In terms of temperature exposure, reported temperature limits for growth of decay fungi
 vary between −5° and +45° C. Lethal temperatures for fungi vary between 35°C and 80°C. At the conditions of 100% RH and 20°C to 30°C, the decay rates of wood accelerate. The minimum moisture requirement, for brown rot fungi to develop, is about the fiber saturation point of wood which corresponds to a relative humidity above 94 to 98%, depending on temperature.

The widespread rule-of-thumb, as noted by Viitanen (1996), is that from a practical point of view, the general rule for wood protection in construction is to keep the wood moisture content below 20% independently of temperature and duration of moisture exposure. No fungi can grow at conditions below 20% M. In the next range from 20% to fiber saturation point or around 27% M, it is possible that, locally, a wood specimen has its fibers saturated with moisture. In these locations, fungi growth would be possible. Above fiber saturation, and with temperatures in the 10° to 40°C range, conditions become very favorable for rot development. These values are in the same range as the ones identified by Trechsel (1994) which indicate decay to occur at moisture content above 27% in the 10 to 32°C range.

2.1.1 Objectives and plan of the experiment

The insulation measure consists of dense packing cellulose insulation in the entire cavity of a flat roof. The high density insulation is expected to prevent convection of moisture laden air. To determine the level of exposure to high moisture conditions in the different assemblies insulated in this manner, the objectives of the experiment were twofold:
• to determine what net moisture gain would occur in the cavities after one wetting-drying cycle, simulating conditions from November to July in the environmental chamber, and

• to evaluate the potential for the development of wood rot.

The test had a duration of six months: the first three months simulating November to March steady periodic winter conditions and the last three months simulating April to July spring and summer conditions. Two different roof assemblies were tested in an Environmental Chamber. The main variables were the mode of moisture transfer (diffusion and convection), the type of vapor barrier, and the geometry of the air exfiltration path.

2.1.2 The testing facility

The Environmental Chamber, commissioned in 1996 (Fazio et al. 1997), has been designed to recreate climatic conditions to test building envelope performance. This facility can accommodate wall specimens of up to 4.1 m by 7.2 m, which is equivalent to approximately two commercial storeys or three residential storeys high. It also permits the evaluation of roof specimens of 3.5 m by 4.5 m. It allows for the study of the hygrothermal aspects of the building envelope performance and its interaction with the indoor environment when subjected to controlled simulated outdoor and indoor conditions.
This test used the facility as one large environmental chamber. The two boxes were joined and the two testing huts were built inside, one on top of the other, as shown in Figure 2.1. There was no heat transfer from one hut to the other as they were separated by a 900 mm open air space.

![Diagram of testing configuration for the flat roof test.](image)

Figure 2.1. Testing configuration for the flat roof test.

### 2.2 The experimental procedure

#### 2.2.1 Description of a typical building

For the purpose of this study, the author was given access to an industry-owned database of 500 buildings, all admissible to the weatherization program and mostly built between 1930 and 1960, that had been compiled. From this, a statistically average building was defined and used to derive the parameters for the testing hut.
Figure 2.2 Typical plank framing structure or “carré de madrier” (after Auger and Roquet 1998).
At the time of the construction of these buildings, the platform construction using 2"x4" was not allowed in the city of Montreal. The structure of these houses was composed of 50 mm to 75 mm thick by 200 mm to 300 mm high wood timber horizontally installed, one on top of the other (see a typical building in Figure 2.2). This urban adaptation of the log cabin, called “carré de madrier” (timber square) or plank framing, was covered by brick for fire protection. In the case of row houses, a masonry firewall would separate two houses. Of the 500 houses in the database, 50% were row houses and 40% were semi-detached. Roof joists were generally parallel to the front façade and thus 50% of the joists had both ends resting in masonry walls and 40 % had one end in the masonry wall and the other within the wood wall.

Of the 500 buildings, the majority had roof assemblies high enough to get proper ventilation above the added insulation. However, 25% of the buildings had single-cavity roofs, requiring complete insulation of the cavity. 15% were of thermos type assembly, i.e. with joists directly between the ceiling plaster and the roof planking, and 8% were of the lambourdes type; this french word designates wedged joists perpendicular to the main ones used to create the drainage slope of the roof. The wood deck was 19 mm or 25 mm thick tongue and groove planks.

The database showed a great variety of roof membrane assemblies. Some roofs had up to three different wooden deck, each with several layers of roof membranes. In terms of ventilation, the older houses had none, while, for more recent houses, the presence of ventilation goose neck was not always logical. In fact, 50% of thermos roofs, which is a
series of independent cavities, had goose necks, while lambourdes roofs, which had the potential for air movement under the membrane, were not all ventilated. More generally, roofs that had been retrofitted in the last 20 to 25 years were ventilated whether or not it was appropriate to their frame type.

Cross bridging (croix St-André) was more common than wood blocking for bracing. As it does not restrict air movement, cross bridging was not built in the huts. The plaster used in the houses was composed of one or two coats of base plaster often reinforced with horse hair and a finish coat of Paris plaster. Plaster was typically applied either on wood or metal lath and finished with several coats of oil paint which acted as the vapor barrier.

2.2.2 Reproduction of the typical roofs in the test chamber

The test huts were designed to reproduce the main construction conditions found on site. Figure 2.3 shows a typical end of the row building. As the corner of the building possesses one wall that supports joist and another that is parallel to the joists, it formed the basis of the design of the test huts. The huts were thus conceived as having two exterior walls and two interior walls offering adiabatic conditions, i.e. boundaries considered to have no heat and moisture transfer.
The selection of the assembly components was then based on two precepts: the final construction would closely reproduce one section of the building modeled and the dimensions of the wood members would be determined by the averages compiled by the database of 500 buildings. As an example, Figure 2.4 shows the result of the transposition for roof/wall detail from the average existing detail to the test hut detail. For the objectives of the study, the brick veneer and the parapet wall were not built and the focus was on the insulated roof structure and its airtightness. As shown, the walls were not part of the study and were built as to not interfere with air movement and moisture transfer.
2.2.3 Description of test hut construction

Each test hut was 4.8 m long and had a load bearing wall at 1.2 m from one end, as shown in Figure 2.5. The 1.2 m joists rested on an exterior wall. That end of the hut was considered to provide adiabatic indoor conditions. The 3.6 m joists rested on the opposite wall, an exterior wall considered to be of the timber type. The total width of the huts was 3.5 m, the thermos hut was 2.5 m high, the lambourdes hut 2.65 m high and there was a 0.9 m open space in between the huts. Walls and floors were not part of this study and were therefore as airtight as possible and very well insulated to allow constant indoor temperature and relative humidity.

Each hut was divided into five longitudinal cavities. The average joist spacing measured on site was 409 mm for thermos joists and 459 mm for the lambourde joists; the median for both types was 400 mm. This was the spacing used in the testing huts for each pair of
joists. Four cavities had a width of 735 mm each, leaving 150 mm of insulation on the non-monitored sides of the joist, insuring adiabatic conditions. Cavities were separated by a 12 mm exterior grade plywood, covered with a self-adhesive bituminous membrane to insure no moisture or air transfer between cavities.

Figure 2.5 Typical hut and composition of roof assemblies.

Furthermore, in accordance with the database, the ceiling finish consisted of plaster on wood lath, which was installed on 19 mm furring strips. Metal lath was also used to provide grip for the plaster. The plaster used consists of two coats of double use plaster and one finish coat of gaging plaster, equivalent to, but setting slower than plaster of Paris. The roof deck was composed of 19 mm by 150 mm planks covered with a roofing membrane, without tongue and groove as it was not available on the market. 90% of the roofs in the database did not have fiber board below the membrane. To simulate a built-up roof, a self-adhesive modified bituminous membrane was chosen since mopping hot asphalt might have been hazardous in the chamber. The membrane was lapped over the
plywood separator, insuring continuity of air barrier. Table 2.1 presents the composition of each roof assembly.

Table 2.1. Typical assemblies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermos (T)</th>
<th>Lambourdes (L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-adhesive bituminous membrane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planking – spruce – 19 mm x 150 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross member &quot;lambourdes&quot; – spruce – 45 mm x 150 mm @ 400 mm c/c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joist – spruce – 45 mm x 190 mm @ 400 mm c/c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense packed cellulose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total height 210 mm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense packed cellulose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total height 360 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furring 19 mm x 38 mm @ 400 mm c/c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood lath – 12 mm x 25 mm @ 35 mm c/c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal lath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster – 2 coats, 19mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint – alkyde 2 coats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: in T4 – plaster is replaced by a polyethylene sheet and gypsum board.

Temperature in each hut is maintained by two baseboards heaters (2 kW) controlled by one electronic thermostat, and an air conditioning unit; temperature settings were changed manually at the beginning of each period. The test huts are equipped also with a humidifier and a dehumidifier. As buildings in the database were two or three story high, the air pressure differential due to the stack effect was simulated with a pressurization system. It was composed of an air pump, located outside of the chamber so the air pumped was at indoor conditions, connected to two pipes, each equipped with a manual flowmeter and linked to one hut.
Each hut contained 5 roof cavities - one reference cavity without insulation and four insulated with high density cellulose, as shown in Figure 2.6. Of these four, one was subjected to moisture diffusion only (little or no air leakage); the three others, to both diffusion and air exfiltration. Table 2.2 summarizes the characteristics of each cavity.

Table 2.2. Characteristics of cavities.
Black squares indicate parameters applied in each cavity.
Diffusion only cavities have no air path and all apparent openings were sealed with polyurethane. As shown in Figure 2.7, for the cavities 3, 4 and 5 of both huts, air could enter the cavities in four modes: 1- through the partition, 2- through ceiling electrical outlet, 3- from behind the gypsum board of the exterior wall to the joining roof space, and 4- for cavities T-5 and L-5, there was also a continuous lateral leakage all along the side wall, behind the gypsum board. The air could exit through: A- the cracks between the structural members of the outside wall, B- through the goose neck, and C- all along the cavity through the cracks between the wood frame members. The goose neck is simulated by a 150 mm x 200 mm opening in the deck surrounded by a 200 mm high box filled with glass fiber insulation used as a filler to maintain cellulose during its
installation and often left in place in practice. Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 show the actual cavities during construction.

Figure 2.7. Exfiltration path schematic from inside to roof cavity: 1. through mid-room partition, 2. at lighting fixture, 3. at exterior wall connection, 4. all along side. From roof cavity to outside: A. through cracks between structural members, B. through goose neck, C. lateral exfiltration along length of cavity.

Figure 2.8. Typical thermos assembly during construction. The end of the cavity against the exterior wall is shown. Air leakage occurs in between wood members.
2.2.4 Simulated testing conditions

To meet the project objectives, a methodology was developed to determine the conditions to be simulated during the test (Gerbasi, to be published). The goal was to define testing conditions that would expose the roof cavities to wetting and drying conditions equivalent to conditions experienced by roofs on site. The present section presents briefly the main hypotheses used in the process.
The first step was to determine the approximate duration of the wetting season and its corresponding wetting potential for a house located in Montreal. A simple one-node computer spreadsheet was developed to approximate the hourly condensation and drying rates due to diffusion and air leakage for a typical insulated flat roof based on its material properties, and given indoor and outdoor conditions. The seasons were defined as:

Wetting season: November 8 to April 8 => 5 months approximately
Drying season: April 9 to November 7 => 7 months approximately

Then, the wetting season was compressed to 3 months by increasing the humidity content of the indoor air in respect to average site conditions. The experiment's wetting season consisted of three periods of 30 days, each represented by a sinusoidal outdoor temperature profile and constant relative humidity and indoor temperature. The drying season was not reduced or compressed. The three wetting periods and the four drying periods are presented in section 2.3. Table 2.3 presents the factors that were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions to be simulated</th>
<th>Site conditions assumed</th>
<th>Conditions reproduced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoor temperature</td>
<td>Constant setpoint, slightly above normal, air conditioning</td>
<td>Constant setpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor relative humidity</td>
<td>Constant setpoint, several occupants or some use of humidifier</td>
<td>Constant setpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor temperature</td>
<td>According to Montreal weather file</td>
<td>Daily temperature cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar radiation</td>
<td>Solar radiation as per weather file. Roof membrane with absorptance of 0.9, without snow cover</td>
<td>Equivalent sol-air temperature integrated in temperature cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor relative humidity</td>
<td>According to Montreal weather file</td>
<td>Constant moisture content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof is at second or third floor of building</td>
<td>Stack effect. No account for wind effect or mechanical ventilation</td>
<td>One or two setpoints daily for pressure differential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The test hut’s indoor temperature and RH levels as compared to the typical site conditions are presented in Table 2.4. This table also shows the time compression in the duration column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Period Duration</th>
<th>Period simulated</th>
<th>Typical site conditions</th>
<th>Procedure requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>From</td>
<td>Indoor Temperature</td>
<td>Indoor Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>To</td>
<td>Relative Humidity (%)</td>
<td>Relative Humidity (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>54 days</td>
<td>Nov. 8 Dec. 31</td>
<td>21 40%</td>
<td>23 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>simulated in 30 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>39 days</td>
<td>Jan. 1 Feb. 8</td>
<td>21 35%</td>
<td>22 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>simulated in 30 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>59 days</td>
<td>Feb. 9 April 8</td>
<td>21 40%</td>
<td>23 55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>simulated in 30 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>April 9 April 29</td>
<td>21 45%</td>
<td>21 45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>April 30 May 29</td>
<td>21 45%</td>
<td>21 45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>May 30 June 28</td>
<td>23 50%</td>
<td>23 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14 days</td>
<td>June 29 July 14</td>
<td>23 50%</td>
<td>23 50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.5 Parameters monitored

Overall, 262 points were monitored electronically throughout the test and 120 specimens were periodically removed from the test huts for gravimetric measurement.
Temperature and air pressure measurements were done with conventional equipment. All temperature measurements used thermocouples, type T, copper and constantan, 30 gage, with 0.3°C accuracy. Air pressure differential was measured across the wall, with both taps at the same level, at 12 locations, *i.e.* in each hut and inside the five cavities. Measurements were made by a pressure transducer that sent the electronic reading to the data acquisition system. A scanner valve allowed for the rotation of 12 readings against the two reference pressures, just outside of the huts.

Three methods were used to monitor the variations in moisture content due to moisture transfer: 1) measurement of the moisture content of the wood with moisture content pins, 2) measurement of the relative humidity in the cellulose insulation, and 3) gravimetry measurement on samples in the planks, the joist and the cellulose insulation. The implementation of the three methods was proposed to fully document moisture movement.

- **Wood moisture content sensor.**

Moisture content in terms of percentage is defined as the ratio of the mass of the moisture within a given volume of wood to the mass of the same volume of dry wood, times a hundred. The moisture content present within a material affects its electrical resistance. Studies have achieved specific correlations between the electrical resistance of wood and its moisture content, for different wood species in a range of temperature. In this study, 101 pairs of insulated pins were inserted in the wood. The pins were at a defined distance one from the other. The resistance to electrical current between the two pins was
measured. The sensed resistance was converted to a current (4 to 20 mA) signal which was read by the data acquisition system. The readings were calibrated at the beginning of the test. To prevent any electrodeposition on the pins, the direction of the current was switched with a relay for each measurement and the current was maintained for only a few seconds. A thermocouple was inserted with each pair of pins in the wood at the same depth. The measured temperature was used to correct the moisture content readings which are temperature dependent.

The probes measure moisture content ranging from 6% to fiber saturation (25-30%) as explained in chapter 1. Wood with very low moisture content has high electrical resistance. Readings at low moisture content are expected to be more accurate than at high moisture content. Above the saturation point of the fiber, readings are of limited value.

Table 2.5. Error of moisture readings in wood with pins from manufacturer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moisture content</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>from 6 to 12 %</td>
<td>±0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 12 to 20 %</td>
<td>±1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 20 % to fiber saturation point</td>
<td>±2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correction tables are provided by the manufacturer for temperature correction and wood species correction. The base relation is for Douglas fir at 20°C, while white spruce is used in the experiment. Excerpts from the tables are shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7.

Table 2.6. Correction table provided by pins manufacturer for species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wood species</th>
<th>Meter readings by moisture content pins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7  8  9 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spruce Sitka</td>
<td>0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.4 1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2.7. Correction table provided by pins manufacturer for the range of temperatures.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wood T [°C]</th>
<th>Meter readings by moisture content pins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*the manufacturer estimates that corrections below 10% can be disregarded.*

**values in the shaded area are indicative only as being above the fiber saturation point**

Insulated pins provide a contact only with their uncoated portion at the tip. The contact area with the wood is most probably uniform in terms of moisture content independently of the depth of the penetration. Uninsulated pins increase the contact area, thus creating a rise in meter readings. The reading of moisture pins is local so care must be applied to extrapolate on moisture distribution. Several local conditions may affect the reading. All the readings in this experiment are taken perpendicular to the wood grain. The wood resistance to electrical current is greater across the wood grain than parallel to it. For moisture content below 10%, readings are similar in the two directions. But, for moisture content of 20%, readings across the grains are approximately 2% lower than readings taken parallel to the grain. Readings across the grain, by traversing many layers, provide an average moisture content, whereas readings parallel to the grain reflect one layer of wood cells and may therefore not be representative of the entire sample. The depths of readings for this project are given in Table 2.8.

**Table 2.8. Depths of pins in this study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of moisture content reading</th>
<th>Pins inserted</th>
<th>Distance from tip of pins to the surface of wood in contact with cellulose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In 19 mm roof planking</td>
<td>from outside</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At top of joist</td>
<td>from outside</td>
<td>20 mm, at middle of joist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At bottom of joist</td>
<td>from inside</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The presence of inorganic salts, like fire retardant compounds that electrolyze rapidly, may affect the readings by indicating a much higher moisture content than is actually present. The presence of borax in the cellulose fiber was thus a concern, as it has caused problems to Zarr et al. (1995). In order to prevent contact with the insulation, all the pins were either driven from the outside or embedded into the wood pieces. Also, as the moisture content probes in wood had a chance to loosen over time due to wood contraction and expansion caused by temperature and moisture content variations, a PVC strip was installed over the pins in the planking to provide constant pressure, and therefore constant contact area between the pins and wood.

- Relative humidity sensor in cellulose insulation. The relative humidity in the cellulose was measured using relative humidity sensors of the capacitive type. These probes were installed in the center of the insulated cavity and at 50 mm below the plank, with the transmitters on the warm side of the assembly. A thermocouple was integrated with the probe. The relative humidity sensors used the principle that the dielectric constant of the polymer thin film changed with atmospheric relative humidity, resulting in linear capacitance changes as a function of relative humidity. This type of sensor is not affected by water condensate once evaporated and is immune to most chemically reactive vapors. This sensor had to be small so as to minimize its effect on the moisture distribution. All sensors were calibrated at 30% and 60% RH within a precision relative humidity generator designed to be used as an RH calibration test chamber.

- Gravimetry is an indirect method of measuring moisture content which consists of comparing the weight of a specimen before and after it is oven dried. This can be done for an assembly or with small samples taken within the assembly. To monitor variation
in the moisture content over time, the same sample can be weighed and replaced within
the assembly during the length of the test. The samples were retrieved and weighed at
the end of the experiment. This procedure allows long term monitoring of moisture
accumulation at regular intervals as a ratio of the dry mass of the wood specimen. As
opposed to the electronic methods described above, the net mass of moisture for a
defined volume of wood can be obtained by gravimetry. To compare the results from
gravimetry with the results from the moisture pins, almost all gravimetry specimens were
taken from the same plank that was undergoing electronic monitoring. This set up
allowed to use the gravimetry results to complete the electronic results for moisture
content above the fiber saturation point.

For this project, 40 samples of spruce wood and 80 samples of cellulose insulation were
measured at regular intervals, during the experiment. Moisture content was determined at
the end of the experiment by weighing the completely dried specimens. Drying was not
done before the completion since the sorption history of the hygroscopic materials would
be modified and therefore be different from the properties of the wood and cellulose
remaining in the hut. Cellulose insulation specimens were contained in small bags, 40
mm x 40 mm x 10 mm, which were made of the same highly vapor permeable paper used
for teabags. Specimens were always put back into place according to the same
orientation and positioning. The weighing of all the specimens was carried out
approximately every two weeks, i.e. at the beginning and middle of each of the seven
periods and at the end of the test.
Specimens were accessible either from inside or from outside the hut. In each case, one opening provided access to several specimens. For specimens situated on the cold side of the assembly, the wood specimen were cut out directly of the plank, at 200 mm from the location of the moisture content sensors in the same plank. Two cellulose tea bags were positioned below, as in Figure 2.11.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.11.** Specimens on cold side of assembly, referred to as R in Figure 2.15 and position of these specimens on the planks.

Access to specimens on the warm side of the assembly was provided through a gypsum board plug. These specimens included two cellulose tea bags and one wood cube which was inserted in the bottom of the joist (Figure 2.15). This cube was of the same wood species as the joist, installed with grain in same direction and maintained in place with a rubber band. The cubes were at the same height as the wood moisture pins in the facing joist. Figure 2.12 illustrates the specimens at the bottom of the joist. Figure 2.13 depicts specimens located in the cavity T4, which has gypsum board and polyethylene sheet and Figure 2.14 presents specimens found in the header joist of T5 and L5. Figure 2.15 shows the distribution of the moisture content probes and the gravimetric samples in both roofs. Finally, Figure 2.16 illustrates a typical layout of the instrumentation as seen in cross section.
Figure 2.12. Specimens on interior side of assembly, referred to as J in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.13. Specimen in cavity T4 – gypsum board and polyethylene sheet, referred to as J in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.14. Specimens in the side of the header joists of T5 and L5 referred to as X in Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15. Schematic plan and corresponding details for monitoring

Figure 2.16. Typical layout of instrumentation in a thermos cavity.
2.3 Running of the test

2.3.1 Preparation work

The wood used for the construction of the huts arrived in the laboratory at normal lumberyard conditions, *i.e.* with a moisture content higher than 20%. The construction occurred from January 6 to January 13, 1997. Instrumentation took a longer period from January 14 until March 25. On March 10 and 11, the airtightness of the uninsulated cavities was assessed as shown in Figure 2.17. The method consisted of progressively sealing the exterior cracks of each cavity and, for each levels of sealing, measuring the volume of air exfiltrating through the hut pressurized at different pressures using a blower door.

![Graphs showing pressure differential vs. air leakage](image)

Figure 2.17. Results from airtightness measurements of cavities prior to insulation.

The test was started when the moisture content sensors in the wood were all below 6%. The chamber, the instrumentation and the data acquisition system were checked for 5 days from March 26 to April 1st. When the trouble shooting was completed, the
insulation was installed on April 2. The installed cellulose moisture content was measured to be at 5%. This was followed by another five-day trouble-shooting period.

2.3.2 The execution of the test

From April 7, the test was executed without interruption for 190 days. Only two out of the 262 sensors did not work properly. The conditions obtained compared very favorably with those planned for the procedure. Table 2.9 and Figure 2.18 show that the planned procedure was closely respected. The causes of discrepancies between planned test conditions and actual tests conditions were considered. For outdoor simulated temperature, some differences are due to the fact that during the first three periods, the cooling coil of the environmental chamber was defrosted at regular frequency. The effect was a rise of temperature of few degrees for a period of 20 minutes. In the coldest period 2, when defrosting was required on a more frequent basis, its impact explains the differences found at the bottom of the curves. This defrosting procedure was always performed during the ascending part of the cycle. Due to the fans present within the environmental chamber, there was little temperature stratification. The outdoor relative humidity was not controlled and the value was measured without possibilities for adjustment. Indoor conditions were sometimes one or two degrees cooler than required. In terms of percentage, the most important differences come from the air pressure differentials. The very low pressure differentials required were difficult to maintain and measure, but absolute discrepancies of one pascal or less are considered low. The impact
of the differences between the planned procedure and the actual testing conditions on the moisture transfer was found to be insignificant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day number and date of actual test</th>
<th>Duration (days)</th>
<th>Indoor Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Indoor RH (%)</th>
<th>Pressure differential (Pa)</th>
<th>Outdoor Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Outdoor RH (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days -5 to 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>T 21.9</td>
<td>T 50.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2 -7</td>
<td></td>
<td>L 20.9</td>
<td>L 50.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 1. Planned</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>T 21.9</td>
<td>T 50.9</td>
<td>T 3.8</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 7 to May 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>L 20.9</td>
<td>L 50.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 2 Planned</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>T 22.4</td>
<td>T 40.1</td>
<td>T 3.8</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 5 to June 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>L 21.4</td>
<td>L 40.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 3 Planned</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>T 23.5</td>
<td>T 53.7</td>
<td>T 3.3</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>70.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 6 to July 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>L 22.7</td>
<td>L 53.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 4 Planned</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0 and 3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>T 21.9</td>
<td>T 46.5</td>
<td>T 1.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 7 -28</td>
<td></td>
<td>L 20.9</td>
<td>L 48.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 5 Planned</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0 and 2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>T 21.9</td>
<td>T 45.1</td>
<td>T 1.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 28 to Aug. 28</td>
<td></td>
<td>L 20.7</td>
<td>L 44.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 6 Planned</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0 and 1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>T 21.9</td>
<td>T 45.1</td>
<td>T 1.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 28 to Aug. 28</td>
<td></td>
<td>L 20.7</td>
<td>L 44.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 7 Planned</td>
<td>As needed</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0 and 0.5</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>T 21.9</td>
<td>T 47.7</td>
<td>T 0.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 28 to Sept. 26</td>
<td></td>
<td>L 21.2</td>
<td>L 45.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 8 Planned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>T 21.6</td>
<td>T 47.3</td>
<td>T 2.5</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 26 to Oct. 14</td>
<td></td>
<td>L21.5</td>
<td>L 46.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.3 Dismantling of the set-up

Special care was taken during the removal of the moisture content pins to try to detect changes on the pins or in the wood. Almost all pins of cavities T2, T3, T4 and L2, L3, L4 were spotless, only a few had loosened in their holes. By comparison, all pins in T1, T5 and L1, L5 were either tarnished, rusted and/or had wood dust stuck to them while the holes in the wood were darker. The high moisture content present in the latter cavities caused reactions at the pins surfaces. There is no indication that the measurements were affected by this change.
Dismantling then focused on removing the wood planks without altering the cellulose insulation. Notes were made on the aspect of each wood plank and these observations are presented later. Then followed the removal of the insulation and plaster. Once this was completed, the inspection of the wood joists and lambourdes members was performed.

2.4 Results

The electronic data from the moisture content pins was corrected for temperature as presented in section 2.2.5. The name of sensors used during the test for the database is used in the following graphs. Appendix B explains the meaning of the nametags of the sensors. The wetting and drying curves from the moisture pins and from the gravimetry have the same overall shape. However, the values of moisture content offer discrepancies of up to 5%M. The tendency is for gravimetric results to be higher than the electronic data in the thermos roof and lower in the lambourdes roofs. This remains to be explained. Examples of these differences are in the following graphs, Figures 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21.
Figure 2.19. Comparison of gravimetric and moisture pins data in T3. The gravimetric specimen at the front of the cavity (T3_Fr_out) has a moisture content systematically above the pins 6, 7 and 8 while the specimen at the back of the cavity (T3_Ba_out) starts with a higher moisture content but at the end of the wetting coincides with the measurements from pins 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 2.20. Comparison of gravimetric and moisture pins data in T5. This graph shows the significance of the gravimetric results when the moisture content rises above the FSP.
Figure 2.21. Comparison of gravimetric and moisture pins data in L3. In this case, in both locations, the gravimetric measurements are lower than the electronic measurements during the middle section of the test.

2.4.1 Wood plank and joist moisture content

To present the overall results of the test, Figures 2.22 and 2.23 show the average moisture content for the planking of the 5 cavities of each hut. As predicted, each cavity has a different moisture content curve which illustrates the impact of the different parameters. The average construction was found in T3 and L3. Using these as base line, the diffusion only cavities, T2 and L2, had low moisture content level, even at the end of the wetting periods. Average maxima of 16 and 14% were found respectively. The fourth cavities, T4 and L4, were used to monitor the impact of two different parameters. In the thermos roof, the assemblies had a polyethylene sheet and gypsum board as if the ceiling had undergone a major retrofitting. The moisture content measured in that cavity is the
lowest of all. The vapor barrier prevented moisture diffusion and moisture convection. During demolition, it was also found that the polyethylene sheet was installed in a way that restricted air exfiltration.

In the lambourdes roof, the fourth cavity had an extra hole in the roofing deck to simulate the presence of a goose neck. The higher moisture content of that cavity could be accounted for by the extra air movement induced by the opening. The side exfiltration found in T5 and L5 have resulted in very high moisture content. The cavities T1 and L1 were not insulated but were exposed to exfiltration conditions found in insulated houses in terms of relative humidity. As a result, the high moisture content levels monitored in those cavities are not representative of those found in actual roofs of uninsulated houses.

Figure 2.22. Average moisture content in the wood plank for length of test in thermos.
Figure 2.23. Average moisture content in wood plank for length of test in lambourdes.

The graphs in Figures 2.24 and 2.25 show the level of moisture content monitored with the moisture pins in the planks and in the joists at two locations: at back, close to the main source of exfiltration in the roof, i.e. the interior partition, and at front, close to the way out through the exterior wall. The planks experienced a steady moisture accumulation from two weeks after the start of test. Both cavities saw some of their planks with high moisture content, i.e. above 20%. The jump in moisture content at the beginning of the curve from 6 to 7.5% is explained by the location of the pins in the middle of the planks, and the time required for the moisture to penetrate into the wood and reach the moisture pins level.
Figure 2.24. Moisture content in T3 during length of test.

Wetting of joists started at period 4, i.e. at the start of the drying season. The explanation for this moisture accumulation pattern is that during the wetting periods, the moisture condenses under the face of the planks in which it accumulates. During the drying periods, higher temperature gets the moisture out of the planks. As this moisture cannot move out through the roofing membrane, it is redistributed in the whole assembly as the rise in moisture content in the bottom of the joist shows.
Figure 2.25. Moisture content in L3 during length of test.

Figure 2.26. Moisture content in L3 vs L2.
Figure 2.26 shows the difference in moisture content in L3 vs L2. The difference is important for the moisture content level close to the exfiltration source.

A visual inspection of the cavities was performed at the end of the experiment. Except for T1 and L1, no visible fungi growth was found once the insulation was removed. However during dismantling, fungi were found in between wood members. In L5 and T5, staining fungi were present on wood surfaces that were facing other wood surfaces during the test. Surfaces in contact with the cellulose seemed to have been protected by the borax and the boric acid added to cellulose as ignifuge and pesticide.

To summarize levels of exposure to moisture, the following diagrams of Figures 2.27 and 2.28 present duration of exposure to moisture content and temperature for each cavity. Conditions leading to fungi growth are in gray, i.e. for temperature above 20°C and for moisture content above 20%.

Cavities with exfiltration, i.e. T3, T5, L3, L4 and L5, are exposed to conditions that can lead to biological degradation. Among these, T5 and L5 exhibit a very important exposure which explains the findings of fungi in between the wood members of these cavities.
Figure 2.27. Levels of exposure to moisture content and temperature in thermos roof.
Figure 2.28. Levels of exposure to moisture content and temperature in lambourdes roof.

2.4.2 Cellulose insulation moisture content

It has been found that the low air permeability of cellulose improves the airtightness of houses (Wilkes and Child 1992). It was then hoped that cellulose could prevent air
convection. The wetting and drying patterns of the insulation in the different assemblies of the following figures clearly illustrate moisture accumulation which was due to air movement, either humid air moving through the insulation or through the air space after settling of the insulation. During the six months and half test, the moisture content was monitored in the cellulose using gravimetry.

- **Wetting and drying patterns of insulation**

The following graphics compare moisture content wetting and drying patterns of the cellulose insulation throughout the execution of the test. Each cavity had eight gravimetric samples. The nametags “bot” and “top” refers to the samples below the wood deck and “left” and “right” to the samples above the plaster. The nametag “Ba” indicates that the samples were at the back of the huts, close to the infiltration location, and “Fr” that the samples were at the front of the huts, close to the exfiltration location along the length of the cavity. The same nametags were used for cavities 5 even though the air exfiltration path was not longitudinal.

It is of interest to compare the behavior of the two huts to see the impact of the amount of cellulose on accumulating moisture. In the cavities subjected to diffusion only, as seen in Figure 2.29, there is no significant pattern difference, except for slightly higher moisture content maxima in the shallow roof. At low moisture exposure, the two roofs have almost the same behavior. For the long exfiltration path cavities, Figure 2.30, the cavity with less insulation demonstrates jumps in the moisture content at the end of the second and third period. These two period transition were accompanied with warmer
temperature, indicating a possible thaw of accumulated frost. This did not occur in the thicker roof. The cavities exposed to short exfiltration paths, see Figure 2.31, experienced important moisture accumulation in the cellulose, with very high moisture content at the bottom of the cavity, where the exfiltration path above the top sill was about 10 cm long. There is little overall difference between the two huts, indicating that, in both cases, the moisture accumulation occurs within a small fraction of the total volume of the cellulose.

![Graph showing cellulose moisture content over time](image)

Figure 2.29. Moisture content distribution in cellulose insulation during test in the diffusion only cavities. Darker zone groups the cellulose samples that were under the deck in the 200 mm high roof (T2). Lighter zone groups the samples in the 350 mm high roof (L2). The samples that were at the bottom of the assemblies are left blank.
Figure 2.30 shows a very slender drying profile for the whole assembly. This indicates that everything is exposed to the same conditions which yield the same equilibrium moisture content. There is no such uniformity during the wetting. This confirms that during drying, the moisture source is local, therefore easier to predict. In wetting, moisture comes from further away and is brought in. It is less likely that moisture gets to the cellulose at the same uniform rate throughout the assembly.

Figure 2.30. Moisture content distribution in cellulose insulation during test in the long exfiltration path cavities. Darker zone groups cellulose under deck in 200 mm high roof (T3). Lighter zone groups samples of the 350 mm high roof (L3).
Figure 2.31. Moisture content distribution in cellulose insulation during test in short exfiltration path cavities. Darker zone groups cellulose samples under the deck, corresponding to air path of about 25 cm. Lighter zone groups cellulose samples at the bottom of the assembly, corresponding to air path through the insulation of about 10 cm.

The impact of varying parameters for the same assembly can be seen in the following two cases. Figure 2.32 compares the moisture content of the cavities where the main mode of transfer was diffusion, with and without polyethylene. The addition of polyethylene reduces slightly the moisture accumulation but does not affect the rate of drying. Figure 2.33 lets compare two long path cavities, where one had an opening in the roof deck to simulate a goose neck. The total moisture content was raised by 5%, which means a significant impact of the increased flow due to the opening.
Figure 2.32. Comparison of the moisture content distribution in cellulose insulation in the two diffusion driven cavities. Samples in polyethylene T4 grouped in darker zone and samples in the plastered and painted only diffusion cavity (T2) grouped in light zone.

Figure 2.33. Comparison of the moisture content distribution in the long exfiltration path cavities: L4 with a gooseneck opening (in light zone) and L3 (in darker zone).
In cases of diffusion only and long exfiltration path, the cellulose at the bottom of all the cavities remained at a moisture content level close to its initial value, until the onset of the drying season where moisture released from the upper part of the assembly was forced down to dry towards the interior as the deck was covered with a vapor tight roofing membrane. This vapor on its way out was adsorbed by the cellulose at the bottom of the cavities, raising slightly its moisture content. At the end of the test, the moisture content was apparently uniform from top to bottom of the assemblies, for an average moisture content of 8%. This final moisture content indicates the capacity of cellulose insulation to dry within the summer time.

The procedure developed permitted the assessment of the moisture accumulation patterns in the cellulose insulation in flat unvented roof assemblies subjected to one complete wetting/drying cycle with precisely environmental known conditions. The moisture patterns obtained demonstrate the complexity of moisture transfer as being dependent on the thickness of the moisture storing insulation and on the different construction details.

- **Impact of wetting-drying cycle on the texture of the insulation**

To inspect the cellulose insulation, the planks of roof deck were carefully removed to uncover the upper surface of the insulation. This process did not disturb the insulation except in cases where insulation had adhered to the underside of some planks of the L roofs. The texture of the cellulose insulation was not uniform over the whole surface. The insulation in T2, T4 and L2 did not manifest important change of texture. The other cavities exhibited different levels of texture changes. This change of texture is due to the
binding of some cellulose molecules during the drying of the moist cellulose insulation and has been named “caking” by Rose and McCaa (1998). Light level of caking was present in cavities T3, L3 and L4 with a more pronounced hardening above the exfiltration inlets, i.e. the partition, the light fixture and the exterior wall. Some cellulose had adhered to the planks of L3 and L4 above the partition in both cases, above the light fixture in L3 and between the gooseneck and exterior wall in L4. The most important changes of texture occurred in T5 and L5, where the insulation along the joist had almost the appearance of papier-mâché. Cloisters of cellulose of 50 to 75 mm thick had adhered to the planks of L5 above the partition. The remainder of the surfaces of L5 and T5 exhibited caking.

The removal of the cellulose from cavity T5 and L5 revealed the presence of caking at bottom of the cavity whereas no caking was found at the bottom of the other cavities. This is explained by the fact that these cavities were exposed to outdoor conditions on their side. The change of texture in T5 led to the uniform clogging of the insulation. The thicker L5 had some loose insulation which allowed to reveal caking of insulation formed into a geometry of interest. The caking above the partition clearly demonstrated the path of the exfiltrating air with a pyramidal cone starting at the partition and increasing in cross area towards the front exterior wall. Also of interest was the quarter sphere of caked insulation just downstream of the light fixture opening, illustrating once again the air exfiltration path.
2.5 Conclusion

The test exposed two types of single cavity roofs, completely insulated with cellulose insulation, to a full winter/summer heating/cooling cycle. A testing method was developed using the capabilities of an environmental chamber. The simulated conditions compared favorably with the conditions required by the procedure. 98% of the expected data was actually monitored and recorded, which reflects the effectiveness of the acquisition of data. The long duration of the test was required to adequately account for the slow process of moisture accumulation. A total of 380 points both on the cold and warm sides of the assembly were monitored, in a quasi continuous mode with electronic instrumentation and in a periodic mode for the gravimetry measurements. The data allowed for a close monitoring of the conditions of the wood structure and the cellulose insulation. The data collected documented the moisture transfer process through two types of single cavity roof with different variables. The new methodology could be used as a base to develop of a standard test method. The assemblies tested show no sign of accumulated moisture from one season to the next after one cycle. Some wood members had high level of exposure to moisture and temperature conditions that could induce fungi growth. The cellulose insulation exhibited changes of texture that indicate important moisture accumulation. Very little mould was found in the insulated cavities, which is explained by the presence of borax, a fungicide, in the cellulose. The cavities with the long air exfiltration paths had an acceptable performance with controlled moisture accumulation and complete drying. The two cavities with short air exfiltration paths did not exhibit an acceptable behavior.
The next chapter presents the development of a physical model to represent moisture transfer in wood. The experimental data are used for the validation of the model.
Chapter 3

Model development and validation

This chapter presents the development of a model based on building physics, referred to herein as physical model, that describes the movement of moisture in the roof wood planks and the adaptation of a computer model to simulate their hygrothermal behavior. First, the physical parameters and scenarios of moisture transfer to be modeled are defined. The physical model describes the physical phenomena through the use of physical laws expressed in mathematical equations. The model requires the development and the determination of the convective heat and mass transfer coefficients, the sorption curves and the water effective conductivity in regards to the conditions and the wood species. Once integrated in a computer model, this approach is then validated for the simulation of the drying process. Finally, the model is applied for the simulation of the wetting process.

3.1 Physical phenomena and processes in the flat roof planks

In order to examine further the moisture movement within the roof assembly tested, the moisture transfer process is represented into a physical model. The resulting model can be used to predict the movement of the moisture content in the wood plank of the roof assembly under different conditions.
3.1.1 Physical parameters

The situation to be analyzed is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and is based on the experimental setup presented in the previous chapter. Some of the parameters are kept constant and some vary as seen in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Constant and variable parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant parameters</th>
<th>Variable parameters</th>
<th>Resulting changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>Indoor temperature</td>
<td>Moisture content of wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>Indoor relative humidity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air leakage path</td>
<td>Outdoor temperature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outdoor relative humidity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pressure differential, and resulting velocity below the plank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying conditions below planks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial moisture content of wood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For analysis purposes, the configuration is simplified. As the wood planks of the roof assembly are covered by the roof membrane, it is assumed that no moisture movement occurs through that membrane. It is also assumed that each plank is entirely at the same initial temperature and moisture content, which are the temperature and the moisture content measured at the core of the plank. Using the temperature measured in the planks takes indirectly into account the heat loss and heat gain of the assembly to the outside. It is assumed that a narrow air space allows air movement between the wood and the insulation. As explained in more details further below, the temperature and relative humidity of the air below the plank are extrapolated from the measurements taken in the cellulose insulation below the planking with a thermocouple and a relative humidity
sensor. The velocity of the air is estimated from the total pressure differential and the geometry of the air tunnel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set-up</th>
<th>Phenomenon under study</th>
<th>Assumptions about properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{out}$</td>
<td>$RH_{out}$</td>
<td>- No moisture through membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{mid-height}$</td>
<td>$RH_{mid-height}$</td>
<td>- $T_{wood}$ $\approx$ $T_{wood}$ measured at center of plank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>$RH_{in}$</td>
<td>- Air movement induced by $\Delta P$, air velocity is calculated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta P$</td>
<td></td>
<td>- $T$ and $RH$ below the plank extrapolated from $T$ and $RH$ sensors in the insulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1. Schematic of parameters.

The change of moisture content ($M$) in the wood is a function of the characteristics of air and wood as expressed in the following relationship:

$$M_{\text{final}} = M_{\text{initial}} + \text{moisture in/out} \ (\text{air velocity, } T \text{ and } RH \text{ of air, } M \text{ and } T \text{ of wood, length of exposure and wood species}) \quad (3.1)$$

The wood-air interface below the plank is the plane through which all moisture must flow. At this boundary, the air layer offers some resistance to the heat and mass flow. This resistance is expressed by the heat and mass transfer coefficients, which are derived using available correlations based on experimental data or can be measured. The conductivity of moisture in the wood is inferred from existing material properties of similar species. In this study, the moisture movement through the wood planking is predicted at a location where moisture content and temperature data have been measured.

Eight scenarios are developed to represent the different moisture transfer modes across the interface, as shown in Table 3.2. The computer model is used to investigate scenarios
1 to 3. These three scenarios require the conditions at the wood-air interface. Scenarios 5 to 8 where the wood is in contact with cellulose insulation are not considered in this study due to the complexity of the wood/cellulose interface and the lack of data on cellulose properties. Scenario 4, not investigated in this study, is where wood is in contact with a film of condensation and could be part of a simulation of the wetting of wood.

Table 3.2. Various moisture movement scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
<th>Resulting moisture movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Wet wood in contact with dry air</td>
<td><img src="wetairflow" alt="Illustration" /></td>
<td>Difference in water potential induces flux (q) outward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desorption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Dry wood in contact with humid air</td>
<td><img src="dryairflow" alt="Illustration" /></td>
<td>Difference in water potential induces flux inward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Equilibrium between wood and air</td>
<td><img src="equilibrium" alt="Illustration" /></td>
<td>Equilibrium in water potential. No flux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Presence of a film of water at surface of wood</td>
<td><img src="film" alt="Illustration" /></td>
<td>Difference in water potential induces flux inward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbibition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Wet wood in contact with drier cellulose</td>
<td><img src="wetairflow" alt="Illustration" /></td>
<td>Difference in water potential induces flux outward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desorption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Dry wood in contact with very humid cellulose</td>
<td><img src="dryairflow" alt="Illustration" /></td>
<td>Difference in water potential induces flux inward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Equilibrium between wood and cellulose</td>
<td><img src="equilibrium" alt="Illustration" /></td>
<td>Equilibrium in water potential. No flux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Presence of a film of water at surface of wood</td>
<td><img src="film" alt="Illustration" /></td>
<td>Difference in water potential induces flux inward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbibition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.1.2 Choice of the moisture movement modeling approach

The modeling of the scenarios 1 to 3 described in Table 3.2 requires the calculation of the moisture content resulting from the moisture movement within and at the surfaces of the wood planking. This moisture may be in the forms of vapor, bound water, or liquid water. The water potential approach described in section 1.3.2.6 integrates these three phases of water by relating the state of the free energy of water under any phase compared to the free energy of water in a reference state. Water potential gradients therefore induce moisture movement in the same manner an electrical potential induces a current or a temperature differential results in heat flux. This approach (Cloutier et al. 1992, Tremblay et al. 1999a, 1999b) is used in this study and is summarized below.

In the transient state, a change in moisture storage results from a moisture flux and is expressed by the mass conservation relationship presented previously in equation (1.10):

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \bar{q}_m = 0
\]  

(3.2)

where \( C \) is the moisture concentration \( [\text{kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{m}^2\text{moist wood}] \) in the moist wood and

\( q_m \) is the total moisture flux (liquid water + water vapor + bound water) \( [\text{kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{m}^2\text{moist wood} \cdot \text{s}] \).

The symbol \( \nabla \), \( \nabla \), denotes the divergence of the mass flux in the three dimensions. For practical reason, \( C \) may be substituted by its moisture content equivalent which is:

\[
C = G_m \rho_w \frac{M}{100}
\]

(3.3)

where \( G_m \) is the specific gravity of wood \( [\text{kg}_{\text{ooven-dry wood}}/\text{m}^3_{\text{water}}/\text{kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{m}^3_{\text{moist wood}}] \).
\( \rho_w \) is the density of water \([\text{kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{m}^3_{\text{water}}]\) and

\( M \) is the moisture content of wood \([ (\text{kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{kg}_{\text{dry wood}}) \times 100 ] \).

Substituting 3.3 into 3.2, the following is obtained:

\[
\frac{\partial (G_m \rho_w M/100)}{\partial t} + \mathbf{\nabla} \cdot \mathbf{q}_m = 0
\]  

(3.4)

which, assuming a constant wood volume, can be simplified to:

\[
\frac{\partial M}{\partial t} + \frac{100}{G_m \rho_w} \mathbf{\nabla} \cdot \mathbf{q}_m = 0
\]  

(3.5)

From soil science and the work of Darcy (1856), a proportional relationship was found between moisture flux and the driving potential, \textit{i.e.} the gradient of the free energy state of water. A differential in the water potential will cause moisture movement from the point of highest energy to the point of lowest energy, as shown in equation (1.11) and reproduced here:

\[
\mathbf{q}_m = -\mathbf{K}(M, T) \cdot \mathbf{\nabla} \psi
\]  

(3.6)

where \( \mathbf{K}(M,T) \) is the effective water conductivity tensor \([\text{kg}^2_{\text{water}}/\text{m}_{\text{moist wood}} \cdot \text{s} \cdot \text{J}]\), and \( \mathbf{\nabla} \psi \) is the gradient of water potential in the three dimensions.

The Soret effect is not considered in equation (3.6). The temperature gradient effect on moisture flow is partly taken into account by considering the temperature dependency of \( \mathbf{K} \) and \( \psi \). When equation (3.6) is substituted into equation (3.5), the change in moisture content is linked to the change of the gradient of water potential. A one-directional relation is shown below:

\[
\frac{\partial M}{\partial t} - \frac{100}{G_m \rho_w} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \mathbf{K}_x(M,T) \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \right) \right] = 0
\]  

(3.7)
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In terms of transient heat transfer within wood, heat flux results in a change of the enthalpy of the system. The heat flux occurs due to two main phenomena: conduction induced by a thermal gradient and phase changes of water causing absorption or release of energy. Heat flux due to moisture movement is considered negligible. The energy equation that represents these phenomena proposed by Cloutier (1995) and Tremblay et al. (1999c) is:

$$\frac{\partial H}{\partial t} = -\vec{V} \cdot \vec{q}_b + \varepsilon(\beta \Delta h_{\text{sp}} + \Delta h_{\text{v}}) \frac{\partial C}{\partial t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)$$

where $H$ is the total enthalpy of the system wood-water-atmosphere $[J/m^3_{\text{moist wood}}]$.

$\vec{q}_b$ is the conductive heat flux vector $[W/m^2_{\text{moist wood}}]$.

$\varepsilon$ is the ratio of vapor diffusion to total moisture movement varying from 0 when all moisture is liquid to 1 when it is all gas,

$\Delta h_{\text{sp}}$ is the differential heat of sorption $[J/kg_{\text{water}}]$ and is function of $M$,

$\Delta h_{\text{v}}$ is the latent heat of vaporization $[J/kg_{\text{water}}]$, and

$$\varepsilon(\beta \Delta h_{\text{sp}} + \Delta h_{\text{v}}) \frac{\partial C}{\partial t}$$ represents the heat transfer due to phase change where $\beta = 0$

for $M>FSP$ or $\beta = 1$ for $M\leq FSP$.

By substituting equation (3.3) in equation (3.8), the result is:

$$\frac{\partial H}{\partial t} + \vec{V} \cdot \vec{q}_h = \varepsilon(\beta \Delta h_{\text{sp}} + \Delta h_{\text{v}}) \frac{G_m \rho_w}{100} \frac{\partial M}{\partial t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)$$

Heat flux, as per Fourier's law, is proportional to the gradient of temperature:

$$\vec{q}_h = -k(M, T) \cdot \vec{V} T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)$$

where $k(M, T)$ is the thermal conductivity tensor for moist wood $[W/m_{\text{moist wood}} \cdot ^\circ C]$, and

$\vec{V} T$ is the temperature gradient $[^\circ C]$.
Substituting equation (3.10) in equation (3.9) yields the following equation that links the change of enthalpy to the temperature gradient and the moisture content change rate, shown here in one dimension:

$$\frac{\partial H}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( k_x(M,T) \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) = \varepsilon (\beta \Delta h_{\text{sp}} + \Delta h_{\infty}) \frac{G_{\text{mp}}}{100} \frac{\partial M}{\partial t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

The boundary conditions describe the heat and moisture flux normal to the wood surface due to convection. The heat flux at the surface has two components: the heat flux due to the temperature gradient and the heat involved in the phase changes of water. The following equations express the conditions at the wood-air interface:

$$q_h = h_h (T_{\text{surf}} - T_{\infty}) + (1 - \varepsilon)(\Delta h_{\text{vap}} + \beta \Delta h_{\text{sp}}) q_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where $h_h$ is the convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m$^2$.°C], $T_{\text{surf}}$ is the temperature at the surface of wood [°C], and $T_{\infty}$ is the temperature of the ambient air [°C].

$$q_m = h_\psi (\psi_{\text{surf}} - \psi_{\infty})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

where $h_\psi$ is the convective mass transfer coefficient [kg$^2_{\text{water}}$/J·m$^2$·s], $\psi_{\text{surf}}$ is the water potential at the surface of wood [J/kg], and $\psi_{\infty}$ is the water potential of the ambient air [J/kg].

This model has been developed to represent industrial wood drying in kiln, and uses as initial condition green wood.
3.1.3 Description of the proposed mathematical model and integration of this model into a computer model

A mathematical model has been developed herein which describes the movement of moisture in the wood planks of flat roofs. Represented in Table 3.3, the model consists of the following components:

1. The process of drying and wetting of wood planks. Moisture movement within the wood is represented with the two equations, (3.7) and (3.11). The wood properties used by the physical model must correspond to the wood species and wood conditions during drying and wetting. The following relationships were therefore required:
   - Full adsorption and desorption curves, which are the $M_{\text{Equilibrium}}$ vs. RH relationships, were developed for the species used, spruce. The hysteresis required the development of intermediary curves.
   - The effective water conductivity was recalculated for spruce, as a function of moisture content and temperature, especially for low moisture content.

2. The heat and moisture exchanges at the surface of the wood plank were modeled with boundary conditions, as listed below:
   - The convective heat and mass transfer coefficients, $h_h$ and $h_{\varphi}$, were calculated and experimentally determined for the conditions found in the roofs. These coefficients are used in equations (3.12) and (3.13).
   - Other boundary conditions were defined: mean temperature and relative humidity of air, velocity of air flow, direction of air flow vs. grain of wood, dimensions of air tunnel, presence of membrane on planking, possibility of water film on lower face of planks and determination of the ratio $e$ during wetting of wood.
Table 3.3. Schematic representation of the mathematical model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical phenomena</th>
<th>Mathematical model Equations</th>
<th>Material properties</th>
<th>Other parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WETTING PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial moisture content and temperature are uniform</td>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{\text{Initial}}, T_{\text{Initial}}, \text{species and size of wood piece}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No moisture across membrane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Still air between planks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air movement below plank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some moisture transfer from air to wood surface which results in a wetter surface and a change of surface temperature</td>
<td>$q_b = h_b(T_{\text{surf}} - T_{\text{w}}) + (1 - c)(\Delta h_{\text{vap}} + \beta \Delta h_{\text{osm}}) q_{\text{in}}$</td>
<td>Surface $T$ and $\psi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$q_{\text{in}} = h_b (\psi_{\text{surf}} - \psi_{\text{a}})$</td>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This causes a water potential gradient across plank and moves moisture inward. Temperature gradient and phase change induce change of enthalpy of system</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial M}{\partial t} - \frac{100}{G_{\text{m w}}} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( K_s(M, T) \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \right) \right) = 0$</td>
<td>Effective water conductivity of wood in adsorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{\partial M}{\partial t} - \frac{100}{G_{\text{m w}}} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( K_s(M, T) \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \right) \right) = \frac{1}{100} \frac{\partial M}{\partial t}$</td>
<td>Sorption curve of wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{1}{100} \frac{\partial M}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( k_s(M, T) \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) = e (\Delta h_{\text{vap}} + \Delta h_{\text{osm}}) \right)$</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity of wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enthalpy of sorption $f(M)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enthalpy of vaporization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRYING PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial moisture content and temperature are uniform</td>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{\text{c Initial}}, T_{\text{Initial}}, \text{size of wood piece}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No moisture across membrane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Still air between planks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air movement below plank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some moisture transfer from wood surface to air which results in a dryer surface and a change of surface temperature</td>
<td>$q_b = h_b(T_{\text{surf}} - T_{\text{w}}) + (1 - c)(\Delta h_{\text{vap}} + \beta \Delta h_{\text{osm}}) q_{\text{in}}$</td>
<td>Surface $T$ and $\psi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$q_{\text{in}} = h_b (\psi_{\text{surf}} - \psi_{\text{a}})$</td>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This causes a water potential gradient across plank and moves moisture outward. Temperature gradient and phase change induce change of enthalpy of system</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial M}{\partial t} - \frac{100}{G_{\text{m w}}} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( K_s(M, T) \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \right) \right) = 0$</td>
<td>Effective water conductivity of wood in adsorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{\partial M}{\partial t} - \frac{100}{G_{\text{m w}}} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( K_s(M, T) \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \right) \right) = \frac{1}{100} \frac{\partial M}{\partial t}$</td>
<td>Sorption curve of wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{1}{100} \frac{\partial M}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( k_s(M, T) \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) = e (\Delta h_{\text{vap}} + \Delta h_{\text{osm}}) \right)$</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity of wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enthalpy of sorption $f(M)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enthalpy of vaporization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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To implement the mathematical model, several modifications were made to an existing finite element computer model, which had been developed to simulate wood drying in industrial kiln purposes (Cloutier et al. 1992, Tremblay et al. 1999b). Table 3.4 highlights the main advances made to the mathematical and computer models.

Table 3.4. Developments and modifications of the mathematical and computer models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting point</th>
<th>Developments of the mathematical model</th>
<th>Modifications to the computer model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>One quarter of a nominal lumber</td>
<td>Planking covered with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air space all around</td>
<td>roofing membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood species</td>
<td>Aspen or red pine</td>
<td>Air space below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air convection</td>
<td>Air speed</td>
<td>Spruce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air temperature and relative humidity</td>
<td>Air speed to be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– steady state</td>
<td>calculated/estimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cycling air temperature and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>relative humidity evaluated as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>daily average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood parameters</td>
<td>Initial temperature and moisture</td>
<td>Initial temperature and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>content</td>
<td>moisture content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood property</td>
<td>Moisture content-water potential</td>
<td>Moisture content-water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relationship</td>
<td>potential relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effective water conductivity radial</td>
<td>and effective water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and tangential</td>
<td>conductivity radial,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary conditions</td>
<td>Mass transfer coefficient</td>
<td>Mass transfer coefficient and heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>transfer coefficient,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>calculated from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nondimensional analysis and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>measured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The modifications to the computer model included:

1. The mesh of the finite elements had to be defined for a plank of dimensions 19 mm by 140 mm, where one surface had no mass.

2. Incorporation of the proper coefficients within the code.

3. Development of the proper data files for the $M$-$\psi$ and $K$-$\psi$ relationships. Moisture content was converted into saturation percentage.

### 3.2 Determination of the parameters of the physical model

Three parameters for the mass conservation equation and the boundary conditions of the model are determined. The parameters include the water conductivity of wood and the convective heat and mass transfer coefficients at the wood-air interface. They have to be determined for the ambient conditions in contact with wood and for the appropriate mode of sorption. The relevant sorption curves are determined using existing data. The convective transfer coefficients are determined with nondimensional analysis and experimental methods. The effective water conductivity is determined using existing data for similar wood species and moisture diffusion coefficients measured at low moisture content. As the available moisture diffusion coefficients are measured using different driving forces, the conversion of the coefficients requires the use of sorption curves.
3.2.1 Nondimensional determination of the convective heat transfer coefficient

Convective wood drying is a complex process involving heat and mass exchanges between air and wood. The net heat exchange at the surface of the drying wood is determined by the temperature differential and the mass transfer, as shown in equation (3.12). The heat and mass transfer convective coefficients used in a dozen of wood drying models were different (Tremblay et al. 1999b). In almost all cases, the coefficients were constant, independent of the surface moisture content. Recent measured values of convective heat and mass transfer coefficients for industrial drying conditions were constant above a surface at moisture content values of 60 to 80% but were proportional to the surface moisture content below these values (Tremblay et al. 1999b). As the moisture content in the roof planks in the experiment presented in chapter 2 is in large part below the fiber saturation point (FSP), it is important to determine the values of the convective coefficients in relation to the air velocity below the planks.

Nondimensional analysis has been used to provide general correlations for different convective heat transfer situations. The convective heat transfer coefficient can be calculated using the Nusselt number, Nu, by:

\[ \text{Nu}_d = \frac{h_b D}{k} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

where \( \text{Nu} \) is the Nusselt number [dimensionless],

\( h_b \) is the convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m\(^2\)-°C],

\( D \) is the characteristic length of the system [m], and
k is the thermal conductivity of air [W/m·°C].

The Nusselt number has been correlated for different sets of parameters with the aid of dimensionless groups such as Reynold’s number, Re, Prandtl’s number, Pr, and Grashof’s number, Gr.

In the case where settling of the cellulose insulation occurs, the space below the deck allows air passage. The space is assumed to be a rectangular duct with three surfaces in wood and the remaining one in cellulose and is 360 mm wide by 2 to 5 mm high by 4 m long. The convective coefficients at the underside of the roof planks can be evaluated using nondimensional analysis. The air velocities based on the pressure differentials measured during the experiment vary from 0.2 m/s for a duct of 5 mm height to 0.02 m/s for a duct of 2 mm height using Hagen-Poiseuille equation. At such low velocities, Re is smaller than 2000 and the flow can be considered laminar.

Inside of a long circular duct with constant surface temperature, the relationship for the Nusselt number for forced convection and laminar flow can be evaluated as (Sieder and Tate 1936, in Kreith 1986):

\[ \overline{Nu}_{D_H} = 1.86 \left( \frac{Re_D Pr D_H}{L} \right)^{0.33} \left( \frac{\mu_b}{\mu_{surf}} \right)^{0.14} \]  

(3.15)

where \( D_H \) is the diameter,

\( L \) is the characteristic length,

\( \mu_b \) is the viscosity of the air away from the wood surface, and

\( \mu_{surf} \) is the viscosity of the air at wood surface temperature.

Table 3.5 presents values for the convective heat transfer coefficients calculated using this equation for air at 20°C. The first value is reasonable but the very low values of the
Nusselt number of the three other cases indicates that this equation might not be applicable. Indeed, this relationship is recommended for values of 
\( (\text{Re} \times \text{Pr} \times \frac{D_H}{L})^{0.33} (\frac{\mu_b}{\mu_{surf}})^{0.14} \) larger than 2 (Incropera et DeWitt 1996), condition that is not satisfied in all cases of table 3.5. For values of 
\( (\text{Re} \times \text{Pr} \times \frac{D_H}{L})^{0.33} (\frac{\mu_b}{\mu_{surf}})^{0.14} \) smaller than 2, the Nusselt number should tend towards 3.66, which yields a convective heat transfer coefficient of approximately 9 W/m\(^2\) · °C, a value too high for the present case as the calculated Nusselt numbers were closer to one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air velocity ( \nu ) [m/s]</th>
<th>Characteristic dimensions ( b \times h \times L ) [m]</th>
<th>Hydraulic diameter ( D_H ) [m]</th>
<th>Reynolds number ( \text{Re} = \rho \nu D_H / \mu_f )</th>
<th>Prandtl number ( \text{Pr} = c_p \mu / \kappa_f )</th>
<th>Nusselt number ( \text{Nu} = 1.86 (\text{Re Pr} D_H / L)^{0.33} (\mu_b / \mu_{surf})^{0.14} )</th>
<th>Heat transfer coefficient ( h_b = \text{Nu} \kappa / D_H ) [W/m(^2) · °C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.36x0.005x4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.36x0.005x4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.36x0.002x4</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.36x0.002x4</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>undetermined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate the free convection case, the wood plank could be considered as a horizontal plane with heat loss at its underside. The following relationships apply then for the average Nusselt number (Incropera et DeWitt 1996):

\[
\overline{\text{Nu}}_L = 0.54 \left( \text{Ra}_L \right)^{1/4}
\]  
(3.16)

when \( 10^4 \leq \text{Ra}_L \leq 10^7 \), and

\[
\overline{\text{Nu}}_L = 0.15 \left( \text{Ra}_L \right)^{1/3}
\]
(3.17)

when \( 10^7 \leq \text{Ra}_L \leq 10^{11} \). The Rayleigh number \( \text{Ra}_L \) is the product of \( \text{Gr}_L \) by \( \text{Pr} \). The characteristic length \( L \) to calculate \( \text{Gr} \) is \( A/P \) (Incropera and DeWitt 1996) where \( A \) is the plane surface area and \( P \) its perimeter, equivalent to approximately half of the width of
the surface, *i.e.* half the width of the wood deck. Table 3.6 presents the calculations using these relationships. The values of the convective heat transfer coefficient now lie between 2.15 and 4.62, *i.e.* of the same order of magnitude than the ones found with equation (3.15). Considering the modeling, a constant minimum $h_b$ could be set, independent of the Reynold’s and Prandtl’s numbers, while equation (3.15) could be used when the condition, $(Re*Pr*D_W/L)^{0.33}(\mu_b/\mu_{surf})^{0.14}>2$, is met.

**Table 3.6. Calculation of the convective heat transfer coefficient based on free convection ($T_\infty = 20^\circ$C).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{surf} - T_\infty$</th>
<th>Characteristic length</th>
<th>Grashof’s number</th>
<th>Prandtl’s number</th>
<th>Rayleigh’s number</th>
<th>Nusselt’s number</th>
<th>Heat transfer coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[°C]</td>
<td>$L = A/P$ [m]</td>
<td>$Gr_L = \rho y^2 g \beta (T_{surf} - T_\infty) L^4/\mu_L^2$</td>
<td>$Pr = c_p \mu /k_L$</td>
<td>$Ra_L = Gr_L Pr$</td>
<td>$Nu$</td>
<td>$h_b = Nu \ k_L /L$ [W/m²·°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>$1.58 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>$1.12 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>$0.79 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>$0.56 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>$0.40 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>$0.28 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>$0.08 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>$0.057 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combined free and forced convection must be considered when the ratio of the Grashof number to the square of the Reynold number is close to one (Incropera and de Witt 1996). For a duct of 5 mm of height, the Grashof number varies between 100 and 500 x $10^5$ depending of the exfiltrating air temperature. For a duct of 2 mm high, $Gr_L$ varies from 5 to 150 x $10^5$. The Reynold number calculated for the same temperature conditions varies between 2.5 and 150. Depending on the height of the duct and the temperature of the air, forced convection alone, free convection alone or a combined forced and free convection regime can be considered.

In the case where no cellulose insulation settlement occurs, *i.e.* case where all air flow is through the insulation layer, there is no nondimensional correlation for this situation.
Serkitjis (1998) measured the effects of forced convection on the heat transfer of porous insulation and found a Nu number very close to 1 for air flows of 0.2 to 3 m/s through cellulose insulation. This yields a heat transfer coefficient of about 2.9 W/m²·°C, as shown in Table 3.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( h_h ) [W/m²·°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In air</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced convection</td>
<td>( v = 0.2 ) m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural convection</td>
<td>( \Delta T = 5 ) to 10° C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In cellulose insulation</td>
<td>( \text{Nu} = 1.1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 Experimental determination of the convective heat transfer coefficient

Given that no nondimensional correlation corresponds closely to the low velocity conditions present in the roofs tested, the convective heat transfer coefficients were measured using an experimental setup with similar air movement and velocity as present in the roofs tested.

![Diagram of heat flow through a wood surface](image)

Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of heat flow through a wood surface.

The convective heat transfer coefficients at the wood-air interface may be a function of wood moisture content, air velocity and temperature and can be measured using two
methods: 1) under varying moisture content conditions at constant air temperature, case (b) of Figure 3.2 and; 2) under constant moisture content conditions (warming or cooling tests) at different air temperatures and humidities, case (c) of Figure 3.2. The first method is based on equation (3.12) (Tremblay et al. 1999a):

\[ h_h = \frac{q_h}{(T_{\text{surf}} - T_\infty)} - \frac{(1 - \varepsilon)(\Delta h_{\text{vap}} + \beta \Delta h_{\text{sorp}})q_m}{(T_{\text{surf}} - T_\infty)} \]  

(3.18)

The heat flux \( q_h \) at the wood-air interface is calculated using enthalpy profiles established in the direction of the moisture flux for different drying times. The enthalpy profiles are calculated from the moisture content profiles determined with gravimetry of the sliced specimen and from the temperature profiles determined with thermocouples inserted at different depths. The mass flux, \( q_m \), is obtained from equation (3.13) or by integrating the moisture profiles. In the second method, without any moisture flow, \( i.e. q_m = 0 \), the following equation can be derived using equation (3.12):

\[ h_h = \frac{q_h}{(T_{\text{surf}} - T_\infty)} \]  

(3.19)

The heat flux, \( q_h \), is obtained by integrating the temperature profiles measured during warming of the wood specimen. When temperature profiles are systematically measured during warming or cooling of wood at different temperatures and equilibrium moisture contents, \( h_h \) can be determined as a function of \( T \) and \( M \). This second method is much simpler and is used to determine the heat transfer coefficients above white pine specimens with a moisture content of 12 % and above red pine specimens in green condition, during the warming of cooled wood exposed to ambient room conditions. Two air velocities, 0.3 m/s and 0.15 m/s are considered. Temperature was not varied due to the relatively small range of temperature measured below the planks.
• Theoretical considerations

In this experiment, the warming of the wood occurred without mass change. All the heat that went through the surface of the specimen resulted in a change of its inside temperature. Therefore, the convective heat transfer at the surface is expressed by:

\[ q_{h(x=0)} = -k \left( \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta x} \right)_{x=0} = h_h \left( T_\infty - T_{\text{surf}} \right) \]  

(3.20)

where \( q_h \) is the heat flux at the wood surface [W/m²]

\( k \) is the thermal conductivity of moist wood [W/m·°C]

\( \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta x} \) is the temperature gradient at \( x=0 \) [°C/m], i.e. the slope of the temperature profile at the surface.

The heat flux in the wood, as shown in Frayret et al. (1995), is:

\[ q_{\text{cond}} = \frac{\partial Q/A}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial \left( \rho_{\text{moist wood}} c_p \int T dx \right)}{\partial t} \]  

(3.21)

where \( \rho_{\text{moist wood}} \) is the density [kg_{moist wood}/m³_{moist wood}], and

\( c_p \) is the specific heat of moist wood [J/kg·°K].

Therefore, the integration of temperature profile at different times allows the determination of heat flux per conduction, \( q_{\text{cond}} \), which in turn allows the determination of \( h_h \).

\[ h_h = \frac{q_{\text{cond}}}{(T_\infty - T_{\text{surf}})} \]

(3.22)
• **Experimental setup for the determination of the convective coefficients**

The experimental setup, used by the author at the department of Sciences du bois et de la forêt of Université Laval, is composed of a tunnel insulated on its four long faces in which three layers of eight wood pieces of 38 mm x 91 mm x 295 mm, inserted perpendicular to the air stream, are stacked with a space of 10 mm in between, as shown in Figure 3.3. Air is circulated through the tunnel and the measurements are made in the last wood specimen of the middle layer. A closed loop system is available for air conditions different than the ones found in the laboratory. In the first three tests, the wood specimens were at a moisture content of 12% which is in equilibrium with the laboratory environment of 20°C and 65% RH. In the last test, the last specimen of each layer was changed to a specimen at green wood condition.

![Figure 3.3. Photo of the experimental setup for convective coefficients. White arrows point to 10 mm space above and below the instrumented specimen.](image)

No mass transfer was to occur and the specimens were weighed before and after each test as a verification. The four other sides of the wood specimen were isolated with duct tapes to have the heat transfer occur in one-dimension. To monitor the changes of temperature in the half-thickness of the wood, thermocouples were installed in five holes
drilled on the side at 3.8, 7.6, 11.4, 15.2 and 19 mm from the surface and held in place with a wooden peg plugging completely the hole. A sixth thermocouple was installed on the surface. Two other thermocouples were used as a psychrometer to monitor the dry bulb and wet bulb air temperature. The air was driven with a fan at one end of the tunnel. A jute tissue was introduced downstream of the fan as a diffuser to insure uniform air distribution. Measurements of the temperature and velocity of the air was achieved at the other end beside the instrumented specimen. Air velocity was measured with a manual anemometer. The thermocouples of copper-constantan were calibrated in a water bath at 13°C and 30°C.

For the first test conducted with wood at green condition, the humid atmosphere, desired to prevent drying, was obtained by having a closed air loop linking the tunnel to a vapor saturator consisting of a pan filled with water. However, it was not possible to avoid vapor condensation and the test specimen had a weight gain of 8 g over the two hours. The results, included in Appendix C under the heading Warming in wet conditions, show that all the heat transfer was due to the heat released by the condensation of vapor on the wood surface and that there was no convective heat transfer from the air to the wood. The second test, referred to as run 4, was therefore performed without the closed air loop, exposing the specimen to the laboratory conditions. This lower relative humidity resulted in the evaporation of the water at the surface of the wood and a decrease in weight. It was still possible to calculate a heat transfer coefficient by adding the heat of vaporization to the change of enthalpy in the wood to derive the total enthalpy change.
• Test results

Table 3.8 presents the main parameters of each test run and the convective heat transfer coefficient measured. The complete data and graphs are in Appendix C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M [%]</th>
<th>v [m/s]</th>
<th>Initial temperature gradient [°C]</th>
<th>Initial temperatures at center and on surface [°C]</th>
<th>Convective heat transfer coefficient, $h_\text{h}$ [W/m$^2$°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>4.0 - 12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.2 - 8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>6.1 - 7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 4</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>11.4 - 13.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

plus a moisture flux = 1.47 × 10$^{-5}$ kg/s·m$^2$

The values given by the thermocouple at 15.2 mm from the surface were eliminated because they were systematically too high which indicated a malfunction of the sensor.

3.2.3 Analytical determination of the convective mass transfer coefficient

The convective mass transfer coefficient $h_\nu$ as a function of moisture content has been determined for several conditions. Existing literature data are listed Table 3.9.

Table 3.9. Convective mass transfer coefficient using water potential as the driving force.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Convective mass transfer coefficient – $h_\nu$ [kg$<em>\text{water}^2$/m$</em>\text{air}^2$·s·J]</th>
<th>Drying conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloutier $et\ al.$ (1992)</td>
<td>$9.36 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$T_{d.b.}$ 50°C, $T_{w.b.}$ 42.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4.43 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$v_{air}$ 1 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5.82 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$T_{d.b.}$ 20°C, $T_{w.b.}$ 14°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$v_{air}$ 0.5 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremblay $et\ al.$ (1999)</td>
<td>$8.6 \times 10^{-10}$ constant above 110% M decreasing to $0.8 \times 10^{-10}$ between 15 and 20% M</td>
<td>$T_{d.b.}$ 56°C, RH 52% $v_{air}$ 1 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $T_{d.b.}$ is the dry bulb temperature, $T_{w.b.}$ is the wet bulb temperature and $v_{air}$ is the velocity of air.
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The convective mass transfer coefficient can also be inferred from the convective heat transfer coefficient, either calculated or measured, using the Lewis analogy, known in nondimensional analysis as:

$$h_n = h_{m(c)} \rho c_p L e^{2/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

where $\rho$ is the air density [kg$_{air}$/m$^3$$_{air}$],

$c_p$ is the specific heat of air [J/kg$_{air}$·K], and

$Le$ is the Lewis number, approximately 1 for air (Tremblay et al. 1999a).

The convective mass transfer coefficient $h_{m(c)}$ [m$_{air}$/s] is different from the coefficient $h_\psi$ [kg$_{water}$/m$_{air}^2$·s·J] of equation (3.13). Based respectively on moisture concentration and water potential, the two coefficients are related by the following equation:

$$h_\psi = h_{m(c)} \frac{(c_{surf} - c_\infty)}{(\psi_{surf} - \psi_\infty)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)

where $c_{surf}$ is the moisture concentration of air in equilibrium with the surface [kg$_{water}$/m$^3$$_{air}$] and

$c_\infty$ is the moisture concentration of ambient air [kg$_{water}$/m$^3$$_{air}$].

Using the values of the convective heat transfer coefficients determined in section 3.2.2, the corresponding $h_\psi$ values vary from 2.9 to $8.6 \times 10^{-10}$ kg$_{water}$/m$_{air}^2$·s·J as shown in Table 3.10.

Table 3.10. Mass transfer convective coefficients from conversion using Lewis analogy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>$h_\psi$ [kg$^2$/s·J·m$^2$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Period 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_b = 3.8$ W/m$^2$·°C</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_b = 10$ W/m$^2$·°C</td>
<td>$7.7 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.2.4 Experimental determination of the convective mass transfer coefficient

The experimental determination of the convective mass transfer coefficient $h_\psi$ requires the determination of the mass flow and the water potential at the wood surface, as shown in equation (3.13). When the moisture content of the wood surface is above the FSP and under proper ventilation, the surface temperature corresponds to the wet bulb temperature of air. In such conditions, drying occurs at constant enthalpy, i.e. the energy from the air to the wood surface returns to air via the heat of vaporisation, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b).

The mass flux is calculated using the drying curve (mass vs. time):

$$q_m = \left( \frac{dM}{dt} \right) \frac{V_{\text{wood}} \rho_{\text{water}} G_m}{A}$$

(3.25)

where $\frac{dM}{dt}$ is the slope of the drying curve [kg$_{\text{water}}$/kg$_{\text{dry wood}}$],

$V_{\text{wood}}$ is the volume of moist wood [m$^3$$_{\text{moist wood}}$],

$\rho_{\text{water}}$ is the density of water [kg$_{\text{water}}$/m$^3$$_{\text{water}}$],

$G_m$ is the specific gravity [kg$_{\text{dry wood}}$/m$^3$$_{\text{moist wood}}$], and

$A$ is the area of wood specimen subjected to evaporation [m$^2$].

Then the mass transfer coefficient is calculated using:

$$q_m = h_\psi (\psi_{\text{surf}} - \psi_\infty)$$

(3.26)

where $h_\psi$ is the mean mass transfer convective coefficient [kg$^2$$_{\text{water}}$/m$^2$·s·J], and

$(\psi_{\text{surf}} - \psi_\infty)$ is the water potential differential between wood surface and air [J/kg$_{\text{water}}$].

The water potential of the wood surface can be calculated from the moisture content of the wood surface, while the water potential of the air is calculated with the following equation:
\[
\psi_{m-o} = \frac{RT}{M_w} \cdot \ln \frac{p_v}{p_{vs}}
\]

(3.27)

where \( \psi_{m-o} \) is the sum of the matric and osmotic potentials of water [J/kg],

\( R \) is the universal gas constant [8.3143 J/mol·°K],

\( T \) is the absolute temperature [°K],

\( M \) is the molecular weight of water [0.0180153 kg/mol],

\( p_v \) is the partial pressure of vapor in equilibrium with the water in wood [Pa], and

\( p_{vs} \) is the partial pressure of vapor in equilibrium with pure free water [Pa].

The relative humidity divided by 100 is therefore equaled to \( p_v/p_{vs} \).

- Experimental set up

The same experimental setup for the determination of the heat transfer coefficient was used. The initial moisture content of the tested wood specimen and its two vertical neighbors was at 76% and the rest of the upstream wood was at 12% and its surfaces impregnated with paraffin wax to prevent moisture adsorption. The test specimen has its four side faces sealed with duct tape. There was no space between pieces of wood in one layer. Pieces were conditioned to 14°C, close to the wet bulb temperature of the lab of about 16.5°C. The air velocity was about 0.15 m/s. The mass of the specimen was measured at time intervals of 8 to 15 minutes.

The moisture flux at the wood-air interface was calculated using the slope of the drying curve during the first stage of drying, the bulk of the specimen being at 76% W. The surface was assumed to be at 60% W at that stage, having its surface water potential
equaled to \(-800\) J/kg, according to the sorption curve. Results are summarized in Table 3.11.

<p>| Table 3.11. Summary of the experimental convective heat and mass transfer coefficients |
|-----------------------------------|-------------------------|---------------------|-------------------|--------------------------|------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Air velocity</th>
<th>Initial temperature gradient</th>
<th>Initial temperatures at surface and center</th>
<th>Convective heat transfer coefficient, (h_c)</th>
<th>Convective mass transfer coefficient, (h_p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[%]</td>
<td>[m/s]</td>
<td>[°C]</td>
<td>[°C]</td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>From Lewis analogy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Run 1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>4.0 - 12.9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11.8 (\times) 10^{-10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.2 - 8.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>11.2 (\times) 10^{-10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>6.1 - 7.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.5 (\times) 10^{-10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 4</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>11.4 - 13.1 plus a moisture flux=1.47(\times)10^{5} kg/s-m^2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>8.8 (\times) 10^{-10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Run 5</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>3.1 (\times) 10^{-10}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of the calculated value of run 4 and the measured value of run 5 for the convective mass transfer coefficients confirms the statement of Salin (1996) to the effect that the Lewis analogy tends to overestimate the convective mass transfer coefficients. Comparing the Lewis analogy results of runs 1 to 3 with the values shown in table 3.9 supports the same conclusion. Although more measurements would be required to conclude, it is proposed to use the ratio of the heat transfer convective coefficients at 0.15 m/s for green and 12% M and to apply it to the mass transfer convective coefficient measured to deduce a mass transfer convective coefficient of a surface at 12% M. This ratio of 3.8 to 12.0 applied to 3.1 \(\times\) 10^{-10} yields a convective mass transfer coefficient of 1.0 \(\times\) 10^{-10} kg\(^2\)/J\cdot s\cdot m^2 to be used for conditions below FSP at low air velocity instead of the 4.5 \(\times\) 10^{-10} kg\(^2\)/J\cdot s\cdot m^2 resulting from the Lewis analogy.
3.2.5 Sorption curves

Two properties of wood are required to model water movement in wood: the moisture content vs. air relative humidity or water potential relationships and the effective water conductivity of wood. In this section, adsorption and desorption full and intermediary curves are developed for spruce at three different temperatures using existing data.

Figure 3.4 shows typical sorption curves (wood moisture content vs. air relative humidity) of two well-known indigenous species, white spruce and sugar maple. These curves cover only the hygroscopic domain of wood, i.e. up to FSP. As generally the case for species with low extractive content, the sorption curves are very similar. The magnitude of the hysteresis is almost the same, and the PSF is around 30% M for typical ambient temperature.

![Sorption curves function of the relative humidity.](image)

Figure 3.4. Sorption curves function of the relative humidity.
Figure 3.5 shows the sorption curves where the air relative humidity index has been replaced by its equivalent, the water potential of wood. The relation of water potential to air relative humidity is shown in equation (3.27). Replacing the air relative humidity index by water potential allows to consider the section of the sorption curve above FSP, which is difficult otherwise. The strong hysteresis between the desorption and adsorption has an important impact on moisture movement in wood. In Figure 3.5, the curves of Figure 3.4 are shown after conversion for the M between 0 and 30 %. They are continuous with the curves of Fortin (1979) and Tremblay et al. (1996). This continuity illustrates the advantage of using the water potential as the driving force for the entire range of moisture content.

![Sorption curves function of water potential](image)

**Figure 3.5.** Sorption curves function of water potential.
Figure 3.6. Desorption curves for spruce at 5°C, 21°C and 35°C. Graph (a) is used to extrapolate the base curve below 30% M and graph (b) above 30% M.

The desorption curves are then extrapolated for the temperature range of the test. Data from Djolani (1970), Stamm and Harris (1953) and Tremblay et al. (1996) show how sorption curves are a function of temperature. Figure 3.6 shows that the portion of the 21°C desorption curve that is below 30% M is extrapolated at 5°C and 35°C using the differential between the sorption curves at 5°C, 21°C and 35°C measured for sugar maple
by Djolani (1970). These resulting curves are in agreement with the sorption curves for Sitka spruce of Stamm and Harris (1953) for different temperature ranges. The upper part of the curves are extrapolated using the data measured for red pine by Tremblay et al. (1996). In Figure 3.7, the adsorption curve at 21°C is similarly extrapolated at 5°C and 35°C using Djolani measurements in adsorption.

(a) Adsorption curves for sugar maple used to extrapolate below 30% M.  
(b) Adsorption curve for hemlock used as base curve above 30% M.

(c) Extrapolated adsorption curves for spruce with base curve in grey.
Figure 3.7. Adsorption curves for spruce at 5°C, 21°C and 35°C. Graph (a) is used to extrapolated the curve below 30% M and graph (b) is used as base above 30 % M.
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Figure 3.8. Full adsorption and desorption curves for spruce at 5°C, 21°C and 35°C illustrating the hysteresis.

The curves of Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are grouped in Figure 3.8. They are the full sorption curves from completely saturated or dry conditions. In the roof test, the wood planks started at 6% M, were progressively wetted to attain maxima varying from 12 to 120% M and then were dried. In most cases, the drying process started at conditions much lower than saturation, and closer to fiber saturation point. Examining the wood drying process from different starting point, Peralta (1995) has observed that intermediary sorption curves fall between the full desorption and adsorption curves as shown in Figure 3.9. This confirms the finding that the full curves should be considered as the boundary of the hysteresis (Urquhart 1960). Any point between the curves can be met depending on which conditions the material was subjected to. Therefore, temperature and relative humidity alone are not sufficient to determine moisture content. The sorption history is necessary. Starting on the adsorption isotherm, the intermediary curves of Figure 3.9 join
the desorption isotherm with a variation of the relative humidity of approximately 40%.

The 92% intermediary curve is the only one with the characteristic sigmoidal shape. The other ones have a simple convex form. Peralta (1996) and Peralta and Bangi (1998a, 1998b) have attempted to model these intermediary curves without satisfactory precision.

![Graphs](image)

Figure 3.9 Full and intermediary sorption curves for yellow poplar as per Peralta (1995), as function of relative humidity on left and water potential on right.

Using each pair of desorption and adsorption curves defined at 5°C, 21°C and 35°C, three intermediate curves are determined from moisture contents of 30%, 25% and 20% on the full adsorption curves. The curves then join the desorption curves following the pattern determined by Peralta, as shown in Figure 3.10.

The curves as defined allow the modeling of the different situations found in the test. When the calculation requires values intermediate of the ones provided by the curves, a linear extrapolation is performed.
Figure 3.10. Intermediate desorption curves from 30%, 25% and 20% M at three temperatures: 5°C on top graph, 21°C in middle graph and 35°C on bottom graph.
3.2.6. Determination of the effective water conductivity

In order to model moisture movement with the water potential gradient as the driving force, the appropriate transfer coefficient, i.e. the effective water conductivity, must be determined. Cloutier and Fortin (1993) and Tremblay et al. (1999b) have measured respectively the effective water conductivity of aspen and red pine for the complete range of moisture content in wood. The method used, called instantaneous profile method, measures directly the effective water conductivity. Tremblay et al. present the two advantages of this method: 1) the flux-gradient proportionality can be verified directly, and 2) no specific set of boundary conditions need to be imposed since the gradient and the resulting flux are measured directly in wood. Moschler and Martin (1968) have used an equivalent method, the Matano method, but only below the FSP. The method uses edge coated specimens to impose a one-dimensional moisture flow. The specimens are allowed to dry in a conditioning cabinet at constant temperature, relative humidity and air velocity. The moisture concentration profiles are obtained from the moisture content profiles measured at different mean moisture content between complete saturation and 15% M. This is done by slicing the specimens and by determining the moisture content of each slice by gravimetry. The water potential is obtained with the sorption curve. The effective water conductivity is obtained with the following equation:

\[
[K_x]_{ij} = \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \int_{x_{in}}^{x} C \, dx \right) \right]_{ij}
\]

In the hygroscopic domain, i.e. between 0 and 30% M, another method to determine the diffusion coefficient \( D \) uses a vapometer cup assembly and is based on Fick’s first law of
diffusion. During the test, the specimen is exposed on its two faces to two different moisture conditions. These conditions can be related in concentration of moisture or in vapor pressure, which is the case of most data available. To use these data in the context of water potential, some conversions must be made. Table 3.12 compares three equations using each a different driving force: concentration gradient for a coefficient $D_c$, moisture content gradient for a coefficient $D_m$ and vapor pressure gradient for a coefficient $D_{pv}$. Comparing each with the equation using water potential gradient as the driving force allows to present the different conversion factors. For each conversion case, the sorption curve, water potential vs. moisture content, is required.

Table 3.12. Equivalence of diffusion coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variations of Fick's law</th>
<th>Equivalence</th>
<th>Conversion factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q_x = -D_c \frac{\partial C}{\partial x}$</td>
<td>$q_x = -D_c \frac{\partial C}{\partial \psi} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}$</td>
<td>$K_{eff, c} = \frac{D_c \frac{\partial C}{\partial \psi}}{\partial x}$ or $K_{eff, c} = \frac{D_c \frac{\partial M}{\partial \psi}}{100}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where $C=[kg_{water}/m_{wood}^3]$, $D_c=[m_{wood}^2/s]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_x = -D_m \frac{\partial M}{\partial x}$</td>
<td>$q_x = -D_m \frac{\partial M}{\partial \psi} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}$</td>
<td>$K_{eff, m} = \frac{D_m \frac{\partial M}{\partial \psi}}{\partial x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where $M=[%]$, $D_m=[kg_{water}/m^2\cdot s\cdot %]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_x = -D_{pv} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x}$</td>
<td>$q_x = -K_{eff, pv} \frac{\partial p}{\partial \psi} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}$</td>
<td>$K_{eff, pv} = \frac{D_{pv} \frac{\partial p}{\partial \psi}}{\partial x}$ or $K_{eff, pv} = \frac{D_{pv} \frac{\partial p}{\partial M}}{100}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where $p=[kg_{water}/m^2]$, $D_{pv}=[m/s]$</td>
<td>where $\frac{\partial p}{\partial M} = \frac{\partial HR}{\partial M}.p_v.$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $q_x$ is the intensity of the moisture flux $[kg_{water}/m^2\cdot s]$ and $K_{eff}$ is the effective water conductivity $[kg_{water}/m^2\cdot s\cdot J]$.

Figure 3.11 groups diffusion coefficients measured during desorption of wood. The values for epicea at 40°C, which is a Norwegian spruce, measured by Egner (1934)
(converted first by Kübler 1957, and reconverted here) fit very well with the values of Tremblay et al. (1999b) for red pine at 18°C and 56°C. This allows to extrapolate the values of Tremblay to low moisture content.

Figure 3.11. Effective water conductivity of red pine and epicea as function of moisture content and temperature.

The hysteresis of the sorption curve of wood indicates that wood properties, at a given moisture content, might be different in adsorption and desorption. However, little data is available to document the differences in values of the coefficient of diffusion of adsorbing or desorbing wood. Comstock (1963) measured the diffusion coefficient during adsorption and desorption, and in steady-state conditions following one of the two states of sorption and found the diffusion coefficients in adsorption to be lower than the value in desorption for wood between 6 and 16% M. Fournier (1976) has also measured the coefficient of diffusion of moisture in relationship with the state of sorption of wood.
The diffusion coefficient was found smaller in wood in adsorption than in desorption. The difference was more pronounced at lower temperature. Fournier notes that moisture content per se does not influence the coefficient of diffusion as it is the gradient of vapor pressure across the wood that determines its moisture content in the same time as it induces a moisture flow. Wood in adsorption has a greater cohesion and density than wood in desorption and, as a result, lets through less moisture.

Figure 3.12 compares the Egner curve with data measured for sugar maple by Fournier (1976). This wood was of a higher density than spruce which explains the lower diffusion coefficient. The two curves by Fournier do not provide enough basis to extrapolate reliably the effective water conductivity for wood in adsorption.

![Graph showing effective water conductivity coefficients as function of moisture content and state of sorption.](image)

Figure 3.12. Effective water conductivity coefficients as function of moisture content and state of sorption.
The whole section 3.2 shows the scarcity of available data in the literature and the complexity of unit conversion to compare data related to the drying and wetting of wood at moderate temperature and low air velocity. However, sufficient information, data and measurements have been presented to select the parameters to be used in the simulation as listed in Table 3.13.

Table 3.13. Summary of the values retained for each parameter of the physical model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>From analytical results</th>
<th>From experimental results</th>
<th>Retained values or relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convective heat coefficient $h_h$</td>
<td>Between 2 and 4.6 W/m² °C Independent of moisture content</td>
<td>Serkitjs (1998) Nu = 1 Tremblay et al. (1999b) at v=1 m/s. 8 W/m² °C, but proportional to M below 30% Measurements in this study at 12%M 3.8 W/m² °C at 0.15 m/s and 10 W/m² °C at 0.3 m/s Measurements in this study at 75%M 12 W/m² °C at 0.15 m/s and</td>
<td>$h_h = 3.8$ W/m² °C constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convective mass transfer coefficient $h_v$</td>
<td>Above values converted with Lewis analogy 3 to 8.6 x10⁻¹⁰ kg²/s·J·m⁻² air</td>
<td>Tremblay et al. (1998b) at v=1 m/s, 14 x10⁻¹¹ at M=30 %, to 8 x10⁻¹¹ at M=15% Measurements in this study at 75%M 3.1x10⁻¹⁰ W/m² °C at 0.15 m/s</td>
<td>$h_v = 1.0 x 10^{-10}$ kg²/s·J·m⁻² air constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete sorption curves</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tremblay (1996) Red pine in desorption Fortin (1979) Hemlock in adsorption Hedlin (1967) White spruce below 30% M desorption and adsorption</td>
<td>Set of extrapolated curves Figure 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediary sorption curves</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>From above curves, intermediary curves are drawn following Peralta results below 30%</td>
<td>Set of extrapolated curves Figure 3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective water conductivity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Assume all radial movement In desorption, Tremblay et al. (1999a) for red pine and Egner (1934) for eucalyptus Use same value in adsorption</td>
<td>Set of extrapolated curves Figure 3.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Modifications to the computer model

To implement the mathematical model, the following modifications were made to the computer model (Cloutier et al. 1992, Tremblay et al. 1999a, 1999b). The first modifications regarded the definition of the grid. A 225 point triangular mesh defined the 19 mm x 149 mm cross section of the plank. The schematic representation of the finite element mesh can be found in Appendix D. The second type of modifications consisted in the insertion of the proper coefficients within the code. The code was modified in order to maintain the convective heat and mass transfer coefficients, \( h_h \) and \( h_y \), constant and not a function of conditions as in the base code. The third type was the development of the data files. The specific gravity of wood, \( G_m \) (oven dry weight to green volume), varies substantially from one specimen to the other for the same wood species. For example, the specific gravity of red pine was found to vary from 0.360 to 0.460 (Tremblay et al. 1999a). Moisture content at full saturation is a function of \( G_m \) and it is not possible to use the relationship of moisture content vs. water potential \( (M - \psi) \) and the effective water conductivity function of moisture content and temperature, \( K(M, T) \), directly without introducing a significant error (Cloutier et al. 1992). To avoid this error, the saturation percentage, \( Sp \), was used as an indicator of the degree of wetness in wood. \( Sp \) relates the volume of water present in a porous medium relative to the total pore volume (Hillel, 1971). For wood, the following applies:

\[
Sp = \frac{M}{\frac{1}{G_m} - \frac{1}{G_wz}}
\]  
(3.29)
where $G_{ws}$ is the specific gravity of the wood substance defined as $G_{ws} = m_0/V_{ows} \cdot \rho_w$, and $V_{ows}$ is the oven-dry volume of the wood substance.

Therefore, the $M-\psi$ relationship and the $K(M,T)$ function are expressed in terms of $Sp$ instead of $M$ in the datafiles. The $M-\psi$ relationship datafiles allow to take into consideration the intermediary sorption curves, which was not the case in the base code.

### 3.4 Validation of model for the simulation of the drying process

In this section, the computer model is validated for its capacity to simulate the drying process of the wood plank. After a wetting season, it is the drying ability of the assembly that determines whether the wood structure is exposed to conditions leading to fungi degradation. Therefore, the drying ability is of prime importance. For the validation, the data measured during the wetting and drying of the plank in cavity T3, the base case, were used as the presence of one-dimensional air flow was preferred. This condition was not found in the other thermos cavities. For the validation, one set of moisture data in T3 was used, *i.e.* the data measured towards the front of the test hut where air was exiting the cavity. Three moisture content pins were inserted across the cavity. The resulting three different wetting/drying patterns measured may be explained by cellulose being more dense along the sides of the cavity, resulting in less air movement.
3.4.1 Determination of the actual conditions during the drying period

To perform the simulation so that its results could be compared with the experimental results, the conditions prevailing at the underside of the wood deck during the test had to be assessed. The measurements provided the following information: local temperature and moisture content in the middle of the plank, average moisture content of the plank, temperature and relative humidity above the roof, and temperature and relative humidity approximately 50 mm and 100 mm below the planks. These last two sensors were inserted groipingly after the insulation was installed.

The wood planks were exposed to the outdoor temperature conditions. This resulted in their temperature cycling in phase with the daily periods simulated in the chamber. The temperature measured in the cellulose at 50 mm below the planks also varied in phases with the exterior conditions, but to a lesser degree. The relative humidity measured varied in phase with the temperature cycle, the amplitude of the variation being more prominent at 50 mm below the planks than 100 mm below. No data was taken exactly at the underface of the deck. It was necessary to determine the boundary conditions at that interface during the drying simulation. To do so, each drying period was split into short sub-periods with mean relative humidity and temperature. The following graphs show the relative humidity and the temperature in the insulation together with the plank temperature from period 4 to 6.
Figure 3.13. Conditions measured below and in the planks of cavity T3 during the test.
The examination of Figure 3.13 leads to the following observations on the interrelated effects of temperature and relative humidity:

- the temperature (TC_RH_T3S) in the insulation 50 mm below the planks was rather constant.

- the temperature (TC_T3_6, TC_T3_2) of the wood plank varied considerably and in phase with the outdoor air temperature daily cycle (TC_T_NORTH). There was heat transfer on the outside side of the plank. The presence of the membrane prevented any mass transfer. The set of boundary conditions on the topside of the plank was then different than the one present on its underside.

- the relative humidity (RH_T3S_HI) below the plank varied in phase with the outdoor temperature air cycle. This is explained as follows. In a closed system, a rise of temperature would result in a decrease of the relative humidity. However, the system was open. Each temperature increase induced moisture to egress the wood plank and the cellulose insulation. As soon as it was released, this moisture was likely evacuated outside through the faint but existing air movement.

- the relative humidity in the center of the cellulose (RH_T3, RH_T3N) had its variation dampened and delayed, as the amplitude of the temperature cycle was also reduced in the center of the assembly.

Examining the whole length of the drying period, it is observed that the values of RH in the center of the assembly increased gradually from the start of period 4 to the end of period 6. This indicates that moisture was released into the roof cavity. Relative humidity was higher towards the exit end of the cavity. This can be explained by the
accumulation of more moisture towards the end of the cavity or by the convective movement of vapor towards the end of the cavity due to air exfiltration. Table 3.14 summarizes these measurements as mean values for each sub-period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Period 4 Subdivided in 3 (7, 7 and 7 days)</th>
<th>Period 5 Subdivided in 4 (7, 7, 7 and 10 days)</th>
<th>Period 6 Subdivided in 4 (5, 7, 7 and 10 days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{mean}}$ in wood planks [°C]</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{mean}}$ in insulation 50 mm below wood planks [°C]</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>19.35</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity max/min [%]</td>
<td>86.5/71.2</td>
<td>78.0/68.0</td>
<td>74.5/63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80.5/66.1</td>
<td>74.6/64.7</td>
<td>70.9/62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75.6/63.9</td>
<td>73.1/63.0</td>
<td>69.6/59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72.0/62.8</td>
<td>68.1/58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean vapor pressure at 50 mm below planks [Pa]</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>1615</td>
<td>1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>1643</td>
<td>1784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1528</td>
<td>1889</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 Determination of the simulation conditions

The simulation requires the input of the conditions of the air below the plank in term of temperature and relative humidity which are used to calculate the water potential in the air. As mentioned earlier, the model used in this study does not allow to deduce the hygrothermal conditions of the air below the planks from the prevailing inside and outside hygrothermal conditions. The conditions below the planks have to be calculated from the measurements conducted in the cellulose and in the wood planks. Water
potential is proportional to temperature and relative humidity as shown in equation (3.27). Of the two parameters, relative humidity is more determinant. For example, a change of the relative humidity from 80% to 90% increases by 50% the water potential, while a change of temperature of 10°C leads to a variation of ±4% of the water potential. Using the measured data, the temperature and relative humidity are set for each sub-period.

- Temperature conditions

The temperature of the air below the plank could be calculated in two ways: by considering conduction only, using the convective heat coefficient as one element, as shown in Figure 3.14, or by evaluating the heat transported to the wood surface by convection. As the exfiltration rate is quite restricted, the first option is used.

![Figure 3.14. Schematic representation of a situation with pure heat conduction.](image)
Table 3.15. Extrapolated temperatures for each sub-period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Period 4 Subdivided in 3 (7, 7 and 7 days)</th>
<th>Period 5 Subdivided in 4 (7, 7, 7 and 10 days)</th>
<th>Period 6 Subdivided in 4 (5, 7, 7 and 10 days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{mean}}$, extrapolated °C</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>24.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>below wood</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>23.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface °C</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>23.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>23.8*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*note that temperature gradient direction is reversed.

- **Relative humidity conditions**

As noted above, there was no measurement of relative humidity directly below the planks. Relative humidity had to be inferred from the given data. Two methods of determining the actual relative humidity are proposed. In the first method, the relative humidity measured at 50 mm below the planks is given in local vapor pressure. The same vapor pressure is assumed to be found just below the planks and, together with temperature extrapolated for the underside of the plank, is converted into relative humidity. Table 3.16 presents the deduced relative humidity conditions.

Table 3.16. Relative humidity inferred from measured vapor pressures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Period 4</th>
<th>Period 5</th>
<th>Period 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T [°C]</td>
<td>RH [%]</td>
<td>T [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This method gives the same conditions for the whole width of the cavity and cannot explain the differential moisture content measured from the center to the side of the cavity. A second method uses the moisture content measured during the test at the three locations. Assuming equilibrium, the corresponding relative humidity is determined from
sorption curves. Figure 3.15 presents the sorption curves from three different sources for non-treated cellulose. In the range of moisture content considered, the relationship is rather flat. This poses an uncertainty that favors the consideration of the moisture content in the wood due to the more important changes in moisture content as seen in Figure 3.4. Table 3.17 summarizes the equilibrium relative humidity.

![Figure 3.15. Sorption curves for non-treated cellulose insulation.](image)

Table 3.17. Relative humidity in equilibrium with measured moisture content in wood and cellulose per period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions in and below planks</th>
<th>Conditions 50 mm below planks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured moisture content from start to end of period [%]</td>
<td>Relative humidity at equilibrium from sorption curves [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In cellulose</td>
<td>15 → 12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In wood</td>
<td>28 → 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period 5</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In cellulose</td>
<td>12.5 → 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In wood</td>
<td>18 → 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period 6</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In cellulose</td>
<td>10 → 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In wood</td>
<td>13 → 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: mean value of planks and insulation measured temperature
Table 3.17 shows that the direction of sorption was the same for cellulose and wood. The relative humidity measured in the cellulose during period 4 and 5 was similar to the relative humidity to be expected according to the sorption curve using the measured moisture content. In period 6, the measured relative humidity 50 mm from the deck is high compared to the relative humidity given by the sorption curve. This can be explained by the fact that the high temperatures above the planks would warm the insulation located just below the planks, inducing a faster drying.

The equilibrium relative humidity was derived from the measured moisture content of wood and the desorption curve of Figure 3.4 for the three moisture content sensors, T3_6 located at the center of the spacing between the two structural joist, and T3_7 and T3_8 located respectively at 100 mm and 25 mm from the joist. This derivation of the relative humidity using the moisture content measured at the center of plank was based on the assumption that there was no or little moisture content gradient across the thickness of the plank. The results are listed in the Table 3.18 for the three sets of measured moisture content available.
Table 3.18. Relative humidity extrapolated from measured moisture content per sub-period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Moisture content [%]</th>
<th>Corresponding RH from sorption curve [%]</th>
<th>Average RH for the sub-period [%]</th>
<th>Moisture content [%]</th>
<th>Corresponding RH from intermediary sorption curve [%]</th>
<th>Average RH for the sub-period [%]</th>
<th>Moisture content [%]</th>
<th>Corresponding RH from intermediary sorption curve [%]</th>
<th>Average RH for the sub-period [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.3 Computer model simulations

Table 3.19 lists the data used to simulate the drying of three sensor locations in cavity T3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions used for each simulation</th>
<th>Initial M [%]</th>
<th>Appropriate sorption curve</th>
<th>Period 4</th>
<th>Period 5</th>
<th>Period 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T [°C]</td>
<td>RH [%]</td>
<td>T [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-6</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH from measured vapor pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td>curve from 30%</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-6</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrapolated RH from measured M</td>
<td></td>
<td>curve from 30%</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH from measured vapor pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td>curve from 25%</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrapolated RH from measured M</td>
<td></td>
<td>curve from 25%</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>56.25</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH from measured vapor pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td>curve from 20%</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrapolated RH from measured M</td>
<td></td>
<td>curve from 20%</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depending on the given initial moisture content, a desorption curve with the appropriate history is selected. The table also specifies the values of the other parameters used by the simulation. The resulting drying curves are shown in the Figures 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18.
Figure 3.16. Comparison of modeling and experimental data from 28% M in T3.

Figure 3.17. Comparison of modeling and experimental data from 24% M in T3.
Figure 3.18. Comparison of modeling and experimental data from 20% M in T3.

The simulated drying curves using the conditions derived from the measured moisture content show a close fit for their first part, while slightly underestimate the moisture content for most of the rest of the drying. The simulated curves using the conditions derived from the measured vapor pressure show a slower drying process in the first part of the curves to then demonstrate a good fit in the middle part of the curves. The curve using the measured vapor pressure in Figure 3.18 demonstrates that the measurements done at the center of the cavity must not reflect the conditions on the side of the cavity.

- Sensitivity analysis

As the actual air velocity could not be known, the impact of the estimation of the air velocity was assessed by varying the heat and mass convective coefficients. Figure 3.19
shows a sensitivity analysis using the same input data except for the convective heat transfer coefficient, \( h_h \), which was set successively at 2, 3.8 and 8 W/m\(^2\)°C. This variation has little impact on the drying curve. This result was expected as, in reality, a change of \( h_h \) would imply a change of \( h_\psi \). The next analysis is more conclusive in this respect. Figure 3.20 shows a similar sensitivity analysis setting the mass transfer coefficient, \( h_\psi \), at 0.5x10\(^{-10}\), 1x10\(^{-10}\) and 2x10\(^{-10}\) kg\(^2\)/m\(^2\)·s·J. This variation results in a noticeable impact on the first part of the drying curves. Therefore, the difficulty in determining the actual air velocity has a low impact on the drying from a heat transfer point of view but an important one on drying from a mass transfer point of view. This may explain in part the differences found across the same planks as seen by the moisture content of three side by side locations at the start of the drying period. The lower moisture content in the plank near the joist could result from restrictions imposed on the air movement by the cellulose.

![Figure 3.19. Sensitivity analysis by varying the convective heat transfer coefficient.](image-url)
3.4.4 Observations on the simulation results

- Drying profiles

From the drying profiles across the thickness of the plank throughout the simulation as shown in Figure 3.21, it can be seen the gradient of moisture content is very small. The slow variation of the average relative humidity throughout drying allows the moisture content to approach equilibrium levels through the thickness of the plank. This tends to show that the long time constant associated with moisture transfer is linked to the large quantities of moisture adsorbed and desorbed within the assemblies but that relatively instantaneous uniform conditions may be maintained given a uniform source of moisture during wetting and a uniform source of heat during drying. Within the wood plank itself, the transient effect of change of conditions was minimized. The low moisture content gradients across the plank reinforce the importance of the sorption curves as one of the most valuable data used in the simulation.
Figure 3.21. Moisture gradient across the thickness of the plank during simulation.

- **Conditions cycles**

This test uses steady periodic daily conditions whereas the simulation uses constant conditions. In terms of relative humidity cycling, a look at period 4 indicates that the conditions may yield a periodic mass transfer, i.e. drying during day conditions and readsorption of vapor or condensate during the night conditions. To model such a case requires the specific history of the wood to allow the use of the proper sorption curve. This periodic reversal is shown schematically in Figure 3.22. The local relative humidity may then rise and condensation may occur, decreasing the vapor pressure.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.22. Schematic representation of the daily periodic mass transfer with an overall drying direction, (a) shows the moisture movement in and out of the plank; and (b) the corresponding sorption history. The diagrams (c) and (d) represent winter and summer conditions where no daily-reversal takes place.
• **Impact of warming of wood with warmer air**

Due to the code structure, the temperature of the wood during simulations is a result of the interaction of the wood with the air below the plank. In reality, the wood plank is warmed by air on one side but is cooled on the other, so the there is constantly a temperature gradient across the plank. The impact of this approximation is estimated to be low as the air temperature used was close to the temperature measured in the plank and also due to the fact that water potential is slightly dependent on temperature.

### 3.5 Validation of model for the simulation of the wetting process

The process of the wetting of wood has not attracted a lot of research effort. This thesis proposes a first attempt at modeling the moisture accumulation process using the model developed previously.

#### 3.5.1 Determination of actual conditions during the wetting period

To model the wetting of the wood plank, the method developed in section 3.4.1 to present the actual conditions in and below the plank during the test is applied here for the first three periods of the test. The graphs of Figure 3.23 presents the data measured during the three wetting periods of the test. Table 3.20 presents the mean values for the sub-periods.
Figure 3.23. Wetting conditions measured below and in the planks of cavity T3.
Table 3.20. Measured conditions for short intervals of time within each period during wetting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Period 1 Subdivided in 4 (4,4,10 and 10 days)</th>
<th>Period 2 Subdivided in 4 (7, 9, 6 and 10 days)</th>
<th>Period 3 Subdivided in 4 (7, 7, 7 and 10 days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{mean}} ) in wood planks [°C]</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-6.25</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-6.25</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-6.25</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.25</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{mean}} ) in insulation 50 mm below wood planks [°C]</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity max/min [%]</td>
<td>39/44</td>
<td>51/55</td>
<td>55/65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44/48</td>
<td>52/55</td>
<td>57/67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48/52</td>
<td>53/57</td>
<td>59/69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51/55</td>
<td>54.5/59</td>
<td>62/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean vapor pressure at 50 mm below planks [Pa]</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>437</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>458</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>501</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2 Determination of simulation conditions

The methods to extrapolate the measured conditions used in section 3.4.2 to derive the conditions below the plank were applied to the three first periods of the test and presented in Tables 3.21 and 3.22.
Table 3.21. Temperature and relative humidity inferred from measured vapor pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Period 1 Subdivided in 4 (4,4,10 and 10 days)</th>
<th>Period 2 Subdivided in 4 (7, 9, 6 and 10 days)</th>
<th>Period 3 Subdivided in 4 (7, 7, 7 and 10 days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{mean}}$ extrapolated</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>below wood</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface [°C]</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH$_{\text{mean}}$ extrapolated</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>below wood</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface [%]</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>84.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.22. Extrapolated relative humidity for T3-6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Moisture content [%]</th>
<th>Corresponding RH from sorption curve [%]</th>
<th>Average RH for the sub-period [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>83.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5.3 Computer model simulation

The conditions used for the simulation are listed in Table 3.23 for the sensor in the center of the cavity T3. The resulting curves are presented in Figure 3.24.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.23. Wetting simulation conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditions used for each simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-\psi = adsorption curve - same all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M ) = desorption conductivity - same for all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_c ) = assumed constant at ( 3.8 \text{ W/m}^2\text{C} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_{air} ) = assumed constant at ( 0.1 \text{ m/s} ) for all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_{\psi} ) = assumed constant at ( 1 \times 10^{-10} \text{ kg}^2/\text{s-J-m}^2_{air} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Period 4</th>
<th>Period 5</th>
<th>Period 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M [%]</td>
<td>T [°C]</td>
<td>RH [%]</td>
<td>T [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-6</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH from</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measured vapor pressure</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-6</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrapolated</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH from</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measured M</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.24. Comparison of modeling and experimental data for the wetting period in T3
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The two methods developed for the drying curves do not provide satisfying fit in terms of prediction of the wetting curves. The grey curve based on the vapor pressure overestimates the moisture contents in the early portion and underestimates them in the remaining part. This may indicate that the relative humidity measured at 50 mm below the plank in winter time is very different that the relative humidity that could have been measured just underneath the plank. The thick black line curve uses the conditions based on the measured moisture content. This curves follows the general shape of the experimental curve but is markedly below, especially in the last few weeks.

The expected presence of condensation was not taken into account in the determination of the conditions and can explain some of the discrepancies between the simulated curves and the experimental data. To take condensation into consideration would require an analysis of the boundary conditions and the evaluation of the appropriateness of the equations, with special attention required to determine the factor ε used in equation (3.12).

3.5 Conclusion

A mathematical model was developed to describe the moisture movement of a wood plank drying within a roof assembly. The resulting computer model can predict the drying of such roofs. The use of the water potential concept lets the model focus on moisture movement as opposed to focus on the phase of the moisture required by the other approaches in modeling. The sorption history of the wood was taken into
consideration by the development of appropriate intermediary desorption curves. The results show that the model can predict the drying of the wood planks. The same methods were applied to the wetting of the planks. The results of the model point to the need to know the precise boundary conditions and to further development of the description of the physical phenomena to include the formation and presence of condensation.

This model has opened the way to the use of the gradient of water potential in the field of building envelope. One of the next developments of the model should be to integrate heat flow through the roofing membrane. This will subject the wood plank to a temperature gradient which is a more realistic condition. It will also enable to link the temperature in the assembly to the outdoor conditions. Even though it was shown not necessary to consider the daily variations of outdoor temperature to predict the drying process, it may be interesting to take into account these variations where condensation is possible.
Chapter 4
Guidelines derived from the research program

This section addresses the transfer of knowledge acquired in this research to the designers, and proposes ways to implement the findings of this research in terms of design guidelines and improved details.

4.1 How to transfer building science to the designer

The broad role of science is to provide a portrait of nature by describing and predicting natural phenomena. Building scientists aim at developing the knowledge base of building science to be used by the designer who selects and develops the best intervention for a given situation. However, the designer must be made aware of the value of science in the creation of products (Mayall, 1979). The challenge is to develop tools and packages of information that incorporate scientific knowledge and aid the decision process involved in design. The process of design requires different quantity and quality of inputs during its unfolding. One way to tailor the available information is to cater to the level of intervention in the design process of a building which are recognized to be: 1) Performance specifications (also called program or objectives), 2) Overall architectural concept, 3) Design development, 4) Detailing, and 5) Construction supervision. These five levels overlap each other and strive to fulfill the main purpose of the design process, i.e. the operation and the maintenance of a well-performing building. This process applies as well for new construction or renovation projects.
The following are two exercises to adapt the information gain through the research project to two stages of the design process, concept and detailing.

4.2 Knowledge transfer at the conceptual level of flat roof design

- Components of the roofs

Let us start by a clarification of the nomenclature used to designate the components of a wood-framed roofing system. Simply stated, a roof has four layers: the interior finish which includes the air and vapor barrier, the insulation layer, the deck supported by the main structure, and the roofing membrane to prevent rain ingress, as shown in Figure 4.1

![Figure 4.1](image)

**Figure 4.1.** Schematic representation of the four basic layers of a lightweight flat roof system.

This study considers only flat roofs. However, as the conceptual stage encompasses the choice of the geometry of the roof, three basic geometrical roof configuration are included: (1) both the roofing layer and the interior layer are horizontal, (2) both the roofing layer and the membrane are sloping, (3) the roofing layer is sloping and the under layer is horizontal.
- **Conceptual decision process**

The most current design alternatives are found in the decision tree represented in Figure 4.2. Two main parameters have to be considered: a vented or not vented assembly, and an insulation below or above the roof deck.

![Roof assembly diagram]

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of the different flat roof assemblies for wood-framed buildings. 1. insulation above roof deck and below roof membrane, 2. insulation above deck and membrane, 3. insulation below roof deck without ventilation, and 4. insulation below deck, with ventilation in space between insulation and deck.

- **Design guidelines**

At this level of decision, the following considerations should be taken into account:

- The National Building Code of Canada (1995), in article 9.19.1.1.1, states that, when insulation is placed below the roof deck, a space is required between the insulation
and the deck and that space must be vented to the outside. This requirement makes the choice of ventilation and location of insulation interrelated. When no ventilation is desired nor possible, all the insulation should be put on top of the deck, according to the NBCC.

- The case of existing roofs that undergo renovation is not discussed by the code. The annex to the Code mentions that, where it may be demonstrated that the construction is sufficiently tight, the ventilation for insulation installed below the deck may not be required (NBCC, 1995, art. A-9.19.1.1). This provision targeted pre-manufactured houses but could be applicable elsewhere. Therefore, placing the insulation below the deck requires a very good air barrier strategy that must be assessed at the detail level.

- Once the roof air barrier strategy is taken care of, the control of vapor diffusion becomes a simple task. The solutions may be to use a polyethylene sheet behind the gypsum board or another vapor retarder membrane. In the case of retrofitting, the paint layer can act as the vapor retarder. Older buildings are often painted with oil-based vapor resistant paints and already present a certain level of vapor resistance.

- Thermal bridges must be avoided as they present cold spot within the assemblies where condensation may deposit itself.

- Condensation should not be trapped between two vapor tight materials. However, Handegord (1967) mentions the possibility of deliberately letting moisture accumulate in an absorbing material that can retain condensate until conditions favorable to evaporation prevail. Moisture in insulation will however increase heat flow. Due to the complexity of assessing the behavior of all materials, Handegord
mentioned that such a design should be usually kept for buildings with low indoor relative humidity, which seemed to exclude residential buildings. However, this research supports that some storage of moisture may occur in wood-frame assemblies with complete drying.

- A sound design principle for envelope assemblies is to have redundancy. This requires the deliberate repetition of functions by different elements against the more severe causes of degradation, i.e. vapor condensation and water ingress.

4.3 Knowledge transfer at the detailing level of flat roof design

At the detailing level, attention is focused on the components, the systems and the junctions of systems. Design rules must be followed to prevent moisture problems. Problems can rarely be imputed to materials but rather to their assembly and configuration (Handegord 1967).

- Focusing on preventing air leakage

The main lesson from the research work presented here is that air movement may bring large quantities of moisture within assemblies. The air may come from as far as the basement of the building as shown in Figure 4.3. Comparison of the moisture patterns of T2 and T3 illustrate the effect of air movement. While the performance of a central cavity like T3 may be found it acceptable, it is the details at junctions that are critical, as shown in T5. The problems with moisture accumulation in the cellulose are the resultant increase in weight and density and reduction of the thermal conductivity.
However, due to the presence of borax and boric acid, introduced as a flame retarder, in cellulose insulation, fungi cannot grow in cellulose.

While the short-term presence of water in wood has little impact in terms of structural capacity or dimensional changes, in the long term, it leads to the concern of biological degradation of the wood which compromises the structural member. To prevent wood from rotting could be one way to resolve the problem of moisture accumulation. In the test, the two insulated cavities exposed to high moisture content, T5 and L5, have shown no sign of fungi staining or growth found in all the wood surfaces facing the cellulose insulation, which points to the protecting ability of the borax. Cavities T1 and L1, which were not insulated, had their wood deck and some parts of the joist markedly darkened by the presence of fungi. However, the protecting ability of borax does not reach far passed its contact with wood. The presence of fungi was noted on wood surfaces that were not exposed to cellulose, like the top of the joist covered with deck planks and the underside of the joist resting on the top plate of the wall.

Figure 4.3. Schematic representation of air leakage though a building from basement to roof.
• Building envelope details

The addition of cellulose insulation to fill completely the cavities must be accompanied with the strong improvement of the airtightness at the level of the roof. The air barrier strategy rests on the appropriate detailing of joints. The main details to consider are the junction of the exterior wall with the roof also called parapet, the junction of the roof with internal partitions, the connection of the roof with mechanical parts connection, connection of roof with electrical fixtures or communication wiring. The following figures propose improvement to existing details.

(a) Parapet junction before insulation (b) Parapet junction with high density cellulose insulation

Figure 4.4. Parapet details before and after the installation of the insulation with detailing in order to minimize air flow through the roof.
Figure 4.5. Party wall details before and after the installation of the insulation.

Figure 4.6. Roof/parapet details before and after the installation of the insulation.

Figure 4.7. Electrical outlet details before and after the installation of the insulation.
Figure 4.8. Roof drain details before and after the installation of the insulation.

4.4 Conclusion

To produce the information to designers in terms of the decision that they have to take may be the most efficient route to transfer knowledge to the industry. Designers do not always have the time nowadays to study all that there is to know on one specific building assembly, however they are opened to improve their design and integrate new knowledge that could improve their practice. The proposed details should be further developed and implemented where high density cellulose is used to insulate flat roofs.

The guidelines and details proposed here assist the designer in providing a thought-through design from an air barrier point of view. In the scope of a project, other considerations, like membrane reliability, waterproofing details, and climate in terms of rain and snow, may suggest other solutions. Therefore, the details presented here show the principles but are not complete in other aspects and should not be copied directly.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

This investigation on moisture movement through the building envelope has reaffirmed the importance of this field of study and the need to advance its state of knowledge.

In the rapidly evolving field of moisture movement in the building envelope, the most advanced research deals with extensive experimental set-ups to study the interaction of actual assemblies with climate conditions, and modeling work to perform advanced simulation of the heat, air and moisture transfer requiring a large amount of data on material properties and conditions. It is recognized that the field thrives most when experimentation and modeling are combined.

This study has advanced this field of study by developing:

- an experimental procedure and producing the experimental results on 10 flat roof assemblies which can be used to validate current theories;

- a physical model which has been implemented into a computer model that can predict the moisture pattern of the wood planks in the assemblies tested;

- preliminary design guidelines and details to facilitate the transfer of the findings of this study to the design profession and to the construction site.
5.1 Contributions of the research

The experimental program has advanced the field of study of moisture movement through building envelope through the following contributions:

- Development of a novel test procedure for the evaluation of assemblies susceptible to moisture accumulation. The considerations of the research objectives led to the development of an extensive monitoring protocol using both electronic and manual methods, with emphasis on moisture transfer. The test huts reproduced actual roofs as closely as possible.

- Production of a unique set of data on moisture patterns of ten flat roof assemblies subjected to a full wetting-drying cycle. The experiment was held continuously for 190 days. The data collected gathers temperature, moisture content, relative humidity and pressure differentials and the exact location of all points of measurement. This set of data could be used to validate other models as it is one of the only sets of experimental results of an assembly incorporating cellulose insulation.

- Demonstration of performance of flat roof assemblies fully insulated with cellulose in terms of accumulation of moisture and potential to rot. Demonstration of rate of wetting and drying of different assemblies with and without air exfiltration. Data on the performance of cellulose insulation in assemblies exposed to moisture accumulation.
The modeling work has advanced this field through the following contributions:

- Development of a physical model using the water potential gradient as the driving force. The physical model predicts the drying and wetting of wood planks in flat roofs. Its development includes the analytical and experimental determination of the appropriate heat and mass convective transfer and the determination of the effective water conductivity function. The physical model uses full and intermediary adsorption and desorption curves respecting the sorption history of the wood plank being modeled.

- Validation of the physical model with a computer model, modified to implement the developed physical model, used to predict the moisture pattern in the roof wood plank tested. This work validates the use of the water potential approach to model moisture pattern within building envelope assemblies.

The research has contributed to the transfer of information through preliminary design guidelines and details intended to the design profession and the building industry for wood-frame assemblies with a moisture storing insulation layer.

5.2 Recommendations for further work

Through this work, a clearer picture of future work has emerged to guide future research which should direct its effort to provide:

- Measurement on building envelope material to document their hygrothermal properties and the impact of moisture content of these properties.
- Measurement of boundary conditions within assemblies in terms of temperature, relative humidity, air velocity, etc., to allow the determination of the heat and mass transfer coefficients present in the small air spaces and the porous materials within envelope assemblies.

- Experimental data on assemblies containing cellulose insulation to study the impact of moisture accumulation on the thermal resistance of the assembly, specially with moisture conditions that lead to the gradual caking of the cellulose, impact of density of cellulose on thermal resistance and air movement.

- Experimental comparison of behavior of ventilated and non-ventilated roofs insulated with cellulose.

- Application of the model developed to study the impact of different climate conditions, different initial moisture content and to study the impact of the time compression used in the wetting portion of the test presented herein.

- Further development of modeling should aim at modeling condensation and frost thaw to demonstrate the applicability of the water potential gradient to describe capillary action, daily cycle with appropriate adsorption and desorption curves, and interaction of wood and cellulose. Further modifications should allow different boundary conditions on each side and attempt to link condition on both sides of the assembly to the air temperature and relative humidity within the assembly.
5.3 Related publications

Derome, D. and P. Fazio. Large scale testing of two flat roof assemblies insulated with cellulose, accepted for publication by the Journal of Architectural Engineering (March 2000), ASCE.
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Appendix A

Conversion calculations

As some of the parameters used in this thesis are not commonly used in building science, their conversion from commonly used parameters is presented.

A.1 Water potential

\[
\psi = \frac{RT}{M} \ln\left(\frac{P}{P_{\text{sat}}}\right)
\]

where \( R \) is the gas constant [8.3143 J/mole K]

\( T \) is the temperature [K]

\( M \) is the molar mass [kg\text{water}/mole]

\( P \) is the vapor pressure [Pa]

\( P_{\text{sat}} \) is the saturation vapor pressure [Pa]

For example, a temperature of 20°C,

at 99.5\%RH, \( \psi \) is -135 J/kg

at 99\%RH, \( \psi \) is -1 360 J/kg

at 90\%RH, \( \psi \) is -14 240 J/kg

at 75\%RH, \( \psi \) is -38 900 J/kg

at 50\%RH, \( \psi \) is -93 700 J/kg

A.2 Saturation percentage

Conversion of moisture content, \( M \), into saturation percentage, \( \text{Sp} \).

The relationship is:
\[ S_p = \frac{M}{\frac{1}{G_m} - \frac{1}{G_{ws}}} \]

- \( S_p \) saturation percentage [%]
- \( M \) moisture content expressed in percentage \( \text{[kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{kg}_{\text{oven-dry wood}} \times 100} \)
- \( G_{ws} \) specific gravity of the wood substance (matière ligneuse), \([1.5\text{g/cm}^3 \Rightarrow 1500 \text{kg/m}^3 \text{divided by water density } = 1.5 \text{ kg/m}^3]\)

\[ G_{ws} = \frac{w_0}{V_{ows} \rho_w} \]

- \( w_0 \) oven-dry mass \( \text{[kg}_{\text{oven-dry wood}} \)
- \( V_{ows} \) oven-dry volume of the wood substance \( \text{[m}^3\text{oven-dry wood substance]} \)
- \( \rho_w \) density of water \( \text{[kg}_{\text{water}}/\text{m}^3\text{water]} \)
- \( G_m \) specific gravity of moist wood, \( G_m = G_g/(1-B_v) \)
- \( G_g \) green specific gravity

\[ G_m = \frac{w_0}{V_m \rho_w} = \frac{w_0}{V_{\text{max}} (1-B_v) \rho_w} \]

- \( V_m \) volume of moist wood \( \text{[m}^3\text{moist wood]} \)
- \( V_{\text{max}} \) maximum volume of moist wood \( \text{[m}^3\text{moist wood]} \) (or green wood volume)
- \( B_v \) volume shrinkage corresponding to \( M \) (maximum 11.3 for spruce)

Green specific gravity, of black spruce (green) 406 kg/m3, divided by \( \rho_w = .406 \)

Green specific gravity, of white spruce (green) 390 kg/m3, divided by \( \rho_w = .390 \)

For completely dry wood, divide by 0.887  \( G_m = .458 \).
Given that PSF is at 30%M,

For dry wood at 5%, 5/6 of Bv

\[
\frac{1}{G_m} - \frac{1}{G_{ws}} = (1/0.451) - (1/1.5) = 1.56
\]

\[M = 5\% \text{ yields } S_p = \frac{5}{1.56} = 3.2\%\]

For moist wood, 15%, with 30 %M maximum shrinkage

\[
\frac{1}{G_m} - \frac{1}{G_{ws}} = (1/0.430) - (1/1.5) = 1.66
\]

\[M = 15\% \text{ yields } S_p = \frac{15}{1.66} = 9\%\]

For green wood

\[
\frac{1}{G_m} - \frac{1}{G_{ws}} = (1/0.406) - (1/1.5) = 1.80
\]

\[M = 70\% \text{ yields } S_p = \frac{70}{1.8} = 39\%\]

### A.3 Water effective conductivity

The relationships to convert diffusion coefficient to effective conductivity are presented in section 3.

The coefficients of diffusion measured by Egner for epicea, at 40°C have presented by
Kubler after conversion from coefficient of diffusion due to moisture content gradient to coefficients of diffusion due to vapor pressure gradients..

To convert to water effective conductivity due to a gradient of water potential, the following relationship is used

\[K_{eff} = D_v \cdot \frac{\partial H}{\partial M} \cdot \frac{P_v}{100} \cdot \frac{\partial M}{\partial \psi}\]

The following table presents the values used for the conversion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>Dp [m/h]</th>
<th>HR/M</th>
<th>pvs/100</th>
<th>dM/dpsi</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.50E-08</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.000111</td>
<td>1.156E-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.50E-08</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.000111</td>
<td>2.189E-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.90E-07</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.000111</td>
<td>5.285E-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.00E-07</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.000111</td>
<td>1.695E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.00E-06</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.000111</td>
<td>2.454E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.50E-06</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>3.576E-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This uses the sorption for spruce by Hedlin, the sorption curve for red pine by Tremblay.

A.4 Conversion of $h_h$ to $h_v$ using the Lewis analogy

Starting with $h_h = 5 \text{ W/m}^2 \text{ °C}$

Assuming a relative humidity of 90% and a temperature of 10°C and wood surface saturated with water the following is calculated

\[
\psi_{oc} = 13750 \text{ J/kg}
\]

\[
\psi_{surf} = 0 \text{ J/kg}
\]

\[
c_\omega = 0.007 \text{ kg water/kg air}
\]

\[
c_\alpha = 0.0058 \text{ kg water/m}^3 \text{ air with 0.81 m}^3/\text{kg}
\]

\[
c_{surf} = 0.0078 \text{ kg water/kg air}
\]

\[
c_\alpha = 0.0063 \text{ kg water/m}^3 \text{ air with 0.81 m}^3/\text{kg}
\]

Conversion of $h_h$ to $h_{me}$
\[ h_{mc} = \frac{h_b}{c_p \cdot L e^{2/3}} = \frac{5 \frac{W}{m^2 \cdot C}}{1.2 \frac{kg}{m^3} \cdot 1011 \frac{J}{kg \cdot K} \cdot 1} = 0.004 \text{m/s} \]

Conversion of \( h_{mc} \) to \( h_{m\psi} \)

\[ h_m = h_{mc} \left( \frac{c_{surf} - c_{\infty}}{\psi_{surf} - \psi_{\infty}} \right) = 0.004 \frac{0.0005}{13750} = 1.45 \times 10^{-11} \frac{kg^2 \text{water}}{s \cdot J \cdot m^2 \text{air}} \]

If \( h_h = 4.6 \), \( h_\psi = 1.38 \times 10^{-10} \)

If \( h_h = 2 \), \( h_\psi = 6.0 \times 10^{-11} \)
Appendix B

Legend of sensors used during the experimental test

Most sensors have a three-part tagname, for example: TC_T3_7

First part refers to type of sensors

- TC  thermocouples
- RH  relative humidity
- M   moisture content sensor

The second part refers to the cavity

- T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 are the five cavities of the thermos hut
- L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 are the five cavities of the lambourdes hut

See figure 2.5 of text

The third part refers to the specific location of the sensor within a cavity as shown in the diagrams of Figure B.1.
Lambourdes cavity
Sensors in planking

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensors at bottom and top of joist

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)

B.1 Diagrams of layout of sensors.
Appendix C

Calculation results of the convective heat and mass transfer coefficients above wood in a 10mm high tunnel.

Parameters for run 1, 2 and 3

White pine specimens at 12% moisture content

Volume of moist wood
\[ V_h = 0.038 \cdot m \cdot 2.95 \cdot m \cdot 0.91 \cdot m \]
\[ V_h = 1.02 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot m^3 \]

Mass of moist wood
\[ M_h = 3718 \cdot kg \]

Density of moist wood
\[ D_m = \frac{M_h}{V_h} \]
\[ D_m = 364.47 \cdot kg \cdot m^{-3} \]

Specific heat of moist wood
\[ C_{p_{wood}} = 1250 \cdot \frac{\text{joule}}{\text{kg} \cdot \text{degC}} \]
\[ C_{p_{water}} = 4180 \cdot \frac{\text{joule}}{\text{kg} \cdot \text{degC}} \]
\[ C_p = \left( C_{p_{wood}} \cdot \frac{100}{112} \right) + \left( C_{p_{water}} \cdot \frac{12}{112} \right) \]
\[ C_p = 1.564 \cdot 10^3 \cdot \text{J} \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{sec}^{-2} \]

Run 1

Air velocity = 0.3 m/s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>Integral of profile [°C.m]</th>
<th>Heat = Integral x D_m C_p [J/m²]</th>
<th>( q_{\text{cond}} ) = 70.85 - 0.0222.t [W/m²]</th>
<th>( \Delta T ) = ( T_\infty - T_{\text{surf}} ) [°C]</th>
<th>( h_c = \frac{q_{\text{cond}}}{\Delta T} ) [W/m².K]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>26710</td>
<td>70.86</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>10.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>77550</td>
<td>56.54</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>11.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1275</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>104100</td>
<td>42.81</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>11.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>122100</td>
<td>29.53</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2492</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>134900</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>7.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3105</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>143100</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3366</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>146000</td>
<td>-3.18</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean value for 4 first values

\( h_c = \frac{q_{\text{cond}}}{\Delta T} \) [W/m².K] = 10.6
Figure C.1. Temperature profiles for run 1

Figure C.2 – Heat per square meter of wood as a function of time for run 1
Run 2

Air velocity = 0.3 m/s

Table C.2. Summary of data calculated from run 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>Integral of profile [°C.m]</th>
<th>Heat=Integral x DmCp [J/m²]</th>
<th>q_{cond}=90.24-0.026t [W/m²]</th>
<th>ΔT = T₉₅-T_{surf} [°C]</th>
<th>h_c= \frac{q_{cond}}{ΔT} [W/m².°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>24400</td>
<td>90.24</td>
<td>9.29</td>
<td>9.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>563</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>86870</td>
<td>75.60</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>10.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1205</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>127500</td>
<td>58.90</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>10.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>153200</td>
<td>42.19</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2450</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>170300</td>
<td>26.54</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>8.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3102</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>182600</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3714</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>188600</td>
<td>-6.33</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>-4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3915</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>190900</td>
<td>-11.55</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>-7.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean value for 5 first values 9.6

Figure C.3. Temperature profiles for run 2
Figure C.4 – Heat per square meter of wood as a function of time for run 2

Run 3

Air velocity = 0.15 m/s

Table C.3. Summary of data calculated from run 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>Integral of profile [°C·m]</th>
<th>Heat=Integral x DmCp [J/m²]</th>
<th>$q_{\text{cond}}$=52.69-0.0108·t [W/m²]</th>
<th>$\Delta T = T_{\text{in}}-T_{\text{surf}}$ [°C]</th>
<th>$h_{\text{c}}$=$q_{\text{cond}}/\Delta T$ [W/m²·°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>77460</td>
<td>45.97</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1236</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>104700</td>
<td>39.34</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>128300</td>
<td>32.72</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2462</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>145300</td>
<td>26.10</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3076</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>157900</td>
<td>19.47</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3689</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>167400</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4302</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>174400</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4516</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>177600</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean value for 6 first values: 3.8
Figure C.5. Temperature profiles for run 3

Figure C.6 – Heat per square meter of wood as a function of time for run 3
Run 4

Air velocity 0.15 m/s

\( M := 75.5 \% \)

Volume of moist wood

\[
.040 \cdot m \cdot .295 \cdot m \cdot .093 \cdot m = 1.097 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot m^3
\]

\( V_h := 1.086 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot m^3 \)

Mass of moist wood

\( M_h := .705 \cdot kg \)

Density of moist wood

\[
D_m := \frac{M_h}{V_h} \quad D_m = 649.171 \cdot kg \cdot m^{-3}
\]

Specific heat of moist wood

\[
C_p := \frac{C_{pwood}}{175.5} + \frac{C_{pwat}}{175.5} \quad C_p = 2.51 \cdot 10^3 \cdot m^2 \cdot sec^{-2}
\]

\( C_{pwood} := 1250 \cdot \frac{joule}{kg \cdot degC} \)

\( C_{pwat} := 4180 \cdot \frac{joule}{kg \cdot degC} \)

Heat taken by evaporation

\[
q := \left( 1.46 \cdot 10^{-5} \cdot \frac{kg}{sec \cdot m^2} \right) \quad h_{vap} := 2454.66 \cdot 1000 \cdot joulekg^{-1} \quad q_m := q \cdot h_{vap} \quad q_m = 35.838 \cdot m^{-2} \cdot watt
\]

During drying of specimen

Table C.4. Summary of data calculated from run 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>Integral of profile [°C\cdot m]</th>
<th>Heat = Integral x D_m C_p [J/m²]</th>
<th>( q_{cond} = 130.04 - 0.114t + 2.7 \cdot 10^{-5} t^2 ) [W/m²]</th>
<th>( q_{tot} = q_{cond} + q_m ) [W/m²]</th>
<th>( \Delta T = T_{\infty} - T_{surf} ) [°C]</th>
<th>( h_c = \frac{q_{cond}}{\Delta T} ) [W/m²°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1085.4</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>363500.0</td>
<td>38.11</td>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>15.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357.2</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>372600.0</td>
<td>25.05</td>
<td>60.89</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>12.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912.7</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>380900.0</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>46.61</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>9.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2455.9</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>387700.0</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>48.75</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2727.7</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>391600.0</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>55.81</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>11.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean value for 5 values

|                                      | 12.01 |
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Figure C.7 Temperature profiles for run 4

Figure C.8. Heat per square meter of wood as a function of time for run 4
Warming in wet conditions

Resulting in gain of weight due to condensation

Heat brought by condensation

\[
q := \frac{0.004 \text{ kg}}{3600 \text{ sec} \cdot 2 \cdot 0.093 \text{ m} \cdot 0.295 \text{ m}} \quad q = 2.025 \times 10^{-5} \text{ kg m}^{-2} \text{ sec}^{-1}
\]

Heat flux

\[
q_m := q \cdot h_{vap} \\
\quad h_{vap} = 2.455 \times 10^6 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \text{ kg}^{-1} \cdot \text{joule} \\
\quad q_m = 49.707 \text{ m}^{-2} \cdot \text{watt}
\]

By integration of profiles, it is found that heat flux to wood is completely due to condensation. So there was no convective transfer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>Integral of profile [°C m]</th>
<th>Heat = Integral x DmCp [J/m²]</th>
<th>q_{cond} = t [W/m²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>78810</td>
<td>discarded*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>85170</td>
<td>discarded*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>952</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>98320</td>
<td>42.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1580</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>119200</td>
<td>43.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2208</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>143800</td>
<td>44.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2837</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>166700</td>
<td>46.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3444</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>184700</td>
<td>47.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*impact of defrost at center of specimen was too strong at those times
Figure C.9. Temperature profiles for warming in wet conditions

Figure C.10 – Heat per square meter of wood as a function of time for warming on wet conditions
Mass transfer coefficient

Run 5

\[ A := 2.093 \cdot 0.295 \cdot m^2 \quad A = 0.055 \cdot m^2 \]

From graph, find slope \( \text{flux} = 8.046 \cdot 10^{-7} \cdot \text{kg} \cdot \text{sec}^{-1} \)

\[ q_m := \frac{\text{flux}}{A} \quad q_m = 1.466 \cdot 10^{-5} \cdot \text{kg} \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{sec}^{-1} \]

\[ R := 8.3143 \cdot \text{joule} / \text{mol} \cdot \text{deg}^1 \quad M := 0.0180153 \cdot \text{kg} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \quad T := (273 + 19.5) \cdot \text{deg}K \quad \text{RH} := 70 \]

\[ \psi_{\text{air}} := \frac{T}{M} \cdot (\ln(\text{RH} - 0.01)) \quad \psi_{\text{air}} = -4.815 \cdot 10^4 \cdot \text{joule} / \text{kg}^1 \]

\[ \psi_{\text{surface}} = -800 \cdot \text{joule} / \text{kg}^1 \]

\[ h_{\psi} := \frac{q_m}{(\psi_{\text{surface}} - \psi_{\text{air}})} \quad h_{\psi} = 3.097 \cdot 10^{-10} \cdot \text{kg}^2 \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{sec}^{-1} \cdot \text{joule}^1 \]

![Graph](image)

Figure C.11. Results of the drying test to determine the convective mass transfer coefficient
Appendix D

Schematic representation of finite element mesh

Figure D.1. Schematic representation of finite element mesh.